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front cover this goldleafgold leaf death mask is one of the artifacts recovered by the
BYU egyptian archaeological team from a previously undisturbed
tomb in middle egypt the heavy mask reaches to the shoulders of
a woman who was the daughter of an egyptian high priest see the
back cover it is painted with numerous figures and symbols relating
to resurrection and the afterlife courtesy of BYU eg arch project

back cover gold mummy whose coffin inscription identifies her as a daughter
of an egyptian high priest in the ptolemaic era c 220 BC courtesy of
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tombs under limestone A layer of limestone running through this small
hill was utilized as a natural roof for greco roman tombs in the cemetery
many of the artifacts pictured throughout this issue were recovered from
tombs in this hill

11fqben

seila pyramid east side this old kingdom pyramid located in middle
egypt was built by snefru father ofkhufuofkhufukhuou cheopschoopsCheops it is being excavated
by the BYU team some of whose members and workers are shown here



evidences of a christian population
in the egyptian fayumfadum and
genetic and textile studies

of the akhmimA I1
A noble muhmmunmmummieslieslles

scholars uncover hundreds of egyptian burials and use cutting
edge techniques to unlock ancient christian secrets they also
probe thethepuzzlespuzzles surrounding royal as well as noble mummies

C wilfred griggs marvin C kuchar scott R woodward
markmarkjmarajJ rowe R paul evans naguib kanawati and nasry iskander

since 1981 a team from brigham young university has been
excavating in the fayumfadum in egypt at both an old kingdom pyramid
the seila pyramid and a greco roman cemetery the team has

uncovered hundreds ofunplundered burials in the cemetery includ-
ing two extremely significant pre christian burialsburials and the teams
work has yielded new information about the lives of early christians
and ancient pharaohspharaohs in egypt although the initial genetic and
textile results were limited to a few significant conclusions about
family relationships and material circumstances of those christian
burialsburials the cutting edge research methods developed and employed
proved to be very illuminating

because of the expertise the team developed in that effort it
was invited in 1992 by the egyptian antiquities organization to do
textile and genetic studies on the noble mummies from akhmim and
the egyptian royal mummies this article describes the major findings
of the teams research to date

the seila Pyrpyramidarnldarnid

from an inscription on one oftwo stelae found at the base ofthe
east face of the seila pyramid the team learned that the builder was
snefru father of khufukhuou or cheopschoops in addition to this pyramid the

BYU studies 33 no 2 1993
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four built by snefru at dashurbashur and the pyramid built at meidummeadum
which is tied to seila by a virtually certain link in construction
techniques and geographic relationship bring the total known
pyramids erected by snefru to six temple artifacts remains of a
temple pavement and pieces of a statue of a seated pharaoh are
among the other noteworthy finds at the seila pyramid 2

pre christian burials in the hill tombs

the cemetery which was used for burials from about 200 BC

to about AD 800 covers approximately 125 hectares or 309 acres
there are two small hills in the central part of the cemetery using a
stratum of 6 to 8 inch thick limestone running through one of the
hills as a natural roof ancient workmen carved twenty two tombs
most containing multiple chambers for burialsburials erosion of the tufa or
dirty limestone above the tombs has both altered and buried most

of the original entrances to the ancient tombs often leaving only a
small entry hole visible in modemmodern times virtually all ofthe tombs and
their chambers in the hill had been plundered at some undefined
period in the past although it is possible that two fayumic mummy
portraits found near the turn of the century by two british archaeolo-
gists grenfell and hunt came from tombs in this hill 3

miscellaneous recoveries among the artifacts recovered
from this plundered part of the cemetery were lamps see p 338
tools face masks and reed baskets one containing a grain offering
there were also parts of human bodies including a man with each
finger wrapped individually with linen gold leafwas placed over the
linen where the fingernails would be the body ofa woman was also
recovered intricately wrapped with many layers of linen strips in a
diagonal geometric pattern in two tombs where human burials
had been placed we found a few mummified cats but later we found
one tomb entirely devoted to cat burialsburials and from it we removed
158 cats although we have not found evidence of a temple or cult
center in the area the cats may represent the goddess bastet and may
symbolize protection of the graves and of the dead

two unplundered burialsBurials the BYU team recovered only
two unplundered burials from the tombs in the hill both had
been placed below the floor level of the tombs in which they were



goldfinger each finger ofthis mans mummified hand was wrapped with
linen and gold leaf was placed over the fingernail areas the hand was
recovered from one of the plundered tombs



cat face this linen cat face was placed over a real cats head mummified
cats in and near the pre christian human tombs may symbolize protection
of the graves and their dead
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found the first dating from the early second century BC was a
cedar coffin containing an adult male one end of the coffin had
been destroyed by rock and debris probably at the time of burial
the body had been wrapped with forty four layers of textiles with
no decorations or symbols on the clothing the unusually high
number ofwrappings probably indicates the special status or wealth
this man had in the community

the other unplundered burial was in a heavy wooden coffin
found at the rear of a tomb measuring 2.22222 x 5 meters and about
2 meters high the roof had collapsed some time ago the burial
chamber had been carved into the hill below the floor level of the
tomb and a ramp had been cut down to the door for access and later
covered over to floor level the door to the chamber was made of
roughly dressed stones held in place by a hard cement behind the
door and on the ground in front of the coffin was a small human
burial wrapped intricately in many layers of linen strips xrayX ray
analysis at the site and endoscopic study later at the cairo museum
showed this burial to be a child between six and eight years old the
body was compressed after death to the precise length necessary to
span the width of the burial chamber

an inscription on one end of the coffin identifies the person
inside as the daughter ofan egyptian high priest and ofa mother who
was important in her own right it also indicates the mother was
beloved of her husband the young woman in the coffin has a gold
head covering which reaches to her shoulders and is covered with
painted symbols of egyptian religious beliefs four nowerflowerrower garlands
are wrapped around the body which was placed on a bed offlowers
in the coffin and a spray ofofflowersflowersblowersbbowers was placed in the linenwraps over
the heart the multiple layered wrapping of linen strips covers a

beautifully decorated breastplate which extends from the shoulders
to the knees the breastplate made of sheets of linen glued together
and overlaid with a layer of plaster is decorated with scenes and
divinities from the egyptian book of the dead dating by associated
artifacts in the tomb primarily pottery writing style of the coffin
inscription and carbon 14 analysis established this burial at about
220 BC all datable materials in the hill tombs originate from the end
of the third century BC to early in the first century AD
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coffin with mummy of a childchud the body of a child age 6 8 was
compressed after death to fit the width of the chamber in which the coffin
of an egyptian high priests daughter was placed
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burials in the cemeterys shaft tombs

to the northwest of the hill tombs are a number of tombs hewn
in the limestone bedrock and these tombs which had not been
previously disturbed contain skeletalized burialsburials the manner of
burial in the shaft tombs which were usually sealed with a gypsum
plaster cap ensured the decomposition of all organic materials
excepttheexcept the bones when excavating a fewafew of those tombs in 1981 we
did not have personnel with the skillsskiffs necessary to do complete
pathology and other biological analyses of the burialsburials but such
specialists were invited and participated in subsequent archaeologi-
cal seasons

most of the cemetery consists of burials interred in the sand
usually without coffins and layered four or five burials deep in shafts
cut down through the sand to a depth of three to five meters the
burial shafts are all on a basically east west orientation with the slight
directional differences likely accounted for by variations in the suns
amplitude from the summer to the winter solstice

direction of burialsBurials the oldest burials in each shaft were
often but not always placed in a chamber cut slightly at an angle to
one side or the other of the shaft and the chambers were nearly
always covered with roughly dressed rocks see figure 1 the burials
at the bottom of the shafts date from the first half of the second
century BC to the first half of the first century AD in every instance
these burials were placed with the head to east and the feet to west
in accord with the ancient egyptian belief that the dead would rise
from their graves and go to the west

beginning with the second half of the first century AD usually
from the second burial layer up from the bottom of the shafts all

burials are reversed 180 in burial direction with the head to west
and the feet to east this new burial direction continues without
exception upward to the latest burialsburials which were placed in the
cemetery close to the surface of the ground and date to approxi-
mately AD 800 the direction corresponds to early christian beliefs
that the resurrected christ would return to the earth from the east
and that the dead in christ would rise from their graves to meet him
because the rituals associated with death and burial tend to be among
the most conservative in ancient cultures such a radical change in



figure 1 diagram of a typical burial shaft at the bottom of the shaft the
burials are oriented with the head to the east so that when the dead rise up
theywilltheywill be facing the west from the second halfofthe first century burials
have a reverse orientation so that those dead will face east when they rise
to meet the resurrected christ this shift in direction indicates a cultural
change from egyptian religious beliefs to christianity figure drawn by
william revell phillips
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burial procedure suggests a major cultural change in at least this part
of the fayumfadum in the second half of the first century AD

A reversal in burial direction is but one of many evidences
suggesting that this major cultural change was the arrival of the
christian faith in considerable strength sufficient to influence all
burials in this large cemetery immediately and completely for the
next seven centuries or so what cannot yet be determined
although the molecular biology studies reported below will show
that such determination is imminently probable is whether the
arrival of christianity came about through conversion of the local
population or through the immigration of a large number of chris-
tians who exerted considerable cultural influence on the local
inhabitants

associated objects virtually all ofthe pottery associated with
the head to west burials are large wine amphoraeamphoralamphorae and small wine
drinking cups neither has been found with the head to east burials
at the bottom of the shafts the hundreds of amphoraeamphoralamphorae and drinking
cups found among the burials suggest that a graveside sacrament a
eucharist service was held for the deceased of the common faith
with the jars and cups put into the graves as tokens of religious
unity with the dead

textiles the quality and amount of cloth change dramatically
from the head to east pre christian to the head to west christian
burialsburials the linen in the head to east burials is much coarser the
weave is not as tight or uniform and no decorations or designs have
been found in the textiles associated with those burialsburials in some
instances the material shows signs of wear under microscopic
analysis indicating the cloth had been previously worn or used

in the head to west burialsburials both linen and woolen textiles have
been recovered and it is all of higher quality than the linen found
with the head to east burialsburials under microscopic analysis team
member marvin kuchar has been able to determine that none of the
textiles in the head to west burials had been used orwomormomorworn previously
for there are no broken or worn fibers nor is there any fraying or lint
the latter of which begins to occur on this type of fabric during the
first wearing the observation that all of the burial clothing and
shrouds associated with these burials are new and previously unused
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means that a great deal ofeffort and expense went toward acquisition
and preparation of clothing to be used only for burials preparations
usually extended to intricately wrapping the burials with a two
colored ribbon in geometric patterns over the external linen shroud
but even simple shrouds without decoration were new and previ-
ously unused items

clothing in addition to the textiles being previously unused
the amount ofclothing associated with the burials probably involved
great expense and indicates the importance of appropriate attire for
the deceased the burials have from five to twenty six layers of
clothing and many of the layers contain designs and symbols which
likely have religious significance one elaborate but representative
burial which has twenty six layers of clothing will be considered to
illustrate the pattern ofburial dress the adult male was found buried
beside an adult female who had virtually the same number and types
of caps robes and other clothing items on the males headwere five
knit caps each with different designs knitted into it all caps were
made of three colors of woolen yamyarn and were of a loose knit
construction with a rolled edge

many ofthe robes were woven from a dyed yarn ofone color for
the body of the robe and a different color for the collar and hem one

well preserved burial with ribbons after being dressed inm numerous
layers of clothing the body was often covered with a linen shroud and
wrapped with a two color ribbon in geometric designs this christian
burialbunalbunai a woman was simply interred in sand
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robe on this burial has a purple collar and a purple hem inasmuch
as purple is the color of royalty or special privilege and could not be
worn by the general populace in egypt at this time the purple is

indicative of royal status in the life to come colors in some robes
illustrate the high quality of dyes and weaving and the quality of
preservation is sometimes remarkable another robe has two wide
panels extending over the shoulders and to the feet both in front and
back and the panels are filled with depictions of large animals birds
insects and plants if the robe is suggestive of a creation scene or a

heavenly paradise it would support the hypothesis that each of the
layers of clothing represents part of an extensive and complex ritual
pattern associated with the passage from this life to the next

ten of the robes on this burial are plain linen garments but
the many strands of linen ribbon wrapped around the upper half of
the body are gathered together into a complex knot this knot is

detail of a remarkably well preserved robe the dyes and weaving in
this early christian robe show the high quality found in some of the burial
robes the homed animal depicted here is on one of two long panels
extending the full length of the robe and filled with numerous plants and
animals these decorated panels may depict a creation or paradise scene
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found on the left shoulder on two of the robes and on the right
shoulder of the remaining eight robes see p 272 the symbol of the
sacred knot or bow is common in egypt and elsewhere and may
indicate sacerdotal or priestly authority

the piece of clothing closest to the body is not usually well
preserved due to the destructive influence of fluids and chemicals
remaining in the body in this burial as well as a few others however
the woolen garment next to the skin is sufficiently well preserved for
us to observe that small rosettes have been woven into the material
in particular locations there is one rosette over each breast and
one on the right leg near the knee but there is no corresponding
rosette on the left leg across the lower abdomen the material also
has a hemmed slit about six inches long

considered all together the various items of clothing all
previously unused and many containing symbols and designs argue
strongly for belief not only in an afterlife but also for appropriate
attire most likely accompanied by orrepresentative ofa multifacetedamultifaceted

aqua burial robe with purple collar purple a color worn only by royal
or privileged persons may have denoted royalty in the life to come this
robe was recovered from the tomb of an early christian man who lived in
middle egypt
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and complex ritual process which would assure safe and successful
passage into the realm of the divine

personal belongings personal belongings are often found
with the head to west burialsburials such as sandals items of jewelry
combs hairpinshairpins and an ivory saltcellar see p 338 although there
is nothing of significant monetary value in the artifacts associated
with the burialsburials the articles do have personal or sentimental value
one could even argue that the salt in the saltcellar has symbolic val-
ue representing the religious beliefs or covenants of the individual

A remarkably well preserved pair of childs booties was found
wrapped in a pair of adults sandals these artifacts were associated
with a joint burial ofa young adult woman and an infant the booties
are a three color jersey knit wool this unusual technique occurs
here approximately a millennium earlier than the date previously
assigned by textile historians for its supposed invention on the isle
ofjersey 4

garment with woven rosettes and hemmed cut this early christian
garment was made of wool and was placed next to the body the garment
has a woven rosette over each breast a hemmed cut on the abdomen and
a rosette above the right knee
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inside the booties were numerous small items it is not certain
whether they are toys for the infant to enjoy in the next life or
symbols of religious belief for example the three iron keys found
there may represent access to the doors of the three heavens to
which a christian may aspire as mentioned in the coptic gnostic
gospel of philip 5 likewise small wooden fish found with some
burials may be nothing more than toys or models of the fish caught
in birket qarunaarun the fayumfadum lake or they may symbolize the christian
faith since the greek word for fish is an acronym forjesusforjesus christ son
of god savior

the intricate and involved process of burial preparation and
dressing of the body may be adduced as evidence for religious
symbolism in some associated artifacts but the beautifully coiffedcliffed
hairdos found on many of the women and other items of obvious
sentimental value may argue for artifacts primarily reflecting family
love and devotion toward a deceased relative or friend although
artifacts placed in the graves do not reflect significant worldly
wealth the great cost ofdressing a body in new and richly decorated
clothing demonstrates that no expense was spared in providing
appropriate burials for family members and friends

burial density in the cemetery

the burial density in the cemetery averages 1.62162 burials per
square meter for the excavated squares the degree of density stems
from numerous multiple or cluster burialsburials A few double burials
consist of adults buried side by side as in the male female couple
mentioned earlier or more rarely one may be on top of another
most often however the multiple burials are comprised of an adult
with one or more children placed beside or on top of the adult body

when a subadult burial age 16 18 is placed atop an adult
female burial age 25 30 we wonder both what family relationship
there was between the two and how it was determined that the
bodies should be buried together when a small child is buried next
to an adult we wonder if they were related or if they were buried
together simply because both deaths had occurred simultaneously
for years there was no way to determine which answer was correct
but BYU molecular biologists can now ascertain relationships by
DNA analysis of ancient human remains as is discussed below



ivory hair pins the crown of each pin is individually designed the
imported ivory indicates active trade with distant cultures

wooden comb numerous hand carved wooden combs containing both
large and fine teeth illustrate both a concern for well kept hair and a style
of combs unchanged from ancient times to the present



childs bootie this is one of two wool booties wrapped in a pair of adult
sandals found near a young woman buried with an infant the discovery of
these tricolored jersey knit booties has revised the history of textiles

small wooden fish this model of a fish was found near one of the burials
in the cemetery it may be a symbol of the christian faith or it may be a

childs toy since there was an active fishing industry in the fayumfadum



beautifully coiffedcliffed hair the elaborate arrangement of these red braids
reflects the devotion and love this early christian womanscomans family or friends
felt for her as they prepared her body for burial
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results of gross pathology studies

gross pathology of the ancient human remains from the cem-
etery reveals both patterns and anomalies among the anomalies are
fractures and deformities an example of the latter being a cancerous
bone extension of a femur into the pelvis diseases and accidents
were clearly a normal part of life among this population biologists
are studying both the visible and the genetic evidences of these
ancient problems

in the areas excavated during the 1992 season we uncovered
142 burialsburials 58 of which were adults the nearly 2 to I ratio of
children to adults in the cemetery is not surprising for infant and
child mortality rates among this ancient population were naturally
quite high and they are still quite high today 6

what we did not expect to find from the examination of
the burials was evidence of much physical violence but among the
adults 24 percent died violently as indicated by trephinations in
the skulls caused by sharp objects such as swords knives or axes
see p 312 for further examples ofoftrephinationtrephination this figure is even

more significant in light of the fact that nearly all of those violent
deaths are found in strata corresponding to the third and fourth
centuries AD the 31 adult burials in lower earlier strata in these
areas do not exhibit evidence of violent death with one exception
and the same is true for the 8 adult burials in the strata datable from
the fifth to the eighth centuries AD also with one exception that is

to say there was one trephinated skull among the adult burials from
the later centuries and one also among the adult burials from the
earlier centuries the percentages of violent deaths among adults in
these periods are 12 percent and 3 percent respectively the 24 per-
cent figure for violent deaths among the adults found in the exca-
vated areas now becomes 58 percent for the nineteen adults found
in burials from the third and fourth centuries

A major cause must be sought to explain the significantly higher
percentage ofviolent deaths among this population in the third and
fourth centuries AD perhaps the persecutions of christians during
the reigns ofofdeciusdecius valerian and diocletian are the cause of these
traumatic deaths 7 this evidence ofviolent deaths from that era does
provide the first published archaeological support for the historical
accounts of persecutions of christians in the later roman empire



skullskuliwith the face smashed this early christian teenager was 16

18 when he was killed in the third century after christ of the adults
buriedburled during the third and fourth centuriescentunescantunescen tunes CEc E in the cemetery
excavated by the BYU team 58 percent suffered violent deaths
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despite our inability to determine with certainty the cause of
the violent deaths in the cemetery we are positive that those who
suffered such deaths were not social and religious outcasts they
were not buried separately and in fact are found in multiple or
cluster burialsburials the same as those who exhibit no evidence ofviolent
suffering or death furthermore all of those who died by violent
means were given the same care and preparation for burial as those
who did not hair was carefully coiffedcliffed on a womanscomans head for
example and items of personal or sentimental value were placed in
the graves with these burialsburials perhaps most significantly all burials
were dressed in the types ofofmultilayeredmultilayeredmultilayered and symbolically rich burial
clothing which we have previously discussed if the burial direction
and ritual clothing patterns are taken as evidences of christianity
those who suffered violent deaths were buried as christians

genetic analysis ofancient burials in egypt

an exciting new complement to the archaeological information
gleaned from the physical examination of burials and artifacts is

information buried within the antiquities themselves specifically
genetic informinformationatlon long preserved within the burialsburials since this
type of information in combination with a preserved written history
and culture is unavailable in this form anywhere else in the world
these burials present a truly unique opportunity for comparative
study and analysis

recovering information encoded in DNA from ancient human
sources which are preserved by mummification and climates such as

those found in egypt is possible because of the stability of the DNA
molecule DNA analysis spells out the nucleotide sequence of small
portions of genetic information specific to individuals and popula-
tions the results can then be used to place the burials and mummies
in the context of a human population subgroup to identify gender
and to elucidate many other attributes of ancient populations
further this information allows comparisons regarding genetic
diversity and genetic drift down through time

retrieving such information from its biological treasure house
within mummies and converting it to knowledge about ancient
history has been especially thrilling for the authors this team which
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is a collaboration of BYU archaeological molecular biological ge-
netic and chemical scientists has embarked on several molecular
genetic projects specifically to establish familial relationships be-
tween burials in shared tombs in the ancient fayumfadum cemetery to
confirm genetic relationships in interesting legendary and historic
royal linelineagesages to examine the presence and extent of common
mediterranean genetic diseases in ancient populations and to ana-
lyze genetic drift in these populations down to the present in
addition an archive ofancient tissue has been established at BYU for
future genetic analysis in order to provide permanent access to this
unparalleled source of biological and cultural information

this type of research began in the late 1980s when allan C

wilson professor of biochemistry at the university of california
berkeley pioneered methods for extracting and amplifying mito-
chondrialchondrialial DNA from ancient human remains in 1990 wilson who
had heard of the hundreds of human burials which the egyp-
tian archaeology project had recovered from the fayumfadum cemetery
proposed that he become part of the excavation team since
the excavation promised to provide the single greatest source of
materials in the world for the study of ancient human DNA

after wilson announced his intentions some BYU molecular
biologists also pursuing DNA research expressed their own interest
in participating in this new application of a developing science
information was exchanged between wilson and the BYU biologists
until wilsonsvilsonsWilsons untimely death in july 1991199iggi1 the gulf war of 1991
prevented the team from obtaining the first tissue and bone samples
for extracting and amplifying DNA from the egyptian burials until
the 1992 excavating season

in the meantime professor scott woodward of BYU had been
perfecting procedures for amplifying ancient DNA both from mito-
chondriachondria and from cell nuclei wilson had previously used only soft
tissue as the source of ancient DNA and he had concentrated on
amplifying mitochondrial DNA because of its relative abundance in
human cells compared tonucleardnanuclear DNA however woodward and his
colleagues have since demonstrated that teeth and to some extent
other bones not only preserve ancient DNA better but also are less

susceptible to contamination than are soft tissues
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during a visit to egypt in august 1992 professor wilfred griggs
showed dr nasry iskander director of conservation and preserva-
tion in the egyptian antiquities organization the preliminary results
ofthe DNA analysis ofsome twenty burials from the fayumfadum cemetery
dr iskander asked griggs if the BYU team would be interested in
doing the same kind ofstudy on the egyptian royal mummies during
the fall of that year iskander further reported to griggs the discovery
by dr naguib kanawati and his colleagues of a number of eighth
dynasty mummies near akhmim and during the 1993 excavation
january march the BYU team was accompanied by iskander and
kanawati to the abydos temple where the mummies are stored
and where samples were carefully extracted for DNA analysis

during the 1992 and 1993 excavating seasons the BYU team
at the invitation of the egyptian antiquities organization sampled
mummies in the fayumfadum cemetery the pharaohspharaohs of the histori-
cally problematic and genetically interesting eighteenth dynasty
1550 1307 BC from the royal mummy collection in the cairo

museum and mummies in a first intermediate period eighth dy-
nasty c 2000 BC tomb near akhmim the teams development of
the technique of fiber optic endoscopy to sample inside mummies
without unwrapping them allowed collection of priceless samples
for genetic analysis and archiving which would not have been
otherwise possible

DNA analysis of burials in the fadumfayum cemetery

DNA analysis of individual burials in the fayumfadum cemetery has
provided evidence of some close ancient relationships of the pres-
ence of genetic diseases and of a lack of close family marriages
among those buried there we have asked the question whether any
of this biological evidence sustains our previously stated hypothesis
that the ancient fayumfadum cemetery was a christian burial ground
preliminary data may support this idea ancient roman census
records from the area and period indicate that the common popula-
tion was practicing a high level of brother sister marriages if this
were the case we should be able to see evidence of such marriages
in the genes of the burialsburials in the burials at the lower levels of the
cemetery pre christian we see some evidence that this type of
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marriage may have occurred however when we reach the upper
levels that represent christian burialsburials the data reflect what we
would expect from a population that did not encourage brother
sister marriages

in the cemetery are also several cases where two or more
individuals were buried in very close proximity suggesting a family
burial plot tests on some of these cases confirm that one of the
groups represents a family this finding now opens new questions
for investigation As the common practice was to burypeople within
twenty four hours of their death this family probably died together
was this common death the result ofan accident or possibly disease
these are questions that can be addressed in future studies

DNA analysis of the akhmim and royal Mumummiesnunies

the akhmim mummies may be the best example that will ever
be available to demonstrate the success and importance ofbiological
sampling and ancient DNA analysis they provide an opportunity to
examine genetically the family relationships suggested by ancient
documentary evidence with respect to associated burialsburials the six
mummies buried in tomb I11 at akhmim were easily construed by their
outward appearance manner of burial and coffin inscriptions to
involve three generations in a closely related family the family
seemed to involve a grandfather effihffi sr and grandmother antjnt sn
their son amtsmt and his wife hwjthwat and two children of the son effihffi
and an unnamed child

preliminary studies ofDNA sequence data from both mitochon-
drial and nuclear genes in these six mummies suggest that hwjthwat and
effihffi are not related to a northern european population additionally
smtamt effihffi and the unnamed child belong to a single extended family
which does not display the genetic characteristics of a disease often
found in this population see figure 2 analysis is now being
extended to include many other genes including those determining
sex and other physical characteristics the BYU team is confident
that the genetic relationships between these mummies can then be
conclusively confirmed or refuted

for example through genetic analysis hwjthwat the middle gen-
eration female has been shown to be closely maternally related to
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effihffi one of the children this relationship was established by the
sequence identity of the mitochondrial DNA D loop hypervariablehypervariable
regions from both individuals see figure 3 mitochondrial DNA is

strictly maternally inherited and the hypervariablehypervariable D loop regions
mutate relatively rapidly because there is no evolutionarypressure to
conserve the unused sequences therefore sequence identity in the
D loop region indicates relatively close maternal relatedness while
nonidentity rules out close maternal relationship in addition exami-
nation of a highly variable nuclear gene from one member of each
generation of this putative family has yielded results consistent with
the idea that they belong to the same family

another very powerful tool that the analysis of DNA has
produced is the ability to determine without question the sex of an
ancient individual this led to some surprises the body found in the
coffin of effihffi sr originally thought to be a male both by name and
from the appearance of the burial face mask was determined to be
female by DNA analysis also the body in the coffin ofjnt sn whose
burial mask and coffin inscription indicate female gender was
shown to be male upon DNA analysis

other genealogical questions can also be considered and an-
swered using DNA analysis A very striking example of this is the
teams ongoing investigation of the familial relationships among
the egyptian royal mummies A number of mummies discovered
at the end of the last century had been recognized as kings and
queens of the eighteenth dynasty and were identified as such
reexamination of these mummies by other scientists using xrayX ray and
cephalometric measurement however had brought the original
identifications into question we now have the ability using DNA
analysis to determine without question the correct genealogical
relationships between family members ofthis royal dynasty we have
been able to extract and amplify DNA from three of the ancient
pharaohspharaohs which represents the initiation ofa project which will take
many years to complete

textile analysis of the aldmiimakhniim Mumummiesnunies

in addition to the bone and tissue samples taken from the
akhmim mummies the team obtained some small fragments of



hffisrWE sr 9 12 jntant sn

smtamt 7 hwjthwat

effihffi 10 no name11

key
1 male A unknown gender

0 female 1
1 gender as first hypothesized

figure 2 probable genetic relationship between the akhmim
tomb I11 mummies face masks and inscriptions indicated
that effihffi sr was male and jntant sn was female but DNA analy-
sis revealed that their gender was just the opposite the num-
bers are the BYU teams designation of the mummies for
DNA analysis
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material which were lying on the bottom of some of the wooden
coffins professor marvin kuchar has analyzed these materials and
has also been able to study some aspects of the textiles based on
photographs he took during the sampling process the fabric analy-
sis indicates that the family ofmummies in tomb 1 had access to high
quality textiles none of the burial clothsclaths kuchar observed was of
poor quality or of cheap manufacture indicating that the persons
buried were wealthy or of religious or political importance in fact
the cloth used withjnt sn is some of the finest recorded in antiquity
being of the order of 55 x 15 to 47 x 14 threads per centimeter and
only 00130.1313 mm thick

fabric from effihffi sr andandjntjntant sn had been finished with a rolled
edge whipstitchedwhipstitched to hold it together all of the cloth is made of flax
fiber no indication of wool or protein fiber was found in any of the
samples this finding is consistent with the report of herodotus
1181 who states that the egyptian religion forbade a body to be

buried with woolen garments the brown stains in the cloth of effihffiifffi
and no name indicate that burial procedures in these two instances
differed somewhat from those of the other akhmim burialsburials the
stains were probably from body fluids suggesting that the bodies
were not mummified

the false wigs of the mummy masks were also composed offlax
and were pigmented or dyed on the ends in addition the wigs ofhini
sr andandjntjntant sn were impregnated with resin to give them stiffness
differences in the wig materials indicate two different sources or
manufactures the small flax yamsbams used in one of the false wigs also
show great skill in spinning 8

conclusion

the large cemetery in the egyptian fayumfadum is yielding much
information relating to thethecultureculture ofthe populationwhich inhabited
this area for approximately a millennium from at least the third
century BC there is clear evidence of a major cultural revolution
sometime during the latter half of the first century AD resulting in
a reversal ofburial direction newpattems ofclothing or dressing the
deceased for burial and the placing ofparticular kinds of artifacts in
the graves we identify this cultural change with the arrival of
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christianity during the first century AD and we propose that there
are archaeological evidences here for some of the beliefs and prac-
tices ofthese early christians we also recognize that our work raises
many questions concerning the nature and extent of the christian
faith in the fayumfadum at the time of these burials and during the
succeeding centuries

moreover analysis of genetic materials and textile fabrics by
using the latest scientific technologies is rapidly developing into an
important new field of research at brigham young university dem-
onstratingonstrating the value of modem molecular tools for the study of
ancient history already this research has yielded new information
about the lives ofancient pharaohspharaohs and ofearly christians in the land
of the nile these research methods should significantly assist in
uncovering treasures of information buried in the sands and muse-
ums of egypt particularly those buried within the biological antiqui-
ties themselves information gleaned through DNA analysis coupled
with the written records and archaeological materials available from
ancient egypt opens windows to ancient history that amazingly
were built into the walls that separate the present from the past

further results are steadily emerging disclosing information
that has been packed away in the fabrics and DNA molecules of
humans who lived millennia ago who were these people what
were they like how did they live how were their families interre-
latedlatedwhatwerewhat were the genetic effects ofofintermarriagesintermarriagesintermarriages what struggles
did they face these and many other questions may find new and
intriguing answers as genetic and other analyses of ancient burials in
egypt continue

C wilfredwiifred griggs is professor of ancient studies at brigham young university
marvin C kuchar is professor ofclothing and textiles atbrighainyoungat brigham young university
and is a member of the excavation team scott R woodwardwood ward is associate professor
of microbiology at brigham young university markjmaraj rowe is professor of food
science and nutrition at brigham young university R paul evans is assistant
professor of zoology at brighamyoungBrighabrighamyoungmYoung university naguib kanawati is professor of
egyptology at macquarie university sydney australia and nasry iskander is
director general of conservation and preservation in the egyptian antiquities
organization EAO and director of the royal mummy conservation project
an earlier version of this article was presented as the brigham young university
hawaii presidential lecture in november 1992
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thefhe BYU excavation team wishes to give grateful acknowledgment to BYU

for manyyearsmanymanyyearsofyears of continued support for this project to thetheeaoEAO and particularly to
dr allaliail el kholycholy and mutawemutage balboushbalboughBalboush directors general for antiquities in middle
egypt totoalibazidialiallail bazidibazili chiefinspector for the fayumfadum and to the many inspectors who
have assisted in the numerous aspects of egyptian responsibilities and details
relating to theprojecttheprojectproiectact forworkrelatingforwork relating to theroyal mummies ofancient egypt the
team recognizes the assistance of dr mohammed saleh director of the cairo
egyptian museum the team also gratefully acknowledges the support of the
marriott corporation particularlyparticulatlythe the cairomarmarriottriotthotelhotel for supportof the teams
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fiber optic endoscope to the project and of dr sydney A horrocks pocatello
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the razing

after all this time it shouldnt have been a surprise
it was after all unlivable
parts of the roof had given up any pretense
of shelter and the world before the house
was beginning to show through still
I1 could not have imagined that thirty years
of life would endure so poorly that ghosts
would already stare from empty window sockets
and every wall breathe with every wind
like some discarded kenmore box both ends broken through

and now it was coming down
when id heard I1 expected the gothic towering crane
that it would take some apocalyptic wrecking ball
to make such an end this vivisection and monocidemonoxidemonocide
reality made do with one yellow bulldozer
looking especially bright now that morning was here
and it could in earnest begin the few swipes
from front lawn to back dismemberingdismembering perennials
lying in riotous beds beneath each southern window
and a rust pockedcocked truck to haul it off

before noon the other men unpacked sandwiches by the truck
and stomped the dust from their boots good enough men
they spoke in quiet monotone seeing me
picking amongst the limp strands of rebarre bar mock oak
panelling porcelain shards of the dodgers perhaps or women
they had known the sleeker condos that would start here
then snake along the woods edge as far as the river
the elms seemed larger now with no house for comparison
what sun came through played tricks with these open rooms
where shadows danced like half remembered dreams

near the old fireplace site the glint of glass
was only a piece of photograph frame that cut my hand
neatly across the palm it would bleed till I1 sucked it clean

C wade bentley



before columbus
the question of early

transoceanic interinfluencesInterinfluences
striking similarities between the cultures of the old and new
worlds before 1492 indicate there were early contacts between the
hemispheres resulting in the civilizations influencing each other

stephen C jett

my topic today is an attempt to address the question how can
we explain the existence of striking similarities between certain
ancient cultures of the old and newworldsnew worlds early spanish visitors to
the western hemisphere noted such things as pyramids in middle
america that reminded them ofancient structures in the old world
the spaniards also learned about certain religious beliefs that were
reminiscent of christianity and so forth these kinds of similarities
were talked about from the very beginning of sizable european
contactcontact with the americas at the turn of the sixteenth century

the possible explanations for such similarities are basically
twofold one is that they resulted from independent development
separate and isolated innovation on the part of the distant cultures
that resembled each other in these particular ways the other possi-
bility is that some historical connection existed anciently between
these cultures the second idea is the topic that I1 am treating here

As my colleague at brigham young university professor john
sorenson has pointed out in his publications this is an extremely
controversial area of research there is a great deal of resistance
even to talking about the idea of significant long distance contacts
prior to the time of columbus the resistance is even greater to the
notion that there were significant perhaps even fundamental influ-
ences especially on the new world civilizations as a consequence
of such transoceanic interactions dr sorenson has made a major

byustudiesBYU Studies 33 no 2 1993
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contribution to the study of this topic as cocompiler of a massive
two volume annotatedbibliography on the subject ofpreoffreofpre columbian
transoceanic contacts and it will stand as a monument and a tremen-
dously valuable research tool for those interested in this topic 1

significance of exploring early transoceanic influences

the question of transoceanic influences is an appropriate
subject at a time when the first voyage of columbus has recently been
celebratedby some deploredbyothersthers0 orat least observed through-
out the united states latin america spain italy and other places
we have tended to take the 1492 voyage as a watershed as a time
before which no one in the old world knew anything about the
new world a time after which massive changes took place in
the new world as a consequence of the impact of spanish english
french and portuguese colonization major impacts occurred in the
old world as well as a consequence of the bringing back to europe
of american food crops and great wealth from the gold and silver
mines ofmexico and southamericaSouthAmerica overall there resulted the most
massive cultural and demographic change that the world has ever
experienced 2 in that sense the columbian discovery if it can be
called that really was a watershed event

on the other hand as we remember the first voyage of christo-
pher columbus it is appropriate to take a look at the possibility that
columbus not only was not first but was a successor to the many
before 1492 who crossed the atlantic and the pacific we can
consider the possibility at least that these earlier voyages if they
took place and I1 do believe many did take place had highly
significant impacts on the cultures of the new world and that there
were some reciprocal impacts as well from the new world to
the old 3

the study of this twofold question is intellectually significant
partly because we want to do the best we can to get a true picture of
the culture history of the new world and indeed of the world as
a whole one thing that I1 have tried to do in my work is to put
the cultures of the new world particularly the civilizations of the
western hemisphere that existed before columbus into the context
of global history too often those advanced cultures have been
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considered as isolated phenomena that had nothing to do with the
history of the rest of the world archaeologist gordon ekholm some
years ago made the following observation

thisisperhapsthis isperhaps themost importantquestion confronting thosethoseworldngthoseworkingworking
in the field ofAtneramericanican archaeology and seeking to make known the
true history of the americantheamerican indian it is also a question of outstanding
significance to our general understanding of how civilizations came
into being of how simple and primitive cultures develop into more
complex ones 4

so the ultimate goal of studying these questions is to gain an
understanding of how human cultures work how cultural change
takes place what the nature of cultural evolution is to what extent
it is spontaneous and independent and to what extent it is dependent
uponupon interaction between cultures and exchange ofideasofideas sensitivity
about this question is one of the main reasons for the controversy
that surrounds the issue of transoceanic contacts before columbus

oneversion ofofmigrationmigration to toamericaamerica rendition ofalargemapa large map displayed
at the national archaeology museum in guatemala city showing move-
ments of peoples into ancient america
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sensitivity exists because scholars in anthropology and other fields
have had as a primary goal the formulation of a general theory to
account for cultural elaboration and change

resistance to the possibility ofearly interintermfluencesinterinfluencesinfluences

the difficulty is that in order to make generalizations in
science we need to have more than one case to observe ideally we
would have a considerable number of cases it has long been
recognized that there were a limited number of centers of origin of
civilization in the old world the mesopotamian region in what is
now iraq and adjacent countries the nile valley in egypt the indus
valley in pakistan and the yellow river valley in china in the new
world there were the mesoamericanMeso american area in mexico and central
america and the central andean region of peru and bolivia it was
long thought that these were all independent centers of evolution of
civilization so that ifyou looked at each of these and determined the
commonaltiescommonalities behind the rise of the cultures involved it would be
possible to derive general laws of the evolution of culture

on the other hand if it turns out as increasingly seems to be
true that the early centers of civilization were interconnected
particularly by trade that they actually influenced each other to a
significant degree then we no longer have the independent cases
that scholars need to make generalizations about cultural develop-
ment the last bastion of independent cases seemed to be the gulf
between the old world civilizations on the one hand and the new
world civilizations on the other the prospect of losing the chance
to make that vital comparison ofproving unable to test any law of
the development of civilization by comparing independent cases
dismays those historians anthropologists and geographers who so
much want to do so thus there is a builtinbuilt in disincentive to entertain
the possibility that new world civilizations have a close historical
connection with the old world civilizations that is one reason for
resistance to the idea that there were early transoceanic contacts
between the hemispheres 5

there are ofcourse alternative explanations to account for the
cultural similarities that I1 mentioned these we can call indepen
dent inventionist or isolationist explanations such explanations
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posit that human beings everywhere have similar psyches similar
mental capacities and that human beings are therefore likely to
approach the challenges of living and making a living in a similar
fashion this theory is sometimes termed the psychic unity of
mankind it is an old idea that when humans are faced with
universal challenges they tend to come up with similar solutions
and that since physical materials have particular characteristics and
limitations those characteristics channel the directions in which
invention proceeds which channeling can result in shared solutions
to similar sorts ofproblems in widely separated areas

another alternative theory is that because all aspects ofhuman
life are interrelated if a change in one part of a culture occurs every
aspect of the culture will have to adjust in turn to that change so
in theory even a single change that happened to occur indepen-
dently in two different cultures could lead to a whole host of similar
conconsequencessequences as a result of the entrained effects from the initial
changes like ripples on a pond working their way throughout each
of the cultures

these are some of the ideas that have beenproposed to explain
why similarities are found in geographically separated societies
these ideas certainly have considerable plausibility as explanations
of cultural parallels with these kinds of explanations their propo-
nents have asked the question why do we need to invoke the idea
of people sailing across ten thousand miles of the pacific in frail
watercraftwatercraft with incredible problems of navigation to try to explain
these similarities so the availability of these alternative explana-
tions has been a second reason for resistance to the idea of trans-
oceanic contacts

we have all been brainwashed too with the idea that colum-
bus was first and we have also been subject to the ethnocentric
assumption that the watercraftwatercraft ofeurope were always the best in the
world so we have assumed that if european ships could not and did
not cross the atlantic then certainly the vessels of other peoples
could not have crossed the oceans either particularly something as
vast as the pacific which is much wider than the atlantic

finally the perception exists among quite a few scholars
I1 think wrongly but it does exist that to try to account for simi-
laritieslarities between the new world cultures and those in the oldworldwodidrid
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on the basis of contact and influence from the old world is a racist
point of view the complaint is that the contact hypothesis implies
that native americans could not have come up with inventions
themselves that they had to have outside help this view also
encompasses the idea of great white gods or asian gods as the
case may have been or culture bearers coming in and bringing
the arts of civilization 6 an idea that is claimed to denigrate the
abilities of american indians to have produced their own civiliza-
tions that existed for thousands of years prior to columbus

I1 will return to that allegation a little bit later meanwhile
I1 might also mention that at least in some circles particularly in latin
america it is considered politically incorrect to claim that there
were pre columbian voyages from the old world this time not only
because it supposedly subtracts from the accomplishments of coun-
tries earlier civilizations but also because it attacks the priority of
columbus who is the great hispanic hero throughout much oflatin
america 7 my feeling is that we who are scholars have to try to
determine what did happen notwhatnotwhat ougbttoought to have happened our
consideration should be for the truth rather than for whom we are
going to please or offend not that I1 suggest being offensive but we
do need to keep our eyes on searching for the truth rather than on
diplomatic considerations

my own point of view has changed over the years although
I1 started out very much a skeptic I1 have become increasingly
convinced that there were indeed contacts by sea between the old
and new worlds before columbus furthermore I1 have become
convinced that those contacts were not just incidental but had
extremely significant impacts while these impacts appear to have
been more from the old world to the new there also seem
to have been reciprocal influences which I1 will talk about later

the diffusionist paradigm

I1 have organized my presentation so as to discuss general
questions relating to this whole issue first and then to give specific
cases of possible contact and influence that seem to have merit but
first I1 would like to talk a bit about the general perspective that
diffusionists have we could call this either the diffusionist or
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culture historicalparadigmhistoricalppirndigm aparadigm being a general view ofhowofsowofhow
things operate with respect to the question involved 8 diffusionists
start out with the supposition that each culture has its own unique
history and experiences with its own particular physical environ-
ment as a setting because of the uniqueness of these histories to the
extent that they were not in contact with one another each culture
would have tended to develop in somewhat different directions and
thus to exhibit distinct characteristics to use the language of
evolutionary biology radiation would occur and we would get
something like speciation with respect to these cultures one sees
examples of this process in places such as new guinea where
different groups are isolated from each other by the rugged land-
scape even though they may live only a few miles apart under such
conditions we get a tremendous variety of cultures

second diffusionists postulate that in isolation human societies
are basically conservative that people tend to assume thatwhatthatchatthatwhat they
have always done is the only proper way that things can be done so
they continue with their traditions under these circumstances
innovation is rare and in fact even deviant in a sense humans
accordingtoaccordingto thisthispointpoint ofviewofvieyofview are reallynotparticularly inventive
to the degree that their societies live in isolation

another tenet of the diffusionist paradigm is that it is easier to
copy something than to invent something ifthe opportunity to copy
is available people can much more readily incorporate an action
pattern into a culture by imitating somebody already doing it than by
sheermental effort independently and separately so whenwewhencewhenwefind
complex similarities between two cultures even though theymaybetheymaybemay be
separated geographically the implication drawn from the diffusionist
paradigm is that historical connection and influence is a more likely
explanation for such similarities than independent development

theseideasthese ideas combine to imply thatprerequisiteprerequisitethat to anymajorany major and
complex innovation is culture contact the coming together of
cultures cross fertilization you might say or even hybridization
historians of technology point out that major changes arise by the
conjoining of ideas from different sources when two or more
cultures come into contact and exchange ideas then of course
each culture involved in that exchange has thepotentialpotentialthe ofenriching
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its repertoire of ideas adding to the knowledge it already has
bringing in new principles thereby producing an accumulation
effect even more important perhaps is that when different sets of
ideas come together they may be joined together in new ways
resulting in cultural creation by combination

no doubt also extremely important is that by being forcibly
made aware that there are other ways ofdoing things the taking for
granted of ones own ways is suddenly shaken and the mind is
opened freed to consider that alternatives do exist this result
is perhaps the major prerequisite for actual invention one first has
to believe to recognize that innovation is possible coming into
contact with other cultures is perhaps the primarywayprimary way that recogni-
tion dawns

ifweiffeifwe accept this general view ofculture change this diffusionist
paradigm I1 think that we gain a better understanding of the situation
in the past an understanding that before modem ways spread
virtually everywhere a tremendous diversity of cultures existed
including a great deal of differentiation from place to place in the
degree of elaboration of cultures there existed cultures that were
extremely simple in technology and in most other aspects ofculture
forexample compare the hunting and gathering groups ofsouthern
south america southern africa or baja california to the elaborate
civilizations of the middle east china mexico or thetheandeanandean region
of south america

why do these tremendous differences in degree of cultural
elaboration exist part of the reason could be differences in physical
environment certain areaswere more limited in their resources than
others or provided serious constraints with respect to climate which
prevented agricultural development and so on yet we find areas
that were basically environmentally similar to one anotherbut where
very different levels of elaboration developed or that were permis-
sive but in which little elaboration occurred hence environments
effects must not be highly determining

how then can we account for these differences other than by
attributing them to intrinsic racial differences I1 mentioned earlier
that diffusionism has been criticized because ofwhat some see as its
racist implications I1 suggest rather that the opposite is the case
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if we accept a diffusionist explanation for why innovation and
elaboration in culture take place that is owing to cultural contact
then we have a nonracistnonracist explanation for why cultures vary in
complexity in different parts of the world less elaborated cultures
simplyhadlesssimply had less access to theideastheodeasthe ideas ofothersbecauseothers because of theirisolationtheir isolation

possibility ofpre columbian ocean crossings

all of the foregoing is byway ofbackground to more immediate
issues first couldpeoplecouldpeople have crossed the oceans in early times and
more specifically did people in fact make such voyages and if so
who went where these questions apply not only to pre columbian
times generally but even at least as far back in time as the fourth
millennium BC there is concrete reason to say very definitely yes
they could have made crossings contrary to our assumption of the
superiority ofeuropean ships southeast asia actually seems to have
seen the development of the earliest seaworthy craft people there
came up not only with many different kinds of very capable water
craft but also with effective sailing rigs how sails were hung and
manipulated to allow sailing against the wind that is tacking even
the rigid hulled ships of the mediterranean world were capable of
crossing the ocean well before 1000 BC but other dramatically
different vessel traditions existed notably in southern and eastern
asia one of these on the coasts of southern asia featured sailing
rafts and a second was characterized by sailing canoes which
became typical of indonesia and the pacific islands A third was the
junk tradition of china and neighboring lands the characteristic
oriental type ofofwatercraftwatercraftwatercraft

these three great traditions of ocean going sailing vessels
existed inAsiainaslainasiaasla in surprisingly ancient times 9 each provided possible
means for long distance voyaging including crossing the entire
pacific which is ten thousand miles wide in places we know that
polynesiansPolynesians and other pacific island peoples for example were
living on their islands in some fairly remote parts of the pacific by the
mid second millennium 010o neolithicbc so peoples were certainly
capable of notable voyages

many of us have been falsely led to believe that columbus was
the first to conceive the idea of a spherical earth that everybody
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else up to his time thought the earth was flat that was not at all the
case in fact the greeks and the chinese had already developed
the spherical earth theory by the sixth century BC in the case
of the greeks the greeks had even developed a system of coordi-
nates to describe locations on the earth similar to latitude and longi-
tude 11 columbus certainlycertainlywaswas reasonably well read with respect to
the ancient geographers and was quite aware of this sort of knowl-
edge as were most educated people in the renaissance period

in the maritime world of southeast and east asia navigational
abilitieswere highly developed including celestial navigation which
utilizes the heavenly bodies as well as knowledge of other natural
phenomena to find locations but in any case we are not talking
about finding tiny specks of land or one particular small harbor
we are talking about sailing across the ocean and hitting a continent
As one sixteenth century spanish navigator put it the most stupid
can go in their embarkations to seek a large country since if they
do not hit onepart theywilltheywill hit another 1211 and so navigationnavigationwas was not
really a big problem for ancient marinersmarineromariners in terms of hitting a

continent asians did nevertheless have some highly developed
methods of navigation the chinese in fact many centuries ago
developed the magnetic compass which ultimately spread to the
western world

the prevailing winds and currents of the globe also have a great
deal to do with the possibilities of transoceanic voyaging figure 1

points out ocean surface currents these currents are generated by
major prevailing wind systems that are approximately parallel so if
sailors were aware of the existence of these persistent winds and
currents they could locate an appropriate channel and thus greatly
facilitate traversingthetraversing the ocean intheatlanticInthein the atlantic there is a major current
from africa to the new world that comes down through the canary
islands and then flows westward to hit the caribbean region return
voyages could be made via the gulf stream and north atlantic
current in the pacific the most likely route from asia to the
americas was bybywayway of thejapanthe japan and north pacific currents whose
extension comes down the coast of california A return might be
possible byway of the north equatorial current which arrives at the
philippines from the east
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reasons for transoceanic crossings

it may reasonably be asked what could possibly have moti-
vated people to make extraordinarily long voyages such as we are
talking abouthereabouthere part ofthe answerisanswerusansanswerweriswerlsis that suchvoyages may seem
long in terms of miles but in terms of time depending on sailing

speed and so forth traverses of the pacific could be accomplished in
a few months under ideal conditions certainly there were acciden-
tal discoveries there is good historical evidence that considerable
numbers ofasian watercraftwaterwatercraftwerecrantcraftcrann were dismasteddistasteddismasted in storms or otherwise
damaged then drifted across the north pacific and because of the
currents and winds were naturally brought ashore on the coasts of
north america we have accounts of such drift voyages from japan
so accidental pacific crossings were possible and certainly did take
place at least in recent centuries

I1 also think it likely that intentional voyages were made per-
haps being more frequent even than accidental voyages in terms of
motives I1 thinkwe should not underestimate the importance of the
simple spirit of adventure that we see today in people engaged in all

kinds of explorations earlier peoples had this spirit of adventure in
many cases as well they wanted to see what was over the horizon
but more pragmatic considerations may also often have been in-
volved if for example some area was becoming excessively popu-
lated and there was not enough agricultural land remaining for the
population motivation would be strong for people to seek new
lands this is a very common phenomenon in history

the motives also presumably included seeking wealth devel-
oping trade relations and seeking out precious materials such as

metals or precious stones certain kinds offeathers were extremely
valuable in both asia and america as were furs and various kinds of
drugs used for religious and other purposes these kinds of items
were traded and served as easily transported high value products
that might have been incentives for initiating and continuing con-
tacts between almost anywhere including between old and new
worlds then there was missionary activity the buddhists for
example were very active in missionizingmissionizing during certain periods of
buddhism and we need to consider that as a possible motive
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biological evidence of early transoceanic contacts

I1 believe that the foregoing facts demonstrate that transoceanic
voyages in early pre columbian times were definitely feasible mo-
tives certainly existed motives similar to those familiar to us today
but is there evidence of actual contacts what canwe say about that
first we must ask what kinds of evidence would demonstrate or at
least suggest contact

the best kind of evidence may be in the biological realm 13

scholars have givenmuch attention to cultivated plants and domesti-
cated animals as indicators of human movements in early times 14

in some cases we can find archaeological remains of certain indica-
tory plants and animals and I1 will mention one or two particular
instances later the significant thing about biological entities is that
they are not human inventions people cannot have invented inde-
pendently the same cultivated plant unless they had the same wild
ancestor available from which to domesticate that plant with very
few exceptions the old and new worlds do not share the same
wild ancestors that gave rise to cultivated plants most cultivated
plants again with some exceptions are not readily transferred
successfully bynatural means and do not thrive on their ownwithoutownwithout
human intervention indeed some cultivated plants are unable to
reproduce at all without human aid corn is one example bananas
are another and yet there is for both of these plants significant
evidence that they were present on both sides of the pacific in pre
columbian times 15

human parasites have also been researched in recent times as
indicators of early transoceanic contacts certain parasites are tropi-
cal and owing to the nature of their transmission and reproduction
couldnotcould not survive in humanpopulationsinhumanpopulationsinhumanhuman populations migrating through thearcticthearchicthe arctic
byway of the bering strait andyetandyesand yet certainasiancertain Asian species ofintestinal
parasites have been found inpreimpre columbian remains in southamericaSouthAmerica
the only plausible explanation that has been offered is that humans
carried these pests directly via sea voyages

other kinds of biological evidence suggesting transoceanic
contact are physical anthropological measurements and other char-
acteristicsacteristics such as human blood groups and other serological fac-
tors 16 for example certain mummy bundles from pre columbian
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burials unearthed in peru are interesting because the color and the
form of the mummieshairmummies hair are like those ofofcaucasoidpeoplescaucasoidpeoples rather
than the usual american indian mongoloid type this suggests the
presence of a foreign racial type in early peru

archaeological evidence

from archaeology we have sculptural depictions in stone and
clay ofindividualsofindividuals who give the appearance ofbeingnonofbeing non amerindian
types bearded figures for example see figure 2 some of these
representations have been suggested to be actual imports from the
mediterranean world also as potential evidence wehavebehavewe have occasional
artifacts andmaterialsandmaterials originatingoriginatinginin the other hemisphere however
most of the small number ofobjects found in the new world that are
of ancient old world origin have not been found in situations or
archaeological contexts that give much confidence in their validity
as evidence ancient objects could have been brought later even
by modem travelers and then discarded orlostorloskor lost onlytoonly to be foundbyfoundryfound by
somebody else and concluded to be ancient in the area of discovery
there have been some items considered to constitute reliable evi-
dence for example polynesian axes on the coast ofsouthamericaofsouthamericaSouth America
but they are few

another area of some promise but still quite controversial is
newworld inscriptions written in ancient old world languages and
alphabets I1 am not going to get into that particularly but it is an area
that is being actively investigated however this evidence needs
much more rigorous study before we can have firm confidence in it

evidence of cultural trace elements

the most abundant type of evidence and that which has
attracted the most scholarship is what we might call cultural trace
elements 111717 these are not broad general similarities in cultures but
are typically highly specific and unusual minor features what we
term arbitrary cultural characteristics peculiar things that are not
called for by any universal human needs or by properties of the
materials involved for instance cultural trace elements may include
particular words that mean the same thing in separate languages
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figure 2 olmecohnecbohnec stone sculptures from mexico depicting
faces with old world racial traits a stella 53 la venta
b monument 1 sansanlorenzolorenzo
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or shared unusual beliefs and practices or they can be art motifs or
styles in which there is normally a great deal of scope for variation
so that when you find very detailed similarities independent inven-
tion is not a reasonable explanation when one finds these sorts of
arbitrary traits held in common by widely separated cultures such
traits raise the possibilitythepossibility that there was contact because they are not
the kinds of things likely to have cropped up even once much less
twice or more by the same token any highly complex cultural
phenomenon is unlikely to have arisen more than once

important in making comparisons of cultural trace elements is
their spatial and temporal grouping similarities are less convincing
indicators of contact if they are thousands ofyears apart than if they
are from about the same time period geographical clustering is
another factor because the greater the number of co occurring
commonalities the greater the probability that there was historical
contact and exchange between the specific locations involved

indications of lungshanoid contacts the following are
among the earliest examples offairlyprobableoffairly probable contacts first we find
a culture called lungshanoid in what is termed neolithic times on
the southeast coast of china around the mouth of the yangtze river
chang jiang archaeological excavations of lungshanoid sites

have revealed several pottery vessel forms that are very very similar
to some early new world pottery that we call formative in figure 53

we see these vessels from china compared with those from the new
world and there are striking similarities bark cloth which is made
by beating tree bark to make a felted cloth like material is also
manufactured in both hemispheres in the archaeology of southeast
asia and middle america are found the bark cloth beaters shown in
figure 4 five of those illustrated are from mexico the two others
from southeast asia the implements are almost identical there are
also dozens and dozens of different aspects of the process of
bark cloth manufacture that are shared between the two areas and
many of these practices are arbitrary not required by the actual
process but nevertheless performed in a particular manner in
both areas 18

at two neolithic archaeological sites in southeastern china
peanuts have reportedly been dug up yet the peanut is a south
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figure 3 pottery from pre christian south china and southeast asia
A D E G I1D compared to similar forms from tlatilco mexico B C F
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american domesticate because we do not have access to the
specimens some western archaeologists and botanists wonder
whether the identifications are accurate but competent chinese
scientists have accepted the identifications 19 south china also had
the sailing raft which is found in northwestern south america
as well

indications of indonesian contacts another area which
gives good evidence ofprobable contact in very early times during
the first three millennia BC is indonesia we find in common
between indonesia and tropical south america such practices as
shifting cultivation based on crops that reproduce by cuttings rather
than seed long houses communal dwellings often on stilts
headhuntingheadhunting and ritual cannibalism and a long list of other shared
cultural traits one of these is the blowgun which I1 have studied at
some length dozens of characteristics of the blowgun complexes
are held in common in early indonesia and tropical south america
dugout canoes including sailing canoes also existed in both re-
gions and the same name is applied to certain canoes in coastal parts
of south and middle america and in southeast asia

As apossibleapossible triggering mechanismmechanismfor for some ofthe voyages that
I1 have suggested as having taken place from indonesia to tropical
south america I1 propose sea level rises that occurred after the end
of the pleistocene period most ofyou probably know that with the
melting of the glaciers around ten thousand years ago sea levels rose
quite quickly by three hundred feet or perhaps even more what is
not as well known is the fact that off the south coast ofchina and into
indonesia there were submergences of lands that took place much
later than the end of the pleistocene these submergences occurred
during the late BC millennia I1 am talking about here the sea level
rose as much as four meters fifteen feet the general rise in ocean
level at the end of the pleistocene age would have inundated
tremendous areas of what is now shallow water in the south china
and indonesian seas and the later relative rises of sea level would
have resulted in the further covering ofenormous areas ofpresently
existing land in sumatra java and borneo the obliteration of such
huge extents ofsettled landwouldlandwould almost certainlyhavecertainly have provided an
incentive forpeopleforpeople to move elsewhere iftheyhappenedtheyhappened to be aware
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of other places to go one very comparable environment to which
some of them may have gone would have been the tropical areas of
south america 2021 figure 5 shows a possible route across the north
pacific from southeast asia to tropical america

origins of the olmec01mecolmed As I1 have noted previously figure 2
shows two stone sculptures from the olmecolmed civilization the first
great civilization of mexico thisibis picture shows not only the kinds of
sculptures the olmecolmed produced but also exhibits racial characteris-
tics of apparent old world type rather than of any local indian
population the giant stone heads have often been considered to
exhibit negroid characteristics and the relief sculpture on the left
has been thoughtbymanyto have the appearance ofa middle eastern
physical type one hypothesis holds that ancient egyptians were
instrumental in the seemingly sudden inception of the olmecolmed
mesoamericasMeso americas first high culture a few centuries before 1000 BC

that culture involved in addition to the sculptures massive earthen
platforms and mounds as well as organized religion mexican indian
legends recorded later spoke of bearded culture bearers coming
from across the eastern sea 21 shang dynasty china has also been
considered as a possible major influence on the olmecolmed possibly
contributing religious iconography and the use and veneration of
jade with respect to jade at least in later times china and mexico
shared a number of arbitrary beliefs about and uses of jade for
example the concept that jade boulders could be found by sensing
their exhalationsexhalations and the placing of a piece of jade in the mouth of
a corpse 22 there may be a relationship too between olmecolmed and
chinese knowledge of magnetism

indications of hindu and buddhist contacts possible
contacts much later in time than the ones I1 have mentioned so far
concern the proposed hindu and buddhist influences on the maya

andtoltecand toltec ofMiddlemiddiemiddleamericamiddleamericajustpriortoadAmerica justpriortoad 900 itemsincommonitems incommonuncommonin common
include the use of friezes showing a garland of lotusesmotuses ororwaterlilieswaterlilieswaterlilies

with human figures holding the stems and fishlike creatures for
example the mythical makara of southern asia at the ends see
figure 6 also in the sculpture of the buddhist and maya worlds we
have particular formal gestures and seating positions in india these
are called audrasmudras and asanas we cannot know for sure what the
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meanings of these positions were among the maya because neither
knowledge of the positions nor any written explanation seems to
have survived but we do know them in asia and at least in terms of
the positions themselves we find great similarities

reciprocal influences

finally iwantawant to suggest the possibility ofreciprocal influences
from the new world to the old looking again at the maya and the
hindubuddhistffindubuddhistHindu Buddhist areas of southern asia and particularly cambodia
consider two things in figure 7 the left side shows two steppedpyra
midal platforms on top of which are temples the upper structure
is in guatemala the lower one is in cambodia in mesoamericaMesoamerica a long
sequence of evolutionary development lies behind these temple
pyramids but in southeastasia they suddenlyappear aroundadaroundAD 800
in cambodia and java to me this situation suggests the possibility
of an influence from middle america to southern asia

on the right side of figure 7 is a sculpted figure from a temple
in southern india of late pre columbian age the personage is
holding in his hand an ear of corn my colleague at the university of

a

b
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figure 7 lentleftze similar first millennium ADA D temple pyramids a maya
fromfromtikaltikal guatemala and b khmer fromfromangkorfromAngangkorkor cambodia right
c relief figure holding ear of maize halebidHalebid karnatakakamatakamatakakumatakaKarKa nataka india
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oregon carl johanessen has gone into great detail studying these
sculptures and has found that the objects held can be nothing but
corn which is a native american crop however these sculptures
date some centuries before the time of columbus and the usually
assumed spanish and portuguese introductions of maize to europe
and asia

As my last observation with respect to this possible mayan
southemasiansouthernasiansouthesouthern mAsianAsianmaslanaslan connection imention somethingyousomethingyoumaybe familiar
with namelynameiy that mayan civilizationlargelycollapsed aroundadaroundAD 900
extensive areas werededepopulatedpopulatedpopulatedopulated and tremendous cities were aban-
doned I1 would like to suggest the possibility that the same sort of
thing thathappened to the indians ofthe newworldNewWorld after columbussColumbuss
voyages also happened earlier with respect to the maya that is the
introduction from the old world of diseases to which the local
natives were not immune may have triggered the mayan collapse 2321

conclusion

in conclusion I1 would like to repeat that the question of
whether or not early ocean crossings and contacts took place and
especially whether voyaging resulted in major influences in one or
both directions has profound implications for our understanding of
cultural history and its processes it is my belief that ancient old
worldwatercraftworld watercraftwatercraft were completely capable ofmaking oceanic cross-
ings with relative safety and speed and that there existed in various
times and places sufficient motives for long distance exploration
and even settlement including seeking new lands obtaining pre-
cious materials and making religious converts as well as fleeing
personal constraints scarcity and turmoil at home it is plausible
moreover that once transoceanic discoveries were made and con-
tacts established opportunities for diffusion of culture massive in
some cases were created evidence is both biological certain
shared crop plants and intestinal parasites for instance and cultural
eg the bark cloth and blowgun complexes I1 believe it likely that

many unrecorded and perhaps a few recorded crossings occurred
and that these did have highly important perhaps fundamental im-
pacts particularly on the emergence and development of a number
of middle and south american cultures among the impacted recipi-
ents may have been amazonian tribes the olmecolmed and the maya
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columbus voyages certainly precipitated the most massive
cultural and demographic changes the world has ever known but
the admiral of the ocean sea may have been only the latest in a long
line of transoceanic voyagers

stephenstephencjettisprofessorofcjettiscrettisCJettisprofessorofProfessorofgeography University ofcalifornia davis this article
is modified from a transcript of dr jetts september 22 1992 forum assembly
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man 31 19923131992 313315 33 onplantainsonplantainsplantpiantains seewilliamjseewilliatnjWilliamJsee smole musa cultivation inpreimpreinpre
columbian southamericaSouthAmerica inhistoricalhistoricalgeographyGeography oflatinamericaoflatin america ededwilliamwilliam V
davidson andjamesjand jamesJjamesJ parsons geoscienceGeo science addmanandmanand man 21 198047501980471980 475047 50 on recent
finds of parasites see luis femandofernando ferrera and others paleoparasitologia no
brasil rio de janeiro programaprogramsPrograma de educacaoeducaqEducacaoao continuadaescolad Nacinaclnacionalanaianalonai de
saudesadde publica 1988 as listed in karlkarikarljkarlaJ reinhard parasitology as an interpretive
tool in archaeology american antiquity 57 april 1992 231 45
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16fortotfot general discussions of physical anthropological comparisons and of
artifacts seejettsuejettseejett diffusion versus independent development 29305029 3050 52 and
references mitochondrial DNA studies hold promise in this connection

17 the methodology of cultural comparisons is discussed ininjettinjetyjett diffusion
versus independent development 5595 59

1811 all these proposed influences are discussed in jett precolumbianprecolurnbiancolumbianPre
transoceanic contacts for some updating see stephen C jett asian contacts
with theatnericastheamericasAmericasthe in pre columbian times the principal proposals and hypoth-
eses ofmediterraneansouthwestofmediterraneansouthwestMediterranean Southwest asianaslan influences onnewworldnewworld cultures new
englandantiquitiesengland antiquities research associationjournalassociation journal 26 winterspringWinter Spring 1992 62
686882856882828582 85 also thompson american discovery for a recent article on the bark
cloth complex see paul tolstoy the maya rediscovered paper route natural
history 100 june 1991 68681012146 8810121012- 14 for a reviewareviewpreview ofpossible formative period
influences in ecuadorfromjapan seebettyjsee bettyj meggersjoinonmeggers jomonbomon valdivia similarities
convergence or contact newenglandantiquitiesresearchassociationjournainemnew englandantiquities researchassociation journaltournai
27 summerfallsumtnerfallsummersallSummerfalifailFall 199222321992221992 223222 32

19 since this address was presented plant geographer carljohannessenjohannessenCarl has
examined one of the specimens and has concluded that it is not a peanut personal
communication april 1993

20 for discussions of these hypotheses see stephen C jett malaysia and
tropicalamericatropicalarnericaTropical America sorneracialsomeSorne racial cultural and ethnobotanicalcomparisonsethnobotanical comparisons congreso
internacionaldeameficanistas57actasymemorias4internacionaldeameilcanistas37aaasymemortas4 19681337719681331968 133771537713577133153135 77 stephen C

jett the Ddevelopment and distribution of the blowgun annals of the associa-
tion ofamericanof american geographers 60 1970 66288662 88 and stephen Ccjettchettjett further
information on the geography of the blowgun and its implications for early
transoceanic contacts annals of the association ofamericanof american geographers81geographers81
1991891021991891991 8910289 102loz thompson american discovery 252725 27 alsocitesalsoaiso cites sea leveltiseslevellevei rises

21 for example see john L sorenson some mesoamericanMesoamerican traditions of
immigration byseabaseaby sea elmixicoantiguoel mexico antiguaantiguo 8 december 19554253719554251955 42537425 37

22 for a summary of proposals seeseejettsuejettjett precolumbiancolumbianPre transoceanic con-
tacts 35054350 54 36669366 69 the principal proponents have been R A jairazbhoy and
bettyj meggers

23theseproposalstheseproposals concerning southernasiasouthernasiaandSouthernAsia and the maya are summarized in
jett precolumbiantransoceanicprecolumbiancolumbianPre transoceanic contacts 37481374 81 andjettandrettandjett asian contacts with
theamericasAmericasthe 66 importantmodernimportant modern contributorscontributorstoto this discussion have included
robert heine geldemgelden gordon F ekholm david H kelley paulkirchoff thomas S

barthel balabibalaji mundkurMundkur and kornelia giesing on corn in india seesce johannessen
andandparkerparker maize ears sculptured andandjohannessenjohannessen distribution ofpre columbian
maize see also john W verano and douglas H ubelaker eds disease and
demography in theamericasthe Americas washington smithsonian institution press 1992



robes with ribbons tied on shoulders early christian burials with
multiple layers of clothing often include one or more robes with linen
stripsstnpswrappedwrapped around the upperhalfupperupperhalfofthehalf ofthe body and gathered into a knotaknotabnot

on either the left top or more commonly on the right shoulder bottom
these robes were among ten like them placed on the same burialbunalbunai the
knots may indicate priestly authority



turning the hearts
of the fathers to the children
nurturing the next generation

although otherforcesother forces threaten our children the spirit of elijahelyah is
turning manymanyfathersfathers toward nurturing their children fighting
abuse and childhood diseases and carlingforcaringforcaring fortor the environment

alanjaladj hawkins david C dollahite and cliffordacliffordjcliffordClifforciiffordcilfforddJJ rhoades

the old testament opens with an account of god creating
order from chaos to provide an earth on which his children could
dwell through disobedience however the children of adam and
eve turned their hearts away from their father consequently they
separated themselves from god and the ground has been periodi-
cally cursed interestingly the old testament concludes with the
lord telling the world through malachi that if there is not a return-
ing of childrens hearts to the fathers and of fathers hearts to the
children the earth will again be cursed or destroyed

Beholdbehold I1 will send you elijaheiljahelijah the prophet before the coming ofthegreatthe great
and dreadful day of the lord and he shall turn the heart of the fathers
to the children and the heart ofthe children to their fathers lest I1 come
and smite the earth with a curse mal 45645 6 see also dacd&c 279
11015

malachishalachisMalachis prophecy is one of the most far reaching and pro-
found prophecies in the scriptures thisibis article explores some of
the multiple messages embedded in the prophecy of elijahselijassElijahs latter
day mission in a recent address elder dallin H oaks taught that an
important aspect of latter day saint scripture study is an understand-
ing that many scriptures have multiple meanings and messages
he included the prophecy of malachi as one example 1 the sealing
powers restored to the prophet joseph smith by the hand of elijah

BBYUyustudiesYU studies 33 no 2 1993
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have broader application than temple ordinances performed for the
living and by living proxies for the dead although this is unquestion-
ably the central function of the sealing powers the spirit of elijah
is further manifest in building and strengthening links between
fathers and children in time as well as eternity in this article we
reflect on how the powers associated with the spirit of elijah seem
to be turning many living fathers hearts to their children for the
benefit of all

we offer one caveat before proceeding however the proph-
ecy of malachi uses the terterinmathersmothersfathersmathensauthersaurbers the scriptures often use male
gender terms such as father son and his when referring to both
men and women no doubt most of our reflections on the meanings
of this passage of scripture apply to both men and women fathers
and mothers still as we shall argue the use of the specific term
father may be appropriate because generally the connections of
fathers to their children are weaker than those of mothers thus
without diminishing the roles of women we focus in this article
mostly on mens hearts and fathers connections to children

fathers and children

malachishalachisMalachis prophecy refers to two kinds ofconnections or more
specifically to connections going in two directions one connect-
ing direction is that of children to the fathers a link that points the
current generation back in time to their predecessors both living
and deceased latter day saints employ this aspect of malachishalachisMalachis
prophecy to explain labors in family history genealogical research
and proxy temple work turning the hearts of the children to the
fathers may also refer to relationships with living family members
for example children are admonished to respect and honor their
parents ex 2012 and to care for aging parents gen 457 11

the focus of the present article however is on the second
connecting direction in the prophecy one on which we seldom
reflect that of fathers to the children this link points forward in
time suggesting a concern with our children and our childrens
children president harold B lee taught that thefullthe fullfuli mission ofelijaheiljahelijeili ah
involves the turning ofparental hearts to the children here and now
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it applies just as much on this side of the veil as it does on the other
side of the veil ifweneglectreneglectwe neglect our families how could we feel that
we are doing our full duty in turning the hearts ofour children to their
fathers so the hearts ofyou fathers and mothers must be turned
to your children right now ifyou have the true spirit of elijah and not
think that it applies merely to those who are beyond the veil 2

it is time for us to think of turning the hearts of parents to child-
ren now while living that there might be a bond between parents
and children thatwillwui last beyond death it is a very real principle and
we should consider it 3

similarly in a recent conference address Eldeidelderjameseldereidererjamesjames E faust taught

perhaps we regard the power bestowed by elijah as something
associated only with formal ordinances performed in sacred places
but these ordinances become dynamic and productive ofgood only as
they reveal themselves in our daily lives this sealingseating power thus
revealsitselfreveals itselfinfamilyrelationshipsin family relationships in attributes and virtues developed
in anurturing environment and in loving service these are the cords
that bind families together 4

in this article we attempt to build on the foregoing principles
of familial relationships and to explore their implications first we
use the greek and hebrew texts ofofmalachismalachishalachisMalmaiachis prophecy as a way of
identifying additional meaning in that scripture next we provide a
historical overview of the changing relationships of fathers to their
children then we develop in both scriptural and secular terms the
concept of generativity which refers to a turning of hearts to
nurture the next generation with this base we then suggest that
although there are powerful forces trying to destroy connections
between family members the spirit of elijah in the last days is
influencing latter day saints and others to help build stronger more
intimate relationships between fathers and their children promote
a greater sense of community in which we are concerned about our
neighbors children as well as our own improve the status and well-
being of children and preserve a healthier natural environment for
future generations

greek and hebrew texts

studying the earlier versions of biblical passages often opens
our understanding to additional meanings in particular scriptures 5

in this case the breadth of meaning in the texts ofofmalachimalachi 45 6 is
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richly consonant with the truths preached by president lee and
elder faust the ancient greek septuagint and masoretic hebrew
texts of the old testament illustrate the breadth ofofmalachismalachishalachisMalmaiachis proph-
ecy while the kingjamesKing james version speaks of turning the hearts of the
fathers to the children the greek text speaks of returning stating
that elijah will restore the heart of father to son and the heart of
man to his neighbor lest the lord come and smite the earth
grievously LXX mal 43 italics added furthermore the jewish
publication societysSocietys translation of the masoretic hebrew version
of this passage reads he shall reconcile fathers with sons and
sons with their fathers so that when I1 come I1 do not strike the
whole land with utter destruction 6

neither of the earlier versions implies that elijah will be estab-
lishing the father child connection for the first time or that the scrip-
ture is exclusively concerned with genealogical matters the
septuagint uses the greek word apokatastesei which means to turn
again or to restore suggesting that elijah will assist in bringing
people back into the relationships of love and concern that once
prevailed 1177 the masoretic text employs the hebrew verb sbubshribschrib

which is one of the most frequently used verbs in the old testament
and has rich meaning 8 linguistically shaibsbubshfib connotes restoring or
returning even bringing home again 9 often with a strong sense of
repentance both of turning away from evil and of returning to the
good 10 accordingly both the septuagint and masoretic texts of
malachi 4 suggest that elijahselijassElijahs task will be to restore relationships
between fathers and children to the way they once were perhaps
in the premortal state or at some earlier point in human history

in addition to addressing the father child relationship the
greek text of malachi adds another dimension to elijahselijassElijahs mission
restoring the heart of man to his neighbor this suggests that the
spirit of elijah will not only seek to reconcile fathers to their own
children but also strive to restore a sense of responsibility offathers
to all children thus restoring a deeper sense of community among
all people on earth

recent historical perspectives

in a spiritual sense the hearts of children are turned away
from their heavenly father through sin but our heavenly fathers
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heart is always turned toward his children 2 ne 2624 28 3 ne
914 matt 2337235725572537 dac 4324 by contrast however many mortal
fathers have turned their hearts away from their children

the past two hundred years of western civilization have seen
dramatic changes in family relationships resulting mainly from the
twin forces of industrialization and urbanization and the radical
individualism that accompanies these forces looking only at the
latter half of the twentieth century it is tempting to conclude that
womens roles in the family have changed the most as mothers have
dramatically increased their participation in the paid labor force in
comparicomparisonsontoto family life in preindustrial times however itisit is the role
of men rather than of women that has been fundamentally altered

for the majority of people two hundred years ago womens
and mens labor was domestic both played essential although
different roles in the domestic economy that sustained family life
skilled maternal and paternal labor was required to turn raw materi-
als into domestic goods for consumption when harvest time ar-
rived the laborers gender and age were of little concern all were
needed moreover in an agricultural and rural setting both mothers
and fathers were inintimatelytimately involved in the daily lives of their
children sons worked long hours alongside their fathers while
daughters worked primarily with their mothers

in addition fathers were directly charged with the moral and
spiritual rearing of their children if fathers were literate they were
also responsible for teaching their children to read and write
clergy delivered childrearingchild rearing advice to fathers who were seen as
having the main responsibility to guide their children through the
harsh realities of the adult world

As industrialization and urbanization gained momentum
during the nineteenth century most fathers became increasingly
separated from their children most fathers left the home and farm to
work in factories for long hours each day six days aweek As a result
the paternal role was redefined as economic provider while mothers
assumed fullfallfuli responsibility for the domestic tasks of child rearing
and housework notions of the abilities ofmothers to properly raise
their children shifted to meet these changing economic circum-
stances mothers became the guardians of the domestic realm
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keeping children sheltered from the harsh and immoral realities of
the ec onomiceconomicgnomic realminwhichrealm inwhich the fathers were forced to participate 12

the spatial and temporal separation of fathers from children
seemed to precipitate a growing sense ofpsychological and spiritual
separation ofoffathersfathers from children as well even today while fathers
work fewer hours than their grandfathers and great grandfathers did
and mothers often work outside the home most fathers still spend
little time with their children 13

when the recent data on divorce and nonmarital childbearing
are added to this portrait we see fathers as increasingly on the
periphery of childrens lives demographers now estimate that
more than half of first marriages will dissolve and two thirds of
children in the united states born in the 1990s will experience the
breakupbreak up of their parentsmarriagesparents marriages 14 nearly 90 percent of children
remain in the custody and care of their mothers after divorce
moreover only about 25 percent of children see their noncustodialnoncustodial
fathers on a regular basis one quarter of children are currently
born to unmarried mothers and many receive very little paternal
influence 15 the demographic evidence is clear american men in
general are spending less and less of their adult lives in households
with children 16

furthermore the current hegemonic virtue seems to be indivi-
dual freedom not concern with the wellbeingwell being of ones own child-
ren or those ofones neighbors the doctrine ofindividualism insists
that individuals must be unfettered to pursue personal courses ofself
fulfillment connections to other people and institutions are valued
not in and of themselves but only as they add to the bottom line of
self fulfillment when these human or institutional connections be-
gin to constrict self fulfillment then virtue as the doctrine of radical
individualism defines it demands that individuals loose themselves
from such bands thus radical individualism argues that relationships
that restrict are wrong they must be changed into or exchanged
for relationships that energize and support self fulfillment 17 even
familial relationships are to be based on self fulfillment not anachro-
nistic folk notions of traditional family obligations 18

note the contrast between this philosophy and important parts
ofthe saviors teachings whereas the savior taught that the selfis found
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indirectly through service to others mosiah 216 19 disciples of
individualism preach that the self is discovered directly by pursu-
ing ones own course using relationships and institutions as conve-
nient stepping stones toward some individualized imagined end

the dominant ethos of individualism affects not only family
relationships but relations among unrelated people as well people
today often know more about their neighbors on the other side of
the planet than they do about their neighbors next door or down the
street the weakened sense of neighborhood or community seems
to have stemmed from the westsbests conversion to the secular gospel
of individualism over the past few centuries many believe that
everyone watching out for himself orherselfwill eventuallyproduceeventuallyproduce
a society in which everyone is taken care of but having freed
themselves from the bonds that selfless caring for others necessarily
brings people may find themselves so disconnected from familial
community and institutional relationships that their unfettered
self fulfillment feels like desperate loneliness 19 such a world might
well be described as cursed

these trends clearly indicate there has been a significant turn-
ing of paternal hearts away from their children but is it possible
that the spirit of elijah in this last dispensation is exerting a counter-
force to the momentum ofthose powerfulforcespowerful forces the spirit ofelijah
may be doing much more than influencing people to search out
genealogical records and provide saving ordinances for their ances-
tors it itmaybemaybe manifest in the lives ofmen and fatherswhenfathers when they turn
their hearts to nurture the next generation in a variety ofwaysofways latter
day saints note how genealogical interest increased dramatically
afterelijahafter elijaheiljah restored the sealing keys similarly it is becoming increas-
ingly accepted that children also need greater nurturancenurturance and gentle
guidance 20 in secular circles the process of nurturing the next
generation is referred to as generative

generativity secular and sacred perspectives

developmental psychologists have found that nurturing the
next generation is important to adult psychological health 21 erik
erikson an influential theorist of human development first arti-
culated this concept in his theory of healthy development across
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the lifespanlife span he hypothesized that a person must develop three
fundamental characteristics to become psychologically healthy and
mature hope fidelity and care the development of each of these
characteristics takes center stage at one of the major periods of the
lifespanlife span childhood adolescence and adulthood respectively 2212

first children must develop a basic trust that the world is a
safe good place to live next adolescents need to develop a sense of
their own identity and a fidelity to that identity 2321 last the primary
task of adults is to develop generativity which erikson defined as

learning to care for and nurture the next generation the primary
locus of this developmental process is in the family although erikson
allowed that generativity could also be developed in other settings
like teaching or coaching where one is investing in some productive
activity centered on nurturing the younger generation or creating a

better world for future generations
failure to develop generativity in adulthood results in pursuing

false forms of intimacy self absorption and isolation 2421 interestingly
erikson himselfnoted the similarity ofhis three major lifespanlife span devel-
opmentalopmental tasks to the christian virtues of hope faith and charity 25

sustained nurturing involvement in the lives of children pro-
vides potent inoculations against the pathology of egocentrism
children have a way of making people around them grow up and
become less self centered they deflate the adolescent preoccupa-
tion with self that is often carried into adulthood in a self centered
culture of course the nurturing of children requires tremendous
energy and effort it can drain emotional reserves and restrict per-
sonalsonalfreedomfreedom but it is also liberating as asparentsparents come to realize that
their own needs are not nearly as demanding as they once thought
moreover parents come to develop an additional kind of love for
each other one that is more christlike than romantic parents gain
a sense of their capacities to give and love without regard to a

return on their investment
in developing christlike family relationships parents come to

understand their father in heaven in a way that was previously
beyond their comprehension and sense possibly for the first time
their divine parenting potential as they identify with god who is
engaged in the same work they are they come to behold the
nurturing of god who said this is myworkbyworkmywork andmygloryand myglory to bring
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to pass the immortality and eternal life of man moses 139
ultimately parents can come to the knowledge that gods cosmic
career centers around caring for his children accordingly god-
hood is about nurturing children generativity the nurturing of
children is the beginning and end of godhood hence generative
sacrifice brings forth not only the blessings of heaven but also a
deeper sense of heavenly possibilities

god the fathers nurturancenurturance for his children is powerfully
exemplified by his relationship with his only begotten son jesus
on numerous occasions describes the relationship with his father
as complete oneness for example john 173 only once during his
mortal life briefly at the end did the son feel distant from his father
see matt 2746 but even this painful experience at golgotha was

necessary for the father to glorify his son
in addition note the nurturing introduction from the father

each time he introduces his son to an individual or a group this is
my beloved son in whom I1 am well pleased matt 317 see also
3 ne 117 comparejscompare JS H 117 mark and luke render this paternal
passage even more personally thou art my beloved son in whom
I1 am well pleased mark 1111iiilii11 compare luke 322 in these commu-
nications the father speaks openly of his love for his son of their
emotional connection and shows his pride in and approval ofjesusofjesus
behavior these nurturing words are a divine pattern all fathers
should try to emulate

emerging evidence of the spirit of elijah
turning the hearts of the fathers

encouraging signs thatmanyfathersmany fathers are responding to the spirit
of elijah and turning their hearts to the children include the follow-
ing 1 a small but growing number of fathers are becoming more
involved in the daily care and nurturing of their children 2 the
status of children is improving and 3 people are showing greater
concern for the natural environment that will be passed on to future
generations

greater paternal involvement As discussed earlier too
many fathers are disconnected from their children yet there is an
emerging consensus in western countries that such disconnection
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is not good family researchers have found that most men and
women now believe that fathers should be intimately involved in
the daily care of their children 226 although some researchers have
measured only small increases in the amount of time american
fathers are devoting to child care other researchers are finding a

small but growing number ofmen especially younger ones who are
reshaping their occupations and identities to accommodate higher
levels of involvement in their childrens daily lives 27 the results
generally have been positive for men their wives and the children
they care for together28together2821

the prophet joseph smith believed that fathers should be
involved in the daily family work an early latter day saint jesse
crosby once observed joseph doing menial tasks in his home
including some child care tasks and expressed his disappoint-
ment that one with such a high calling would be involved in such
lowly labor joseph kindly responded if there be humiliation in a

mans house who but the head of that house should or could bear
that humiliation29humiliation29

every IDS church president since president david 0 mckay
has echoed the ninth presidents words that the most important of
the lords work you and I1 will ever do will be within the walls of our
own homes 3031 elders james E faust and carlos asay have recently
urged husbands to be more helpful in sharing household tasks and
caring for children 31 elder G homer durham counseled man
has obligations to leamlearn the difficult art of fatherhood in home-
making 2132113232 president benson also believes husbands should partici-
pate in domestic duties

flowers on special occasions are wonderful but so is your willingness
to help with the dishes change diapers get up with a crying child in
the night and leave the television or newspaper to help with the
dinner those are the quiet ways we sayisay 1 I loveyouwithyourwithyou with our actions 33

some of the recent institutional changes in the church rein-
force the concern of church leaders that fathers move from the
periphery of daily family life to its center for instance the consoli-
dation ofsundaymeetingssunday meetings stemmed inpartimpartin part from a concernforgivingconcern forgivingfor giving
fathers more time to be with and guide their children 3431 in addi-
tion fathers are constantly urged to exercise their priestly functions
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as spiritual leaders in their homes 3515 in a first presidency letter
august 1993 church leaders stated because this responsibility

for our children is so important we must rededicate ourselves to
nourish and bless them temporally and spiritually 36

these injunctions have little to do with reasserting dominion
in the domestic realm see dacd&c 12135 46 but everything to do
with properly nurturing children prophetic counsel to have family
home evenings family scripture study and family prayer is not given
simply to move the location of religious activities from church
meetinghousesmeetinghouses to family dwellings instead this counsel is given to
encourage fathers to return their hearts to their children 37

templetempie basedbasedpriesthoodpriesthood ordinances indicate that sacred ritual
in sacredplacessacred places for sacredpurposessacred purposes canbecabbecan be a powerful aid in turning
the hearts of fathers to children and vice versa perhaps this is why
church leaders stress home based family worship and the perfor-
mance in the home of sacred functions such as fathers blessings
dedication ofhomes and blessings ofhealing comfort and counsel
priesthood blessings and ordinances can help seal the heart of a
father to his child because they involve the father touching his child
and expressing spirit guided thoughts and heartfeltheart felt feelings

childrens improving status without question many trou-
bling societal trends affect childrens lives neglect abuse family
dissolution addiction poverty and pornography are only the begin-
ning of social problems that harm increasing numbers of children
yet the social landscape for children in some ways has improved
over the last two centuries for instance although studies estimate
that 2.52525 million children in the united states are abused in some way
each year mostly by their fathers and mothers 338 some historians
argue that abusive treatment of children by parents has declined
significantly over the last few centuries such practices as killing
female infants swaddling andwet nursing common in families until
a few centuries ago are now almost extinct in the west 39 fur-
thermorethermore the nineteenth century evidenced a dramatic increase in
societal concerns over nurturing and educating all children 40

of course recent trends such as drug addiction among young
mothers have tragic consequences for many children and current
notions of what constitutes proper parenting are far from perfect
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but there is little doubt that the west has at least succeeded in
diminishing many developmentally brutal practices common and
accepted only a few centuries ago

more evidence that the hearts of the fathers may be returning
to their children comes from an increasing condemnation and
intolerance of child abuse and neglect serious sins condemned by
the lord see matt 184 6 president gordon B hinckley stated

I1 am glad there is a hue and cry going up against the terrible evil of
child abuse too much of which is found among our own fathers
you cannot abuse your little ones without offending god any
manulannian who beats or in other ways abuses his children will be held
accountable before the great judge of us all 41

in addition significant strides have been made in reducing
debilitating and deadly childhood diseases throughout the world
and toward educating the young unfortunately the united states
lags behind the other industrialized countries of the world in terms
of investing in the human resources of the next generation 42 yetproyethro
minenteminent american voices are beginning to call for parents to move
children up the scale of adult prioritiespriorities4343 and for greater individual
and collective responsibility for the next generation 44 addition-
ally emerging social and political movements in the united states
place at the center of their platforms a warning that individual adult
rights must be checked by a more prominent sense of responsibility
for children 4541

caring for the environment immense changes to the earth
and peoples attitudes toward it have been brought about by indus-
trialization and urbanization As industrialization progressed in-
dustrialized societies began to view the earth as an inexhaustible
mine of resources to be removed processed used and discarded as

quickly and efficiently as possible this view renders many nonre-
newable resources unavailable to the next generation and leaves the
earth scarred diminished and unsafe

however turning the hearts of the fathers to the children is

also evidenced in the emerging recognition of the need to take bet-
ter care of the natural environment that sustains life on earth
probably the most tangible inheritance one generation passes on to
the next is the condition of the natural environment the conscious
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protection care and nurturancenurturance of the earth in order to provide
ones children and grandchildren with a safe and pleasant habitation
is a furtherfarther manifestation of generativity embedded in such a
concern is the principle ofstewardship people are entrusted to care
for and replenish gen 128 the earth for their children and all
gods children 46 thusibusihus the hearts of todays fathers and mothers are
turned to the children when they begin to care about what kind of
natural environment their descendants will have

cursed and utterly wasted mal 4646jsJSHJS H 139 are accu-
rate descriptions of what the earth will look like if practices of
reckless disregard for the natural environment continue eastern
europe where extensive disregard for the environment over the
past sixty years has occurred provides a sobering warning fortu-
nately even though financial resources are severely limited many
eastern europeans now recognize that economic progress must
include cleaning up and preserving the environment 47

the 1992 earth summit in brazil despite its shortcomings was
momentous in its symbolism that the quality of childrens lives
depends on the ability of adults to sacrifice some of their current
short term and shortsighted economic policies for policies that will
preserve the goodness of the earth 48 indeed4indeedvindeed in his opening address
unitednationsUnitedNations secretary generalboutrosboutrosboutrosboutros ghali said we are
doingdoingthisnotforusbutforfuturethis notforusnot forus butforfuture generations for our grandchildren 49

in doctrine and covenants 59 the lord revealed to the saints
who came to the land ofofzionzion that the good things of the earth are
included in their inheritance v 3 that the fulnessfalnessfulness of the earth
is given to please the eye and gladden the heart yv 16 18 and
that although the things of the earth are given to benefit mankind
they are to be used with judgment not to excess neither by
extortion v 20

president kimball recommended to all people that there be
no undue pollution that the land be taken care of and kept clean
productive and beautiful 115150 brigham young similarly stressed that
the proper relationship with the earth grows out of a sense of
stewardship the earth is not the property of man but of god 51

president young emphasized the concept of stewardship caring
for and improving the earth as a significant duty of the saints 5251
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thus it appears that the lord expects the saints to play an active
role in assisting him to fulfill the prophecy that the earth will be
renewed and receive its paradisiacal glory A of F 10 heavenly
grace in assisting mortal efforts to care for the environment may be
directly related to the mission of elijah

it seems fitting that elijah who exercised priesthood power
over the elements who stopped the jordan river so that he could
walk across on dry ground 2 kgsggs 28 who called down fire from
heaven 1 kgsggs 1838 who sealed the heavens for three years so
that they refused to give rain 1 kgsggs 17117118118 1 and who was fed by
ravens during those drought years 1 kgsggs 174 6 was among
those who restored the keys essential to latter day work although
the fullness of the prophecy of malachi will not be realized until the
second coming of christ latter day saints should recognize their
stewardship in assisting the lord in this cleansing of the earth and
since the restored gospel involves the restitution of all things acts
321521 it seems natural that the spirit of elijah would impress upon
current fathers and mothers the desire to help restore the earth
to the purity and beauty of eden in preparation for the return of
the creator

brigham young also saw a connection between desecratingdesecrating
our souls with sin and our environment with pollution for bri-
gham moral and physical cleanliness and pollutionspollutions are no more to
be separated than mind and body 53 nibley has shown how the
scriptures and the prophets often link the building of zion with
the care and nurturing of the earth 54 the ancient book of mormon
prophet moroni saw the last days in vision and said that there would
be great pollutionspollutions upon the face of the earth mor 831 the
term pollutionspollutions may refer to both physical and spiritualmoralspiritual moral
impurities since the verses preceding this statement refer to physical
calamities for example fires and vapors of smoke while the verses
immediately after it speak of spiritual corruption

the link between spiritual and environmental pollution has
also been noted by president ezra taft benson

again physical and spiritual laws are interrelated pollution of ones
environment and moral impurity both rest on a lifestylelife style which par-
takes of a philosophy of eat drink and be merry gouge and grab
now without regard to the consequences both violate the spirit of
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stewardship forwhich we will stand accountable the church has
urged its inembersmembers to be efficient users ofour resources to avoid waste
and pollution and to clean up their own immediate environment or
that over which they have control 55

disrespect for the earth president benson says comes from a

hedonistic philosophy of concern only for the present moment and
the pleasures it can yield to the individual in contrast when people
show concern for the future environment of their children they
yield to a higher law that emphasizes concern for others as well

many latter day saint fathers and mothers teach their children
by example and precept the principles of personal stewardship for
the earth through gardening food storage conservation and recy-
cling 556 thus the hearts of the parents are turned to the children in
preserving the earth in preparation for the return of the creator to
his creation this is one of the most concrete ways that the genera-
tions work together to avoid the curse spoken of by malachi

conclusion

malachishalachisMalachis prophecy refers to the second coming as the great
and terrible day of the lord the last days are also both great and
terrible days for fathers and children a time of great polarization
between good and evil much of what the media reports are the
terrible aspects of economic and emotional neglect of children or
the physical emotional and sexual abuse perpetrated by destruc-
tive parents but there are also great improvements in the way many
fathers treat their children and the children of others more men
are spending substantial time with children both working with
them in the home and assisting them in their various activities
many fathers have learned more constructive and effective methods
of disciplining children that avoid the evils of abuse and more
and more fathers are striving to do less harm to the lords creation
to insure future generations of children will enjoy a healthy abun-
dant life

we hope to have shown that the prophecy of malachi has
rich meaning in addition to that of genealogical research and tem-
ple work in the latter days the spirit ofelijah motivates livinghvingfathersfathers
and mothers to turn their hearts to nurturing the next generation
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rather than turningturn ing every one to his own way isa 536 the
spirit of elijah influences fathers to become more involved in
the daily care and nurturing of their children andstrengthening them
through sacred ordinances blessings and activities it encourages
society to eliminate child abuse and to promote child rearing in
developmentally appropriate ways and it fosters global concern for
the natural environment that generations of children will inherit

in this article we have only begun to reflect on the range of
rich meanings that may be embedded in the prophecy of malachi
those meanings can be a source of great comfort in these challeng-
ing times when so much is going in the wrong direction part of our
fascination with malachishalachisMalachis prophecy comes from a perception that it
is one of the most powerful scriptural prophecies that heralds glad
tidings in the days preceding the great and dreadful day of the
lord while most prophecies of the last days warn of spiritually and
temporally desdestructivetructivetractivetruc tive forces that will endanger souls and cause
mens hearts to fail them dacd&c 8891 or foretell calamitous events
matt 247 30 malachi describes a divine subtle power in the

last days that can influence people to walk in the paths of righteous-
ness fathers andandmothersmothers mustwalkmust walkwaik thatpaththat path not alone buthandbulhandbut hand
in hand and heart to heart with children

alanjaladj hawkins is assistant professor of family sciences at brigham young univer-
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the power of the word
religion family friends and

dedelinquentquent behavior of LDS youth
youth who expedeexperiencence spirituality rather than just participate in
public religious observances are likely to avoid delinquency even
when they live in a hostile environment or have delinquentfiyendsdelinquent friends

brent L top and bruce A chadwick

most religious people including latter day saints generally
assume that the infusion of religious values into young people
through personal experience church involvement and religious
training will deter behaviors that society characterizes as delin-
quent theologians and social scientists have taught that the more
religious a person is the less likely she or he will be to participate in
delinquent behavior I11

these traditional assumptions about the power of religion to
deter delinquency came under serious challenge in the 1960s by
researchers who failed to confirm them for example travis hirschinirschl
and rodney stark found that church attenders were no more likely
than non attenders to accept ethical principles importantly they
concluded that church attendance was unrelatedtounrelated to the commissionthecommission

of delinquent acts 2

numerous studies in the 1980s further tested the link between
religion and delinquency but produced mixed results some found
that religion was indeed associated with lower rates of delinquency
while others concluded that the relationship was minimal 3 other
researchers discovered that religion seems to deter some types of
delinquency more than others steven R burkett and mervin white
found that religion was more likely to discourage victimlessvictimless
crimes such as alcohol and drug abuse and sexual offenses that
involve consent than offenses against others or against property 4

BBYUyustudiesYU studies 33 no 2 1993
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stark and his associates argue that the reason for the inconclu-
sive findings is that religion affects deviance only within a religious
climate the religious ecology hypothesis maintains that delinquency
is not so much deterred by religion beliefs or attendance as it is by
the prevailing moral climate of the community thus the impact of
religiosity on delinquency is reduced from a spiritual phenomenon
to a social one stark and others contend that religions signifi-

cant negative relationship to delinquency ofofldsoflasLDS youth reported by
researchers was due to the cohesive LDS communities southern
california southeastern idaho and central utah from which the
samples were drawn 5 expanding this notion other researchers
sought to minimize the role of religion by advocating the hypothesis
that it influences adolescent behavior only if the youth comes from
a religious home andhas religious friends they argue that any effects
of religion on behavior are largely moderated through parents and
p eersaers these andmany other studies have relegated religiosity to only
a minor role with little importance in understanding delinquency 6

the teachings ofthe church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints
however emphasize that religion has a power of its own indepindeaindepen-
dent

en
of prevailing social values and norms to positively affect

human behavior the book of mormon prophet alma believed in
the transforming power of religion in the lives of his people and
now as the preaching of the word had a great tendency to lead the
people to do that which was just yea it had had more powerful
effect upon the minds of the people than the sword or anything
else which had happened unto them alma 315

in more recent times church leaders also teach that religion
when understood and accepted by its members changes attitudes
and behavior the study of the doctrines of the gospel willwin improve
behavior quicker than a study of behavior will improve behavior 1371177377

the belief that religion does indeed promote righteous living and in
turn deters deviant activity underlies the churchschurche efforts in perfect-
ing the saints church efforts to strengthen families and young
people against societal ills are usually conducted in the context of
increased religiosity and gospel living the link between religiosity
and moral behavior is explicit elder james E faust has taught
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generally those children who make the decision and have the
resolve to abstain from drugs alcohol andillicitsexareand illicit sexare thosewhohavethosewhothosewho have
adopted and internalized the strong values of their homes as lived by
their parents in times of difficult decisions they are most likely to
followthelowthefol religious teachings oftheirparentstheirparents ratherthanrather than the example
of their peers or the sophistriessophistries of the media which glamorize alcohol
consumption illicit sex infidelity dishonesty and other vices

what seems to help cementparentalcementparental teachings andvalues in place
in childrens lives is afireafirm beliefin deity when this belief becomespartbecomespart
of their very souls they have inner strength I81

As seen in this statement religiosity as viewed by latter day saints
includes a personal internalization of the religious experience in
addition to outward religious behaviors such as church attendance

in this study we sought to empirically test what most latter
day saints take for granted we combined our understanding of
the power of religion as articulated by both ancient and mod-
ern

mod-
em prophets with our tools of social scientific research to achieve
two objectives

the first objective was to test the religious ecology hypothesis
that a supportive religious environment is a necessary condition in
order for religiosity to be related to lower occurrences of delin-
quencyquencyamongamong LDS youth to reach this objective we collected
information from LDS adolescents living along the east coast of the
united states a non LDS environment where LDS high school stu-
dents comprise 1 percent or less of the high school population

the second objective was to test the strength of religiositys
relationship to delinquency in comparison to the influence offriendsoffriends

and selected family characteristics to accomplish this objective we
tested the model presented in figure 1

most previous studies testing the relationship between religion
and delinquency have used single measures of religiosity such as
claimed affiliation or attendance at church meetings recent re-
search confirms that religiosity is comprised of several different
dimensions 9 to provide a more adequate test of the relationship
between religion and deviant behavior we included in this study
several measures of religiosity religious beliefs private religious
behaviors public religious behaviors family religious practices
personal spiritual experiences and feelings of integration into a
branch or ward



figure 1
religiosity family characteristics and peer relations

predicting delinquency

religiosity
beliefs
private behavior
attendancepublicAttendance Public behavior
faniflybehaviorfamelyfamily behavior
spiritual experiences
social integration

peer relations
friendsdelinquencyfriends delinquency delinquencyfriendspressurefriends pressure
friends deterrence

faniflyrelationsfamily relations
closeness to mother
closeness to father
parents deterrence
family size
family structure 1

parentsmaritalparents marital happiness
social class
maternal employment

family structure was coded as a dummy variable 1 two parent family and 0 all others
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methodology

data collection in the spring of 1990 we conducted a mailed
survey of 2143 latter day saint teenagers between the ages of four-
teen and eighteen the teenagers resided in delaware new york
north carolina virginia maryland washington DC pennsylvania
and west virginia these young people were enrolled in LDSIDSirs semi-
nary either daily early morning classes or a weekly home study
class sampling from seminary enrollment provided a broad cross
section of IDSLDS youth the sampling frame included nearly all ninth
through twelfth grade LDS youth in the area in this geographical
area 90 95 percent of the IDSLDS teenagers were enrolled in seminary
classes also enrolled in the seminary classes were some IDSLDS youth
who rarely attended church

apacketwasApacketwas sent to the youthsparentsyouths parents with a letter explaining
the study and asking permission for their teenager to participate
parents were informed of the objectives of the study and that the
questionnaire asked about sensitive issues including drug use and
premarital sexual activity if parents did not want their teenager
to participate in the study they were instructed to return their
mailing label with the assurance that they would receive no further
followupfollow up mailings we did not receive a single refusal the letter
stressed to the parents that in order to collect meaningful data they
needed to allow their children to respond to the questionnaire in
complete privacy A business reply envelope was enclosed so the
youth could confidentially return the completed questionnaire

A postcard reminder was mailed approximately three weeks
later one month after this reminder a new packet including a

letter questionnaire and reply envelope was sent to those who
had not returned their questionnaire A month later a final request
was sent to those who had not yet completed the survey these
procedures resulresultedtedinin 1398 completed questionnaires aresponse
rate of 70 percent this is a rather high response rate for a mail
survey particularly one involving such sensitive issues

measurement of variables delinquent behavior was mea
suredsuredbyspredbybyforty four items that askedaskedwhetherwhether the respondentrespondenthad had ever
engaged in specific activities and if so how often he or she had ever
done each sixteen questions focused on drug and alcohol use and
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premarital sexual activity these constituted the victimlessvictimless offense
scale an eleven item scale gauged property offenses suchasshopliftsuch as shoplift-
ing theft and vandalism measurement of victim offenses such as
attacks on parents school officials and other teens was done with
a sixteen item scale

As mentioned earlier we included five dimensions ofreligiosityofreligiosity

in the questionnaire religious beliefs were measured by twelve ques-
tions that examined traditional christian beliefs as well as unique LDS

doctrines five items assessed private religious behavior by asking
about the frequency of personal prayer private scripture reading
and fasting attendance at various church meetings assessed public
religious behavior three items which asked about the frequency
of family prayer scripture study home evening and other family
religious activities determined the level of family religious behavior
three additional items that asked how well the respondents felt they
fit into their ward or branch and were accepted by fellow church
members determined feelings of religious integration

four dimensions of peer influence were also examined first
friends delinquency was determined by the respondents percep-
tions of the proportion of their friendsinvolvementfriends involvement in the forty four
negative behaviors listed on the delinquency scale friendspressurefriends pressure
was measured by the frequency that friends have tried to get the
respondent to participate in those behaviors friends disapproval
focused on the respondents perceptions of how their friends feel
about seven delinquent behaviors lying or cheating fighting steal-
ing vandalism premarital sex drug use andor use of alcoholic
beverages finally friends deterrence was assessed by whether
friends influence was a significant reason why the respondent
refrained from the seven delinquent behaviors

family structure number of siblings maternal employment
and perceived happiness of parents marriage were measured by a

single question each closeness to father and closeness to mother
were gauged by four item scales probing the parent child rela-
tionshiptionship A scale for parental disapproval of delinquency asked the
young respondents how they thought their parents would feel if
the respondents engaged in the seven delinquent behaviors men-
tioned above the parental deterrence scale contained questions
asking the respondents if they regularly engaged in any of those
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seven behaviors and if not whether parental disapproval was a
significant reason

the gender of the respondents was used as a control variable
all of the items were submitted to factor analysis which indicated
that the items combined to produce strong unidimensional scales 10

before testing the model presented in figure 1 we examined the
correlations between the various independent variables to identify
any multicollinearity problems As a result peer and parental disap-
proval were removed from the model because of high correlations
with peer and parental deterrence

findings

characteristics ofsample girls comprised 54 percent ofthe
sample and boys 46 percent this difference was largely accounted
for by the girls somewhat higher response rate 75 versus 62 per-
cent the young people in the sample were fairly evenly distributed
between ninth and twelfth grades the sample was predominately
white as asians african americans and hispanics totaled only
5 percent the sample is clearly upper middle class as 36 percent of
the teenagers fathers had college degrees and another 29 percent
held advanced degrees of the mothers 33 percent were college
graduates and 8 percent had postgraduate degrees the fathers
worked primarily in white collar occupations 56 percent held
managerial positions 14 percent were in clerical occupations and
5 percent were professionals only 13 percent of the fathers had
blue collar occupations

frequency of delinquent behaviors the percentages of
the LDS young women and men who had ever engaged in each
of the various delinquent behaviors and the average number of times
they had done so are presented in table 1 among offenses against
others one labeled pick on other kids make fun of them or callcancailcali
them names was the most frequently cited misbehavior followed
by creating disturbances at school boys were more likely to be
involved in offenses against others than were girls an encouraging
finding however in this day of increased adolescent violence and
crimes against others is that IDS youth overwhelmingly avoided
such conduct



table 1

frequency ofdelinquent activities ever done
males N 636366 females N 754

items percentpercentrecent frequencyFrequency percent frequencyF requency

offenses against others
cursed or swore at parent 19 10 21 9
pushed shoved or hit parent 10 6 14 5

openly defied church teacherleaderteacher leader 20 10 18 6
openly defied schoolteacherofficialschoolteacher official 36 11 26 8
created a disturbance by being loud unruly or dis-

orderly at school or in some other public place 48 14 43 12
been suspended or expelled from school 20 4 6 3
forced or pressured someone to engage in sexual

activities with you 5 6 5 4
threw things rocks bottles eggs garbage etc

at cars people or buildings 41 9 18 6
called someone on the telephone to threaten or

bother them 21 7 23 8
purposely picked on other kids made funfan of them

or called them names 52 21 43 15
picked a fight with other kids 25 8 12 7
physically beat up other kids 25 7 8 6
took money or other things from someone by using

force or threats 2 6 2 5

hurt someone badly enough that they had to go to
a doctor 8 5 3 3

threatened or attacked someone with a knife gun
or other weapon 6 6 2 4

been in a gang fight 8 6 2 7

offenses against property
took something from a store without paying for it 33 9 20 6
stole something from someone elsesalses locker desk

purse etc 12 8 11 3

stole anything more than 50 6 5 2 1

stole anything worth between 5 and 50 18 7 10 6
stole anything less than 5 37 9 22 5

took a car or other motor vehicle without the
owners permission 8 5 6 4

broke into a building car house etc 15 4 4 2

went onto someones property without permission 53 11 34 7
purposely minedruined or damaged someone elsesalses

property or possessions 26 9 12 5

purposely damaged or destroyed things at school
store etc 17 11 9 7

victimlessVictimless offenses
smoked cigarettes 24 2 24 2

used smokeless or chewing tobacco 12 1 3 1

drank alcoholic beverages beer wine liquor 24 2 27 1

used marijuana grass pot 7 2 5 2

used cocaine crack coke 2 1 1 1

used other drugs heroin LSD amphetamines etc 3 2 3 1

been drunk or high on drugs 12 2 13 1

run away from home 12 3 13 2
skipped school without a legitimate excuse 44 9 41 8
cheated on a test 70 13 73 10
read sexually explicit or pornographic books or

magazines 46 8 20 6
watched sexually explicit or pornographic movies

videos or television programs 42 8 27 5

been involved in heavy petting 29 9 32 11
had sexual intercourse 7 11 12 11
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trespassingTrespassing was the most commonly cited offense against
property followed by petty theft and shoplifting again more boys
than girls had engaged in the various property offenses

cheating on tests at school was the most often cited victimlessvictimless
offense with over 70 percent of both girls and boys reporting that
they had been dishonest in their school work over 40 percent of
respondents had also shifted school more young men than young
women had read or watched pornographic materials surprisingly
however more young women had been involved in heavy petting
and sexual intercourse than the boys senior girls were the most
sexually experienced group as 22 percent reported they had volun-
tarily participated in intercourse this finding was unexpected since
nearly all previous research has reported that boys are more sexually
active than girls

it may at first seem alarming that approximately 30 percent of
the young people in the sample had been involved in heavy petting
and that approximately 10 percent had engaged in sexual inter-
course these findings however reflect a significantly lower in-
volvementvolvement in premarital sexual activities than is reported in recent
national studies ofyoungpeople in general therewastherevasThertherewasewas little evidence
of alcohol andor drug use among LDS youth although the study
found that approximately one fourth of the young people had drunk
alcoholic beverages the infrequency of this behavior indicates ititwasetwaswas
an experiment rather than an ongoingon going practice

religiosity of sample there was a remarkably high level of
religiosity among the sample over 80 percent of the boys and nearly
90 percent of the girls believe strongly in the reality of god and the
divinity of jesus christ with regards to uniquely LDS religious
beliefs three fourths of the youth reported that they felt strongly
that the book of mormon was the word of god and that the presi-
dent of the LDS church is indeed a prophet over 60 percent of the
young men reported they planned to serve full time missions for the
church and approximately 75 percent of the entire group reported
they planned to marry in the temple and be active in the church
only a few of these young people reported that religion was not
important to them and less than 10 percent reported that the
church was too restrictive or that some teachings of the church
were hard for them to accept
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despite these high levels of religious belief the levels of
personal religious experience were somewhat moderated this
finding seems logical due to the relative youth of the sample only
slightly more than a third of the boys and 43 percent of the girls
reported that they had really tried to live the standards of the
church during the past year similarly only 36 percent of the boys
and 41 percent of the girls felt that they had strong testimonies
of the gospel while half stated that they had indeed felt the holy
ghost in their lives although the levels of religious experience are
lower than those ofofprofessedprofessed beliefs these teenagers were undoubt-
edly more religious in both beliefs and personal experience than
their non LDS peers the high religiosity of these young people in a
hostile religious environment is an important element in testing

the religious ecology theory
perceived frequency of peer delinquency respondents

were asked how many of their friends had engaged in the 44 delin-
quent behaviors they reported whether all most some or
none of their friends had participated in these activities table 2

presents only the percent of LDS youth who thought all or
most of their friends had engaged in the delinquent activities the

sample of young people perceived that their friends were much
more involved in delinquent behavior than the LDS youth were
themselves however the survey obtained only the respondents
perception of their friends behavior nevertheless even though
this perception may not reflect the actual conduct of the peer group
it is important to the religious ecology theory according to this
theory ififyoungyoung people think their friends are involved in delinquent
behavior they will feel pressure to engage in similar behavior in
order to be like their friends

the religious ecology hypothesis in a 1976 study of
religiosity and delinquency among LDS youth living in a highly
religious ecology respondents were asked about the frequency of
ten delinquent activities cigarette smoking beer drinking hard
liquor drinking marijuana smoking use of ISDLSD or other similar
drugs petting premarital sexual intercourse stealing shoplifting
and fighting 11 these responses were combined into a measure of
total delinquency the first seven for victimlessvictimless delinquency and the
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table 2
friends delinquent behavior

factorweightspactorfactorweights
items boys girls

how many of your friends
drink alcoholic beverages beer wine liquor 883885.883883 813815.813813
get drunk or high on drugs 807.807807 827.827827
have sexual intercourse 800.800800 794.794794
are involved in heavy petting 799.799799 824.824824
skip school without a legitimate excuse 690.690690 697.697697
smoke 666.666666 706.706706
cheat on a test 657.657657 537.537537

last three for victim delinquency religious behavior was measured
by the frequency of attendance at sacrament and other meetings and
the frequency of personal prayer religious beliefs were gauged by
belief in the existence of god jesus christ and the devil and by the
acceptance of the bible as the word of god

the current study ofyouth in a low religious ecology asked the
same information with minor variances in wording and in response
categories the bivariate correlations between the several measures
of religiosity and delinquency for both the highly religious ecology
1976 study and the low religious ecology 1991 study are pre-

sented in table 3 correlations obtained in the two different environ-
ments are very similar eight of the twelve correlations in the highly
religious environment achieved statistical significance whereas all

twelve did so in the low religious environment where LDS youth are
the minorityandwhereanywhereandwhere theirpeerstheirpeers are not only less religious but also
more delinquent correlations between religion and delinquency
among youth living in a hostile low religious ecology are as strong
if not stronger than those among the young people living in a more
predominantly LDS environment these findings refute the hypoth-
esis that the only way religion deters delinquency is through a
religious environment

previous research has suggested that religion has a stronger
relationship to victimlessvictimless activities such as underagedunderangedunderaged drinking drug
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table 3
correlations between measures ofreligiosity and self reported

delinquency in high and low religious ecologiesEcologies

typelype ofdelinquency and ecology

total victim victimlessVictimless

religiosity hinHighigheowe2highellowhElLow eae2 highehighE lowloweE highehighE lowloweE

boys
attitudes 26.2626 25.2525 08.0808 25.2525 28.2828 21.2121

behavior 3454.3434 .3131 08os.0808 26.2626 38.3838 28.2828

girls
attitudes 14.1414 24.2424 iglg.1616 lgig.1919 liii.1111 2325.2323
behaviors 4345.4343 3858.3838 26.2626 24.2424 42.4242 38.3838

significant at 00oo.0000ooiool001.0011 level
significant at01atoiatolat oiol.0101 level

high LDS religious ecology southern california central utah and southern idaho
2lowalowow LDSdds religious ecology delaware new york north carolina pennsylvania virginia

washington DC and west virginia
differences between the two correlations are significant at 05.0505 level

use and premarital sex than to other types of delinquent activities 12

although this relationship was true for boys in the 1976 study the
overall differences in the correlations between religion and the two
types of delinquency are so small as to be negligible

the lack of support for the religious ecology hypothesis is
consistent with a recent study of adult catholics criminal behav-
ior 13 apparently LDS youth who have internalized religious values
and beliefs engage in delinquent activities less often than those LDS

youth who have not these findings indicate that if we are to fully
understand the relationship of religion to delinquency we must not
merely examine social or environmental dimensions but must also

consider personal religious experience as an important deterrent
to delinquency

the peer family and religion model ofdelinquency to
test the hypothesis that religion in competition with peer and family
factors would make a significant unique contribution to predicting
delinquency we tested the model presented in figure 1 our intent
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was not to develop a comprehensive model of delinquency but
rather to assess the relative strength of the peer family and religious
factors in predicting it

one way we tested the model was by utilizingutilising a statistical
procedure known as stepwisestep wise multiple regression analysis which
allows the independent variables to compete with each other in
order to enter the regression equation the independent variable
containing the highest correlation with delinquency when the fac-
tors already in the equation are controlled is added to the equation
in each step this stepwisestep wise approach provides us with information
about the relative strength of each of the factors the results of the
stepwisestep wise multiple regression analysis are presented in table 4

As illustrated the first two factors to emerge as significant
in predicting boys overall delinquent behavior were the pressure
their friends put on them to participate in such activities and their
perceptions of their friends level of delinquency the greater the
pressure from friends and the more delinquent those friends are
the greater the respondents delinquency such findings validate
other studies that have demonstrated the power of peer pressure

the relative strength of religious variables in predicting delin-
quency is also impressive private religious behavior and feelings of
religious integration made significant contributions to predicting
overall delinquent behavior of boys the more frequent the private
religious behavior such as scripture reading personal prayers and
fasting the lower the level of delinquency similarly the more these
boys felt accepted and integrated into their ward classes and
quorum the less likely they were to participate in delinquent
behaviors for delinquencydelinquencyin in general two other factors appeared as
significant predictors friends deterrence of delinquency and the
socioeconomic status of the family

these six factors accounted for 24 percent of the variance in
total delinquency reported by the boys in the sample similar find-
ings appeared for offenses against others property offenses and
victimlessvictimless offenses

peerinfluencepeer influence religion and family characteristics also emerged
as the significant predictors of delinquency among the girls friends
pressure and friends delinquency were the most significant factors
followed by personal spiritual experience friends deterrence and



table 4
multiple regression of peer family and religiosity

predicting delinquent activity

sex beta

all against property victimlessvicthnlessVictimless
factor offenses others offenses offenses

boys
friendspressurefriends pressure 386586.386386 402.402402 357557.357357 290.290290
friends delinquency 531551.331331 364564.364364 089.089089 264.264264
friendsfriendsdeterrencedeterrence eio104elo104.104 074.074074 090ogo.090090
private religious behaviors 171.171171 216.216216 259.259259 098.098098
church attendance iliiii.111111

religious beliefs 118.118118

religious integration 106log.106106 099ogg.099099 096ogg.096096
quality of parentsparentsmarriagemarriage 071.071071
family size 091ogi.091091
socioeconomic status 87.8787

r240 Rr2284284284.284 r225 r2134r134
girls

friendsfriendspressurepressure 483483.483 489.489489 320520.320320 332532.332332
friends delinquency 342542.342342 408.408408 208.208208 304504.304304
friendsfriendsdeterrencedeterrence 157.157157 118.118118
private religious behaviors 097.097097 log106elo116106.106 157.157157 140.140140
spiritual experiences 125.125125 140.140140

church attendance 153155.153153
closeness to mother 113.113113 071.071071
quality of parents marriage 073.073073 075.075075 068.068068
parents deterrence 078.078078 072.072072 194.194194
family structure .081081 074.074074

r2316r316 rar2r382382382.382 rar2r181181 rar2r272272272.272

significant at 00oo.0000.001001ooi1 level
significant at oiol0.0.01011 level
significant at 05.0505 level
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private religious behavior two family variables also entered the
regression equation perceived happiness of parents marriage and
parental disapproval of delinquency the happier the parents mar-
riage was the lower the level of delinquency family factors are
slightlymoreslightlyslightlymoremore important to predicting delinquentbehaviorfordehnquentbehaviorfor girls than
for boys the levels of explained variance for all the measures of de-
linquencylinquency were higher for the girls than the boys religious factors
made very meaningful contributions to predicting girls delinquencygirlsdelinquency

among the various dimensions of religiosity private religious
behavior has the strongest negative relationship to delinquency
among IDSLDS youth it was a significant predictor for all types of
delinquency among both girls and boys private religious behavior is
a strong indicator of the importance of religion in the lives of these
young people as well as an indicator of the internalization of
religious beliefs however religious beliefs were also a significant
factor in predicting offenses against property by boys inm addition
boys who feel accepted in their ward engage in fewer delinquent
activities the results of the multiple regression analyses clearly
demonstrate that contrary to the views of stark and other social
scientists religious factors are significantly related to delinquency
of IDSLDS youth living in a low religious ecology 14 while peer factors
are somewhat more important the significance of religion cannot
be ignored

conclusions and implications

the latter day saint young people in this study appear to have
internalized a set of religious beliefs values and practices that are
related to less frequent participation in delinquent activities the
relationship of religiosity to delinquency for LDSIDSins adolescents is not
largely a cultural or social phenomenon the link was just as appar-
ent if not more so in the low LDS religious climate of the eastern
states as it was for the highly IDSLDS religious environment of southern
california southeastern idaho and central utah

contrary to considerable previous research peerinfluencespeer influences did
not overpower religiosity in explaining delinquent behavior of LDSIDSirs
youth in fact religion made a significant contribution to predicting
delinquency when competing with peer and family influences for
both boys and girls
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some of the factors that church members traditionally view as

being important to the prevention of delinquency did not emerge
as significant in this study public religious behaviors such as atten-
dance at various church meetings and family religious behaviors
such as family prayer home evening and scripture study were not
significantly related to lower delinquency rates among LDS youth
these activities as important as they are in and of themselves appar-
ently do not counteract the peer pressures facing LDS youth today

parents should recognize that it is important not only to hold
home evening family prayers and scripture study but also to seek
ways to help their children to internalize religious values by spiritual
experiences whenparentsWhen parents hold these familyreligiousfamily religious activities only
to be holding them the behaviors are not associated with lower
delinquency but if these activities are utilized to help adolescents
internalize religious values and to feel religious experiences they are
significantly less likely to be involved in delinquent activities

in a similar vein it appears that local church leaders advisors
and teachers can best insulate LDS youth from immorality drug
alcohol abuse and other acts of delinquency if there is greater
emphasis on activities thatpromotethatpromote genuine spiritual experiences
experiences that will help the youth see gospel principles more in
practice and less in theory you are not merely to teach lessons or
expound doctrines or set up tools and prescribe programs coun-
seled president spencer W kimball your success is not only in
setting up ideals but in motivating students to put these ideals into
their lives 3115111515 just expecting youth to attend church meetings
and activities to keep them out of trouble is not a significant
delinquency deterrent however those activities that promote inter-
nalization of christian principles and religious integration have a

positive effect
recognizing the power of peer influences we should seek to

guide the youth to those friends who share similar values we
should also recognize however that when LDS youth live in a

hostile religious environment and associate with delinquentpeers
religiosity and loving parents can do muchtomuchhuchto to influence them to keep
the commandments
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brent L top is isassistantassistant professor ofchurchhistoryand doctrine atbrighaniyoungbrighamyoung
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for the studies of the family at brigham young university
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companion for the journey

I1 choose you as ive chosen you before
a choice that echoes down times mirrored line
unbreaking first and last like our clasped hands
as you led me through gossamer in white
to kneel with you outside time inside love

for years we have created our time world
and peopled it andnurturedand nurtured it as best
we could we have learned life
and death and opposition in all things
and we have learned each other more or less
while you remain a mystery to me
a depth that my own depth might never reach
a power that is other than my own

you are the men with sun caught swords upraised
the men who huddled fearful in the trench
who trod the silent trail in dappled light
who cracked the stones in hope and sowedbowed the seeds
who touched desired slept prayed wept worked blessed
who stood tall silent through the watchful night
who saw the stars reflected in the sea

father brother husband son and friend
you hold the earth and skies within your hands
behind your eyes the molten worlds are shaped
their spring is breathed from chaos fiery night
and while we meet mortalitysmortalitys dark blows
still we can glimpse the light that beacons home

I1 choose you yet again as when I1 reached
to clasp your hand and thus begin the bond
that seals our timeless time encircling love

lisa bolin hawkins



trephinated skulls trephination usually resulted from either surgery or
a blow to the head fromaweapon such as a sword knife or axe these two
skulls are from an early christian cemetery excavated by the BYU egyptian
archaeology team top trephinated skull with cuts and a round hole
bottom trephinated skull with some healing of the wound courtesy of
BYU eg arch project



neuropathology and the scriptures
A medical assessment of the slavingsslayingsslaysimy ings of goliath and shiz

christs sufferings and healings and other biblical and book of
mormon events bepsbedshelpsheps to illuminate and confirm these accounts

M gary hadfield

the scriptures read as an account of a wide range of human
experiences reflect things of the spirit body heart and mind As a
neuropathologist I1 have tried to bring medical insights to bear on
passages of scripture that appear to involve disorders or diseases
of the brain or of the nervous system this article explores some of
those cases particularly from a clinical and historical point of view

people with diseases or injuries of the nervous system have
dramatically affected sacred history their circumstances provide
some of the more important moral teachings and object lessons in
the standard works some were afflicted with strokes palsies dumb-
ness orblindnessorblindness while others suffered fromhead andneckandreckand neck ininjuriesjuriesjuniesjunnes

epilepsy or nervous system infections possibly including leprosy
hansens disease the scriptures also contain interesting descrip-

tions of mental illness but they will not be treated here 1

neuropathology is the medical discipline concerned with dis-
eases of the nervous system classically itdeals with organic illnesses
and injuries of the brain spinal cord peripheral nerves and skeletal
muscle as observedwith the naked eye and the microscope the scope
of neuropathology is currently expanding to include examination of
these excitable tissues with sophisticated molecular techniques 2

accounts of neurological afflictions in the scriptures increase
our awareness of age old as well as current nervous system disor-
ders while scientific progress in neuropathology sheds light on
certain scriptural passages even so much about the nervous system
remains unsolved and it is sometimes difficult to discern whether

byustudiesBYU Studies 2333 no 2 1993
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the ancient and modern diseases are one and the same and whether
both the descriptions and the translations from the greek and
hebrew texts of the bible accurately describe the clinical conditions
of each case further depictions of nervous system diseases in the
scriptures are fragmentary and the manner in inwhichwhich their causes and
significance were understood in biblical times surely differs from our
present understanding 3 nevertheless several interesting instances
ofnervous system diseases in the scriptures can be considered from
the vantage point of neuropathology

the brain

many ancient peoples including biblical writers seem unclear
about the functions of the brain as the seat of higher intellectual
emotional sensory and motor activity while some experimenta-
tion advanced their understanding of the functions of the brain 4 it
was sometimes thought that the heart performed these roles this
erroneous conclusion probably derived from the effects of nerves
which innervate the heart in response to intense emotions and
feelings the autonomic nervous system can cause strong internal
sensations in the left breast and make the heart speed up or slow
down scriptural passages associate the heart with the intellect and
also with the emotions for example one reads for as he thinkeththinketh
in his heart so is he brovprov 237 and thou shalt love the lord thy
god with all thy heart luke 1027

about the time of the italian renaissance investigators began
to understand the role of the brain in terms of modem physiologic
concepts michelangelo for one seems to have been well aware of
the brains relationship to the intellect it has recently come to light
that one of his masterpieces the famous fresco on the ceiling of the
sistine chapel which shows god touching the finger of adam
depicts a shape like the human brain dr frank L meshberger has
discovered that the extremities of the figures of elohim eve and
the attending angels are arranged in such a way as to reconstruct
perfectly the brains major features as seen from its medial aspect5aspects
seeseefigurefigure 1lthisneuroanatomicalthisneuroanatomical tourtourdeforcedeforce must have stemmed

from michelangelosMichelangelos careful dissection of cadavers meshberger
concludes that god in this scene is not grantingadamgrantingAdam life because



midsagittalMid sagittal section of human brain

figure 1 detail from the creation ofadam 1508 12 by michelangelo
dr F L meshberger has discovered that this painting is a neuroanatomic
reproduction of the human brain as one would see it when the two
hemispheres are separated midlinedidlinemidline sagittal section medial view the
perimeter of the scene is that of the brain itself

deep within the brain a major landmark the cingulate sulcus curves
around gods shoulders and left arm the angel underhisunderhilunderhis right arm and eves
forehead the structures on the right side in the vicinity of gods feet
represent the cerebellum the shape ofthe angel lying just beneath god at
the base of the brain is that of the brain stem and spinal cord the angels
head is the midbrain the shoulders and back are the pons the buttocks and
thighs are the medulla and the leg represents the cervical spinal cord

the drapery at the bottom right is the vertebral artery as it courses
throughthethrough the cervicalvertebrae twists uponitselfupon itself and joins the basilar artery
which courses along the brainstembrainstem the leg of the adjacent angel which
extends below the robe is the pituitary stock or hypophysis and the foot
is the pitutitary gland itself unlike gods feet which have five toes the
angels foot is bifid accounting for the anterior and posterior halves of the
pituitary gland the opposite inferior extremity of this angel is flexed the
thigh the knee and the leg represent the optic nerve chiasm and tract
respectively frank lynnlynnmeshbergermeshberger an interpretation ofmichelangelosofmichelangelosMichelmicheiangelos
creation of adam based on neuroanatomy journal of the american
medical association 264 october 10 1990 1837 41.41
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adam is awake and reaching out to god rather it depicts gods
endowing adam with intelligence

latter day scripture reveals that intelligence or the core of the
individual human being is coeternalcoetemal with god and was not created
by him dacd&c 93299529 but god has designed constructed and given
a spirit and physical body within and by which this intelligence
could develop further while it is impossible to draw firm conclu-
sions about the material details ofour most remote origins the nature
of our primordial intelligence allowed birth as spiritual sons and
daughters of god with the aid of the physical body including the
brain and the five senses our intelligence can escape prior limita-
tions to increase in knowledge and to control its environment these
bodies give us the potential with gods help to become like him in
every meaningful way 6 to this end god created the human body to
embody the spirits of his children

the human brain in that body is one of the most powerful
organs it differs from that of lower forms of life in having a very large
frontal lobe capable ofhigher mental functions once the forgetful-
ness and one track mindedness ofmortality are laid aside it seems
safe to conclude that the brain will evidently become an even more
powerful instrument in the resurrected body the glory of god is
intelligence says a revelation dacd&c 9336 in this light our eternal
intelligence maybemaybe more pervasive than its elemental relationship to
the brain be it spiritual or physical although this observation must
remain tentative

mental agony ofjesusofjesus in gethsemane

the most graphic and most important neuropathological
scene portrayed in the scriptures is the one about which we know
the least it concerns the greatest intelligence of all that of jesus
whose mental anguish and suffering in the garden of gethsemane
and on the cross is beyond full human comprehension dacd&c 1915
18 the physical or chemical alterations that occur in the brain
during such an ordeal remain unknown however complex meta-
bolic and neurotransnjitterneurotransmitter alterations that occur during severe
emotional states including depression stress and psychotic epi-
sodes can be depicted by modem imaging techniques and brain
scans with radioactive tracers 7
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in the case ofjesusofjesus his suffering was so intense that according
to luke 2244 he bled from every pore 8 medically this condition is
called hernatidrosishematidrosis

it consists of an intense vasodilatation of the subcutaneous capillariescapillaries
they become extremely distended and burst when they come into
contactwithcontact with then3illionsthemillions ofsweat glands whichwhicharewhichardwhichareare distributed over the
whole skin the blood mingles with the sweat and it is this mixture
which pearls over the whole surface of the body 9

though bloody sweat is a very rare phenomenon it may occur
in highly emotional states or in persons with bleeding disorders 10

hematidrosis would indicate that jesus blood pressure was greatly
elevated and that his sweat glandswere intensely overactive as dicta-
ted by an autonomic nervous system that was responding maximally
to his tortured mental condition and emotional agonyinagony in gethsemane

nothing in human experience matches the degree of mental
agony suffered by jesus yet human psychological suffering may
become inordinate it is well known that extremely depressed
patients often undergo such intense mental distress that they even
seek self destruction for relief acute situational reactions in re-
sponse to overwhelming danger may also produce intense fear
leading to total disability or causing one to literally drop dead in his
tracks particularly if there is an underlying heart condition

in a related vein some in this life are permitted a brief taste of
christs agony as a warning of future suffering if they do not repent
dacd&c 191519152020 or in the case of the sons ofperditionofperdition dacd&c 763176376511
38 of the fate awaiting them but this fleeting experience is soon
withdrawn it is sobering to contemplate christs warning to the
unrepentant who must suffer even as I1 dacd&c 1917 by taking
upon himself all the suffering for the collective transgressions and
painsofpainsonpains ofthe world jesus was able to redeem us from the fall and from
our sins on condition of repentance this experience permitted him
to understand and know our weaknesses perfectly so that he could
succor us alma 712 his grace is sufficient for all ether 1227 12

jesus physical suffering on the way to the cross
and during crucifixion13crucifixion13

As a result of bleeding from his pores jesus skin would have
been fragile and tender the sensitization of nerve endings would
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have enhanced the pain both of the blows received at the hands of
the sanhedrin during jesus nighttime trial and of the flagellation
and crown of thorns that he received on the followingmorning from
caesarscaesaraCaesars soldiers 14

the flagellation that jesus suffered would have laid open his
backmuscles mutilated sensitive nerves and produced hemorrhag-
ing and shock the pain would have been aggravated as the cross
piece which he bore partwaybartway to golgotha wore into his lacerated
back the extreme discomfort ofhis nerve endings would have been
abruptly renewed when he was stripped ofhis clothing and nailed to
the cross his raw back would have continued to rub against this
rough shaft for three hours

even this pain may have been somewhat overshadowed by that
produced by the nails the large median nerve which supplies the
hand runsbetween the major bones of the forearm andwaswasprobablyprobably
crushed or severed during the nailing of the spike through the wrist
excruciating bolts ofpain would travel up the arms while the hands
would experience cramps ifjesusfeetifjesus feet were nailed one foot on top
of the other through the metatarsal region the deep peroneal nerve
and branches of the medial and lateral plantar nerves would be
similarly injured every breath indeed each movement on the nails
would cause new flashes of pain

mercifully this suffering ended when he finally uttered it is
finished john 1930 jesus had drunk to its dregs the bitterest of
cups that a delfieddeified mortal could consume yet the physical suffering
of crucifixion contrived to produce the most excruciating and
lingering pain seems to have been less than the agony that jesus
endured in gethsemane when he took our sins upon him 15

jesus miraculous healing of nervous system diseases

the mortal or physical body including the nervous system is

vulnerable to many diseases and to severe impairment of function
As king benjamin stated we are subject to all manner of infirmities
in body and mind mosiah 211 jesus healed many persons with
nervous system diseases scriptures record for instance that the
multitude wondered when they saw the dumb to speak the maimed
to be whole the lame to walk and the blind to see and they glorified
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the god of israel matt 1531 and they brought unto him all
sick people that were taken with divers diseases and torments and
those which were possessed with devils and those which were
lunatick and those that had the palsy and he healed them matt
424 cf 3 ne 177 9 it seems clear from such accounts thatjesusthat jesus
healed persons with both physical and mental disorders

some of jesus most impressive miracles occurred when he
healed paralytics outstanding examples are of the cripple in galilee
who was let down through the roroofof on his litter mark 23 12 and of
the halt man afflicted for thirty eight years who awaited a cure at the
ppoolpooi0ol01 of bethesda in jerusalem john 555599 when christ saw them
he took compassion upon each and told them to take up their beds
and walk which they immediately did though there may have been
other causes for their disabilities it seems possible that both had
sustained damage to their spinal cords which resulted in paraplegia
or quadriplegia

awomanwith a bent over hunchbacked spine kyphosis was
healed after eighteen years of paralysis luke 1311131311 13 although
her back could have been broken or the deformity may have been
caused by aging arthritis her case fits the description of tuberculo-
sis of the spinal column with compression of the spinal cord spinal
caries and potts paraplegia

the centurionscenturione servant who was paralyzed apparently repre-
sents a case ofacute spinal meningitis 16 because he was rackedwith
pain matt 8585138515 13 new english bible NEB jesus healed himhimfromfrom
a distance the man whose withered arm was healed on the sabbath
day mark 31 5 may well have contracted polio resulting in his
useless arm this explanation is more likely than others polio is still
common today in the middle east in this connection jesusdisciplesjesus disciples
also healed manywhomany who were lame presumablypresumablyfrom from damage to nerves
acts 31 10 87 933 34 148 10

divine intervention as a cause of paralysis

lameness came upon jacob while wrestling with the angel
when he was struck on that nerve in the hollow of the thigh
gen 3232 NEB trauma to the sciatic nerve could have produced

partialweaknesspartial weakness in one ofofjacobsjacobs legs inducing a limp gen 5233233231325152511
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in a different account when jeroboam demanded that gods
messenger be seized for prophesying against him immediately the
hand which jeroboam had pointed at him became paralyzed so
that he could not draw it back 1 kgsggs 1346 NEB though this may
have been the result of nerve damage it could also be caused by a
conversion reaction hysteria a type of mental paralysis caused
when nerve sensation or motor activity is blocked without demon-
strable physical changes in the nerve 17 when the prophet subse-
quently prayed for jeroboam to be healed the king was healed

A similar mechanism may have been responsible in part for
zachariasszachariaszZachariass inability to speak psychophonastheniapsychophonasthenia when gabriel
announced that hiswifehis wifewive elizabeth wouldbearjohnwould bearjohn luke 12022
related to this phenomenon may be the temporary paralysis of
alma the younger mosiah 2719 alma 3610 and later of kinglungfung
lamoni his queen ammon and the servants of the king alma 1842
1913 16 and in a separate incident of Lamonis father alma
2218 allwere overcome by both the spirit of the lord and intense
fear or joy and as a result fell to the ground see also hel 914

epilepsy

in mark 917 22 a man said to tojesusjesus 1I have brought unto thee
my son which hath a dumb spirit and wheresoever he taketh him
he tearethheareth him and he foameth and gnashethgnasheth with his teeth and
pinethaineth away when the child was brought before jesus straight-
way the spirit tare him and he fell on the ground and wallowed
foaming the father told jesus that this affliction had come on him
when he was a child and ofttimes it had cast him into the fire and
into the waters to destroy him

this picture is virtually identical to that seen in grand mal eepi-
lepsy

pi
seizures convulsions fits the seizure focus is often found

in a localized region of diseased brain tissue the underlying cause
may be infection tumor trauma hemorrhage infarction certain
drugs or a metabolic imbalance currently these disorders are
generally well controlled with anticonvulsant agents such as pheny
toinboin phenobarbital and newer drugs often surgical resection
of diseased brain tissue will remove the convulsive center and cure
the condition
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in this biblical account the apparent epilepsy was attributed to
demonic possession for jesus said thou dumb and deaf spirit
I1 charge thee come out of him and enter no more into him and
the spirit cried and rent him sore and came out of him and he was
as one dead but jesus took him by the hand and lifted him up
and he arose mark 925 27 according to the scriptures dumb-
ness deafness and blindness in addition to lunacy and epilepsy
could also result from possession by evil spirits matt 932 34
1222 32 ontheantheon the other hand jesus healed many blind deaf dumb
and insane persons without mentioning or rebuking evil spirits

leprosy

it is impossible to know whether the leprosy noted in the bible
is the same disease called leprosy hansens disease today it was
apparently infectious perhaps syphilitic in nature orduetoor due to multiple
causes in this light it is possible that some of the biblical cases
were identical with our modem disease 18

hansens disease is caused by a bacterial infection ofperipheral
nerves the inflammation produced by the bacillus M learaeleprae thick-
ens and destroys nerve trunks the loss of sensation leads to damage
and disfigurement of the extremities and face this condition is
augmented byabya spread of the inflammatoryprocessinflammatory process into adjacent soft
tissues and by erosion of underlying bone 19 for millennia this dis-
ease was incurable but itisit is now amenable to antibiotics overfifteenOver fifteen
million people currently suffer from hansens disease worldwide 20

although the hebrew term maraatsaraat is translated as leprosy
in english

saraataraatamaat is obviously a broad category that included conditions ranging
from psoriasis to ringworm and perhaps even dandruff and it likely
included leprosy aruar was a generic term for many skin conditions
at a time when specific medical diagnosis was very limited and
terminologyterniffiologywas wasverygeneralverygeneral most modem diseases arenotnamedare not named in
the bible not even those that we know existed at the time 21

jesus healed a single leper on one occasion and sent him to the
priest for purification matt 82 4 mark 140 44 luke 512 14

and he cleansed ten other lepers at once only one ofwhom showed
gratitude luke 1712 19 in the old testament several cases of
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leprosy are mentioned in order to demonstrate his power to
moses the lord rendered moses hand leprous then forthwith
healed it ehodexod 46 7 later moses prayer aided in cleansing his
sister miriam of leprosy num 1210 15 naaman the leper was
cured by following elishaseliphasElishas priesthood instruction to bathe seven
times in the jordan river 2 kgsggs 51 14

in an important sequel to naamansnaamaniNaamans story gehazigahazi elishaseliphasElishas ser-
vant attempted to collect a medical fee from naaman for this cure
elisha struck him with leprosy and cursed his descendants with
the same condition 2 kgsggs 517joab517 Joabjoab andhisanahisand his descendants were also
punished with leprosy for his revenge killing ofabner 2 sam 329
the lord struckuzziahstruck uzziah king offofjudahudah with leprosywhenleprosywhen he usurpedheusurped

priestly functions in the temple 2 kgsggs 155 2 chron 2620 21

four unnamed persons were afflicted with leprosy in 2 kings 7
leviticus 13 14 deals in great depth with leprosy including the skin
manifestations that permit a priest to declare the bearer unclean
the afflicted persons expulsion from the community and his ritual
cleansing when healed taken together these instances show that
divine powers can both cause and heal leprosy and like diseases

nervous system trauma

in addition to the peripheral nerve trauma suffered by christ
during his crucifixion other important cases of trauma to the ner-
vous system are reported in the scriptures particularly head trauma
several bible and book of mormon characters met their death
through head or neck injury

for instance sisera an enemy captain was exhausted after
battle and sought refuge in the tent ofofjaeljael a woman loyal to israel
she took a tent peg picked up a hammer crept up to him and drove
the peg into his skull as he lay sound asleep his brains oozed out
on the ground his limbs twitched and he died judg 417 22 NEB

the unscrupulous abimelechavimelechAbimelech who ascended to the throne of
shechem by killing his seventy half brothers received a mortal head
wound while besieging a city a woman threw a millstone on his
head from a tower and fractured his skull so that he would not die
from his head wound he called hurriedly to his young armor bearer
and said draw your sword and dispatch me or men will say of me
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Aawomanacomanwoman killed him so the young man ran him through and he died
judg 95254952 54 NEB

later the vile queen jezebel a baal worshipperworshipper and killer of
prophets met an ignominious death as foretold by elijah she was
thrown from a high window almost certainly sustaining a head
injury spattering her blood afterward she was trodden underfoot
byhorsesby horses and eatenbydogseaten by dogs 2 kgsggs 93037930 37 many of the philistines
slain by samson with the jaw bone of an ass judg 1515 and
innumerable other victims of old testament and book of mormon
wars must also have died of lethal head injuries 2212

moreover in the old testament eli the priest died suddenly
when he fell backwards from his stool at the shocking news that his
two sons had been killed and that the ark of the covenant had been
captured 1 sam 415 18 eli broke his neck in the fall damaging
vital centers in his cervical spinal cord

anothercase from the oldoid oldtestamenttestament concernsmephiboshethconcerns mephibosheth
jonathans son who was dropped by his nurse when he was five
years old he became permanently lame 2 sam 44 because a
simple bone fracture shouldhave healed well at this age he probablyheprobably

suffered spinal cord or brain damage in his compassion king david
saw to it that this son of his beloved deceased friend was well cared
for throughout life

in the new testament eutychus suffered a fall from a very high
perch but survived hewas seated on awindow ledge in the third loft
and fell asleep while paul was preaching a long sermon he plum-
meted to the ground and was knocked unconscious paul raced
downstairs learned that he was still alive and embraced him and
eutychus awoke from his concussion acts 209 10 12

striking cases of decapitation are described in the scriptures
one famous beheading is that of the philistine giant goliath 1 sam
1748 51

and it camecarne to pass when the philistine arose and camecarne and drewnighdrewnigh
to meet david that david hasted and rantan toward the army to meet the
philistine and david put his hand in his bag and took thence a stone
and slasiaslangsiangngitit and smote the philistinethephilistine inhis forehead that the stone sunk
into his forehead and he fell upon his face to the earth so david
prevailed over the philistine with a sling and with a stone and smote
the philistine and slew him but there wasnowas no sword in the hand of
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david therefore david ran and stooduponstood upon thephilistinethephitistitle and tookhis
sword and drew it out of the sheath thereof and slew him and cut off
his head therewith

this text relates twice that david slew goliath once when the stone
hit goliath and againwhenwhenhewhethehe cut offgoliathsGoliathshead the fact thatthatthisthis
statement was repeated in conjunctionwithconjunction with the beheading indicates
that davids sword may have supplied the actual coup degracede grace while
the stone may have produced a simple concussion that knocked
goliath out

it is possible though less likely that davids rock caused even
more severe damage goliath may have sustained a depressed frontal
skull fracture and spiculesspicklesspicules of bone may have lacerated his brain ifhe
sustained only blunt trauma and not a fracture there still may have
been contusions and subdural andor subarachnoid hemorrhage
over the surface of the brain but even severe head injuries rarely
result in sudden death 2321 though they may ultimately prove fatal

the book of mormon reports two decapitations both stories
are riveting the first concerning nephi and laban 1 ne 47 18

is well known and frequently cited the second reporting the
apparent decerebrate rigidity of shiz ether 1531 finds striking
verification in medicine

and it came to pass that when they had all fallen by the sword save it
were coriantumr and shiz behold shiz had fainted with the loss of
blood and it came to pass that when coriantumr had leaned upon his
sword that he rested a little he smote off the head of shiz and it came
to pass that after he had smitten off the head of shiz that shizraisedshiz raised
upon his hands and fell and after that he hadbad struggled for breath he
died and it came to pass that coriantumr fell to the earth and became
as if he had no life ether 1529321529 32

though the combatants in this story were well acquainted with
wholesale carnage shizsshias unique death struggle was so astonishing
that his throes were reported in grisly detail perhaps ether and
coriantumr interpreted this astounding incident as a sign of ships
indomitable fighting spirit or refusal to die however shizsshias death
struggle illustrates the classic reflex posture that occurs in both
humans and animals when the upper brain stem midbrainmesen
cephalon is disconnected from the brain the extensor muscles of
the arms and legs contract and this reflex action could cause shiz to
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raise uponup onhisochishis hands 2421 ofcourse shizwould not have remained long
in this position and he would have bled to death rapidly through the
severed arteries that go to the head 25

the brain stem is located inside the base of the skull and is
relatively small it connects the brain proper or cerebrum with the
spinal cord in the neck coriantumr was obviously too exhausted to
do a clean job hisilisliislils stroke evidently strayed a little too high he must
have cut off ships head through the base of the skull at the level of
the midbrain instead of lower through the cervical spine in the
curvature of the neck it is worth noting that critics have questioned
this story in the book ofmormon but this extraneous detail provides
another solid indication that the book of mormon is an accurate
record significantly this nervous system phenomenon decerebrate
rigidity was first reported in 1898 long after the book of mormon
was published 26

conclusion

this article has sketched the main clinical characteristics of
several cases in the scriptures that involve injury to or disease of the
nervous system these cases invite students of the scriptures to
consider the physiology of the brain the physical effects of intense
suffering and the conditions of paralysis leprosy and nervous sys-

tem trauma although the scriptures give only limited information
about most of these cases making it impossible to diagnose them
completely enough information is provided that their symptoms can
be reasonably described andassessed such analysis leads to a clearer
understanding of the physical realities of the actual often miracu-
lous events reported in these scriptural records which in turn helps
modern readers to appreciate more deeply the spiritual significance
of these sacred writings

M gary hadfield MD is professor ofpathology neuropathology at the medical
college of virginia virginia commonwealth university in Richtrichmondnond virginia
the author wishes to thank the editors and staffstaffofbyustudiesofbyustudles for their assistance
in preparing this article
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NOTES

1 hopefully scientists will somedayunderstandsomedayunderstand these disorders anatomically
new sophisticated techniques are being employed to study these conditions see
for example W A wegener andaand A A alavi positron etnissiontomographyinemission tomography in the
investigation of neuropsychiatric disorders update and comparison with mag-
netic resonance imaging and computerized tomography Internationinternationaljournal7wrwaow0omrnaalJournal
of radiation applications and instrumentation 18 1991 56982569 82 evidently
both king nebuchadnezzar dan 43034430 34 36 and king saul 1 sam 16 142314 23
1810121810 12 suffered from insanity

aj2j1j adams and L W duchen eds greenfields neuropathology new york
oxford university press 1992 15155757

3 A C alienallenailen the skin A clinicopathological treatise 2dad ed new york
grune and stratton 19677451967 74547745 47 A B baker and L H baker clinicalneurologyclinical neurology
3 vols new york harper and row 1975 E R bloomquist A doctor looks at
crucifixion christian herald march 1965 35 464846 48 J snowman A short
history of talmudic medicine new york hermon 1974 54 R L sutton
diseases odtheoftheofrhethe skin st louis CcvmosbyCVV mosby 195613931956 1393 and russeljrusselaRussrusseljthomsen7elJ thomsen the
bible book ofmedicalof medical wisdom old tappan N J fleming H revell 19741601974 160igo

4 stanleywjacksonmelanchouaanddepressionnewhavenstanleywjacksoncjacksonWJackson melancholia and depression newhaven tale 1986
29 30 in some cases surgery was performed on the skull as evidenced by the
trephinedtrephiner skulls from the eighth centurybccenturyBc found at Lachish a site southwest of

jerusalem one also thinks of examples of surgically altered skulls from western
europe and south america see R K harrison disease in interpreters dictio-
nary odtheoftheof rhethe bible ed george arthur buttrick 4 vols newyorknewyork abingdon 1962
1847481847 48

5 frank L meshberger an interpretation of michelangelosMichelangelos creation of
adam based on neuroanatomy omanajournalomrnaOMrna of the american medical association
26426419901990183741199018371837185718374141

6 for summaries of what can be known from scriptures and other inspired
sources see eternal progression godhood intelligence and premortallifepremortallife
in encyclopedia of mormonism ed daniel H ludlow 4 vols new york
macmillan 1991

wegener and alavi positron emission 56982569 82
81 other scriptural sources affirm that jesus bled in this manner dacd&cDac&c 1918

mosiah37Mosiah 37 see gethsemane in encyclopediainencyclopedia ofofmormonismmormonism while some ofthe
earliest new testament manuscripts omit verses 434443 44 of luke 22 stylistic and
logical evidence favors lucan authorship raymond E brown thefhe lucan
authorship oflukepfluke 2243442243 44 society ofbiblicalliteratureofbiblicalof Biblical literature 1992seminarpapers1992seminar1992 Seminar papers
ed eugene H lovering atlanta scholars press 1992 159

9pierreberrespierreierre barbet A doctor at calvary the passion ofourlordjesusof ourouf lordjesus christ as
described by a surgeon trans earl of wicklow garden city NY doubleday
image 1953 213 and sutton diseases 1393

hemathidrosis sic bloody sweat is an extremely rare disorder
characterized by excretion of blood or blood pigment through the coil
sweat glands when it does occur it is usually a manifestation of

purpura the majority of the reported examples have occurred in
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the newbornthenewborn and in highly emotional or hysterical subjects the
disordermayinvolvemay involve limited areas onthe face ears umbilicus or limbs
and the dischargemaydischardischargegemaymay be preceded or accompanied by pain of a
neuralgic character

loll1013loil1013arbetbarbeadocrorarbet Adoctor at calvary 213213williamdwilliamWilliamD D edwards wesleyjwesleye gabelgabelandbelandgalelandGa and
floyd E hosmer on the physical death ofjesusofjesus christ journal oftheamericanof rhethe american
medicalassociationmedical association 255 1986 145514556314556563 R G gadzhievGadzhiev and A M listengartenListengarten
on the problem of hematidrosis blood sweat A female case report cestnikvestnik

dermatologiidermatologli i venerologii 41 1967 868886 88 charles T scott A case ofhaemaofhaemadaema
tidrosis british medicaljournalMedicmedical alJournaljournal 1 1918 53233532 33 sutton diseases 1393 94

11 G hirtelhartel psychological factors in cardiac arrhythmiasarrhythinias annals of
clinical research 19 1987104919871041987 1049104 9

12 see atonement and grace in encyclopedia ofmormonismof Mormonism
13 barbet A doctor at calvary 213 bloomquist A doctoradoctor looks at crucifix-

ion 464846 48 C T davis the crucifixion ofjesus the passion of christ from a
medical point ofview arizona medical 22 19651838719651831965 18387183 87 edwards gabel and
hosmer oilonoli the physical death ofofjesusjesus christ 1455631455 63 C djohnsonajohnsonDJohnson medical
and cardiological aspects of the passion and crucifixion of jesus the christ
baletinboletin asociacionasociaci6n medicamedico de puerto rico 70 1978 9710297 102 and R lumpkin
the physical suffering of christ journal ofmedicalassociationof medical association ofazabamaofalabama 47
1978 8 10104747 for the most recent assessment of the archaeological evidence

about crucifixion seejoeseepoeseejoe zias andjamesand james H charlesworth crucifixion archaeol-
ogy jesus and the dead sea scrolls in jesus and the dead sea scrolls ed
J charlesworth new york doubleday 1992 2732738989 discrediting the articles
by edwards gabel and hosmer and by N haas anthropological observations
on the skeletal remains from givatgevat ha mivtar israel exploration journal 20

197038591970381970 385938 59
14 on the scourging see matthew 2726 mark 1515 andjohnandyjohnandjohn 19191igi1 matthew

2729 and mark 1517 mention the crown of thorns see alsonotealhonotealsoaiso note 13
15 see references cited in gethsemane in encyclopedia ofmormonismof Mormonism

thomsen the bible book ofmedicalof medical wisdom 116
17 thomsen the bible book of medical wisdom 335363555365 3366 and M sussman

sickness and disease in the anchor bible dictionary ed david N freedman
new york doubleday 1992 611

18 stanley G browne leprosy in the bible in medicine and the bible ed
bernard palmer exeter Ddevonshireevonevohshire paternoster 1986 101 2255 kenneth V mull
and carolyn sandquist mull biblical leprosy Is it really bible review april
19923339621992331992 55396255596233396233 39625962 SnowsnowmanmanAAshorthistoryshort history 818581 85thomsen85 thomsen the biblebookbibiebible book of
medical wisdom 160 and D P wright and R N jones leprosy anchor bible
dictionary 4277824277 82

19 adams19adarns and duchen greenfields neuropathology 1557
2mull2omulltomull and mull biblical leprosy Is it really 336233 62
21 barbet A doctordoctoralat calvary 213
22thenephitesNephites seemto havebeen the first in their sociesoclesocietytytoto cover their heads

with shields or head plates for protection aimaalmaahna 4319214319 21 38 at times even
those who wore them suffered serious even fatal head injuries alma 4344
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adams13adams and duchen greenfields neuropathology 1557 baker and baker
clinicalneurologyclinical neurology 223

24 baker and baker clinical neurology 140 65
25251nin a surviving person who suffers such a massive infarct an area ofnecrosisofnecrosis

in a tissue resulting from obstruction of the local circulation hemorrhage tumor
or traumatic section involving the upper brain stemsteinstcin the arms and legs remain
permanently outstretched rigid and fixed inmanypatientsmany patients itis the sparing ofvitalofvitalvitai
respiratory and blood pressure centers in the central pons and lower medulla
brain stem that pernpermitsdtsats survival suchpatientsternainpatients remain in a vegetative state because
the brain has been effectively cut off from the body for the brain see adams and
duchen greenfields neuropathology 195200195 200

26 C S sherrington decerebrate rigidity and reflex coordination of
movements journal of ofpbysiologyphysiology 22 1898 319



Mimidorismidorfsmadorisdoris eyes

and he mariantonmoriantonMorianton did dojusticedo justice unto rhethethepeoplepeople but
not unto himserbecausehimself because of his many whoredomswhore doms

and it came topassto pass that mariantonmoriantonMorianton built up many cities
and thepeoplethe people became exceedingly rich under his reign
both in buildings and in gold and silver and in raising
grain and inflocksin flocks and herds

and monMoriMormariantonmoriantonmorlantonantonlantonfanton did live to an exceedingly great age

ether1011ether 1011131011 13

it is an evening for old men such as I1
warm and languorous scented with blossoms
the waning sunlight is adrift with gold
and perfumed oils linger on my skin
birds of stunning colors float unrestrained upon the breezes
like drifting ornaments of ease

it is an evening rich with memories and longing
for I1 have been a warrior and a king and builder
A lover of the people
and midorismadorisMidoris eyes

from this wide porch above the city
I1 see the rising grain in white fields of abundance
the nocksflocksrocks and herds grow fat upon the pleasant hills
the fading sun illuminates the gold and silver
we have placed upon our buildings to delight the eyes
there is dance and music for the heart
and the sweet alluring memory of fair midori

it was her touch and beckoning
that drew me first toward illicit burnings
those who followed were beguiling shadows
fading in the still unequaled and consuming fire of madorismidorisMidoris eyes

yet perhaps it is the memory of her eyes
that brings a shadow of uneasiness
so intertwined with flickeringsflickerings of my approaching death

randall L hall
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mclellinsmclelunsMcLeMcLellinslUnsihns copy of doctrine and covenants 65 courtesy of

thearchivesthe Archives division churchchurchhistoricaldepartmenthistorical department thechurch
ofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city



the document corner
the newly found manuscript of

doctrine and covenants section 65
mclellinsMcLellins early copy of section 65 significantly links it with

the words in the lords prayer thy kingdom come

john W welch and trevor packer

among the papers of william E mclellinmcclellinMcLellin recently discovered
in the church archives are handwritten copies of four revelations
long included in the doctrine and covenants as sections 222452 45 65
and 66 these texts along with mclellinsMcLellins six journals ranging
fromjulyfrom july 181831181831 tojunetojune 6183661836willwill be publishedbybyustudiesbybbabyustudiesYuStudies
in the near future in a supplementary volume thisibis note features
section 65

As anewconvertanewconvert mclellinmcclellinMcLellin arrived in kirtland ohio in octoberinoctober
18311831 there he copiedby hand several of the revelations received by
the prophet joseph smith 1 making such copies for use in study
preaching and missionary work was a common practice among the
early members of the church before the book of commandments
1833 and the doctrine and covenants 1835 were printed

the text of the mclellinmcclellinMcLellin manuscript of section 65 follows

A revelation ofjoseph the seer 30 0 1831
on the 011oly matthew 10 verse

herken and lo10 a voice as one sent down frombotiwotilotilorion high who is
mighty and powerful whose going forth is unto thetheendsends of the earth
yea whoiewhosewhose voice is unto all men prepare ye the way of the lord make
hispaths strait the keys of thekingdom ofgod is committed unto man
on the earth and from thence shall the gospel roll forth unto the ends
of the earth as the stone which is hewn from the mountain without
handsbands shall roll forth untilunti1 it hath filled the whole earth yea a voice
cryingprepareyecrying prepareye thewayofthewayofthethe lord prepareye the supperofsuppersupperofofthelatnbthe lamb
make ready for the comeing of the bridegroom pray unto the lord
call upon hiihishis holynaraeholy namenaraehanneharaz make known hiihishis wonderful works among the

BbyustudiesyustudiesBYUYU Studies 33 no 2 1993
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people call upon the lord that his kingdom may go forth upon
the earth that the inhabitants thereof may receive it and be prepared
for the days to come in the which the son of man shall come down in
heaven clothed in the brightness of his glory to meet the kingdom
of god which is set up on the earth wherefore may the kingdom of
god go forth that the kingdom of heaven may come that thou 0 god
may be glorified in heaven so on earth thatthafthinethine enemiesenemies may be
subdued for thine is the honor power and glory for ever and ever
amen jojos smith revelator

the most interesting detail about this document stands in its
heading the 1981 edition of the doctrine and covenants identifies
section 65 as a revelation given throughjosephthrough joseph smith the prophet
at hiram ohio october 18311831 and notes the prophet designates
this revelation as aaprayerprayersprayer the mclellinmcclellinMcLellin manuscript however gives
two further details first it gives the exact date A revelation of
joseph the seer 30 W0 1831 and second it specifies that this
revelation is on the 6thath matthew 10 verse this information allows
us to recognize for the first time that section 65 is not simply an
ordinary or spontaneous prayer but is deeply related to the lords
prayer especially matthew 6gioglo61010 thy kingdom come thy will be
done in earth as it is in heaven

this insight provides readers with a valuable key to unlock and
appreciate the meaning of this revelation several words in sec-
tion 65 are in fact related to phrases in the lords prayer follow-
ing the introductory verses which invoke texts from isaiah 403
daniel 245 matthew 33 and 222 and revelation 199 the revelacevela
unontionnuontionfocusesontionfocusesfocuses on matthew 69 13 the revelation exhorts allaliailallpeoplepeople to
11pray unto the lord call upon his holy name 654 this acknowl
edgementedgemontedgement of the holiness of gods name compares with the initial
instruction of the lords prayer after this manner pray ye our
father which art in heaven hallowed be thy name matt 69 the
revelation then pleads may the kingdom of god go forth that
the kingdom of heaven may come that thou 0 god mayest be
glorified in heaven so on earth 656 which echoes the main text
mentioned in the mclellinmcclellinMcLellin heading matt 6glogio61010 much as the revela-
tion expresses the hope that thine enemies maybe subdued 656
the lords prayer also prays for deliverance from evil matt 613
finally section 65 and the lords prayer both conclude with similar
doxologies for thine is the honor power and glory forever and
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ever amen 656 and for thine is the kingdom and the power and
the glory for ever amen matt 613 identifying these relation-
ships between the lords prayer and section 65 imbuesimbued both of these
scriptures with new meanings relevant to the present dispensation
of the gospel of jesus christ

while section 65 is clearly related to the lords prayer it is
also a separate text it is neither a commentary on the lords prayer
nor a new translation of it furthermore it does not appear that this
section like so many others from this time period 2 waspromptedbywas prompted by
the prophets work on his inspired translation of the bible 3

the text of the mclellinmcclellinMcLellin version of section 65 is very similar to
the four other early manuscripts of this revelation as wellwenweilweli as the pre-
sent published version apart frompunctuation the only differences
between the 1981 edition and the mclellinmcclellinMcLellin manuscript are these

1981 edition mclellinmcclellinMcLellin manuscript

verse 1

hearken and lo10 a voice as of herken and lo10 a voice as one
one sent down from on high sent down from on high

whose voice is unto men whose voice is unto all men
prepare ye the way of the lord prepare ye the way of the lord
make his paths straight make his paths strait

verse 2

keys are committed keys is committed

the stone which is cut out of the stone which is hewn from
the mountain the mountain
until it has filled until it hath filled

verse 3

make ready for the bridegroom make ready for the comeing of
the bridegroom

verse 6

that thou 0 god mayest be that thou 0 god may be

jos smith revelator
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the four other early sources ofsection 65 are 1 manuscript 1

RLDS date unknown4unknownunknowns4 2 a copy found in the kirtland revelation
book 87 recorded beforeaugustbefore august 181834 3 a version published
in the evening and the morning star 1 no 4 september 1832
and 4 a reprint of the same in the kirtland publication of the
evening and the morning star 1 no 4 april 1835 all these texts
are similar to the newly found mclellinmcclellinMcLellin document in the following
ways they all state that the revelation was received on october 30
18311831 whereas all later sources say only october 1831 in verse 1

all five use the spelling strait in verse 6 all five read that thou
0 god may 1251155

each early document however has its own peculiar points of
agreement or disagreement with the mclellinmcclellinMcLellin text in most sources
verse one reads a voice as of one but the mclellinmcclellinMcLellin document
manuscriptlmanuscript1Manuscriptmanuscriptal1 and kirtland revelation book allreadallaliail read avoicealoice as one
likewise the word forever appears as two words only in those
three manuscripts

manuscript 1 often capitalizes nouns such as earth yv 1122
5 and 6 gospel vy 2 mountain vy 2 and clothed vy 5 but
these nouns are not capitalized in the mclellinmcclellinMcLellin document also and
is signified by & throughout manuscript 1 while it is spelled out
in mclellinmcclellinMcLellin in manuscript 1 powerful is spelled powerfullpowerfiillpowerfullypowerfullfiillfuli

until is spelled untill vy 2 wonderful is spelled wonderfullwonderwonderfullyfull
vy 4 and chhonoronor is spelled honour vy 6 it also contains the

crossed out word kingdom in the final verse
the kirtland revelation book reads one sent down from above

on high where the mclellinmcclellinMcLellin document also has the words on
high but they are written on top of the word heaven in verse 1

only the kirtland revelation book and the mclellinmcclellinMcLellin document read
whose voice is unto ullalluilallmenoilmenmen making the revelation more empha-

tically universal all other sources lack the all in verse 2 the
kirtland revelationbook reads hewedfromhewed from whereas mclellinandmclellinMcLellmcclellinMcLellininandand
the evening and the morning star publications read hewn from
most other sources read cut out of while manuscript 11 reads
hewn fromfroinprom cut out of in verse 3 the kirtland revelation book is

the only other source to agree with mclellinsMcLellins coming of the
bridegroom and in not capitalizing son of man vv 5
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in spite of several close similarities the kirtland revelation
book also differs from mclellinmcclellinMcLellin in certain respects in verses 1 2

and 5 respectively the kirtland revelation book says andmake his
paths committed unto men and set upon the earth while all
other sources including mclellinmcclellinMcLellin do not contain the and do not
have the plural men and put a space between up and on

finally some aspects of the mclellinmcclellinMcLellin document are unique
it alone contains the information on the 6thath matthew 10 verse
and uses the spelling herken v 1 sent down v 1 is not found
in any of the four early sources although it appears in doctrine
and covenants 1844 46 1852 1920 and millennial star 5

april 1845 163 mclellinmcclellinMcLellin alone reads keys is committed
vy 2 likewise the words which is vy 2 are not found in any of

the early sources but first appear in the manuscript history of the
church 1841 43 in verse 2 only mclellinmcclellinMcLellin reads until it hath
filled all other sources use the word has although manuscript 1

says hath has and in verse 5 heaven is not capitalized in any
source besides mclellinmcclellinMcLellin

in light of the fact that all of these manuscripts have points at
which they are similar to and different from each of the other
sources it is virtually impossible to determine which is earliest or
which was copied from which for all students interested in textual
criticism of the bible and other important records this nineteenth
century textual history of section 65 of the doctrine and covenants
provides a sober reminder that textual history is an imprecise sci-
ence often dealing with minute differences that have little effect on
the meaning of the text and that the discovery of a new manuscript
often complicates rather than simplifies the textual analysis of
the document

john VT welch is professor of law at brigham young university and editor
of BBYUYU studies trevor packer is a senior majoring in english at brigham
young university
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NOTES

1 Williwilliamwliilamarn E mclellinmcclellinMcLellin to M H forscutt october 1870 RLDS archives
published in saintsheraldSaintsaints heraldsHerald 19 july 15197243537151972435151972 435374553745557435455 37 and august 1118724721872472
74 states in 183183111 1 wrote off a anuinbernumber of the revelations as orginallyoriginallyorginally given and
have themthein now 436 the mark that appears under some of the ss represented
in the text by a subscripted comma ss occurs often in mclellinsMcLellins journals and is
distinctive of his holographsholographyholographs

2seeasee2 see robert J matthews the new translation of the bible 183018331830 1833
doctrinal development during the kirtland era byustudiesBYU Studies 11 Sursummerniner 1971
400422400 422

3 Seseeejosephjosephcjoseph sinithjrsmithSinith jr thethehistoryhistory odtheofthe churchofjesusofjesus christoflatterof latteriatter day
saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed 77volskvolsvolsvois salt lake city deseretbookDeseret Book 197812181978 1218
and robert J matthews A plainer translation joseph smiths translation of
the bible A history and commentary provo utah Brigbrisbrighamharn young university
press 1975311975 31 32

woodford considered this manuscript the earliest of these four robertjrobert J
woodford the historical development of the doctrine and covenants 3 vols
phd diss Brigbrighamharn young university 1974 2830

5 the information in this article about these four manuscripts is based on
woodford thethehistoricaldevelopmentofthedoctrineandhistorical development ofthe doctrine and covenants 2830372830 37



storm rider

the sunset brands the mountains in the west
the mesa chills like iron in the shade
he rides the fence line looking for a stray
a hereford huddled up against the cold

at times the ululant wind spurs up the snow
like ghosts of white wild stallions in the sage

he finds the yearling struggling in the wire
panicked by this too soon winter rage
and wandering from the herds familiar smell

his hands thick with cold he cuts the fence
and slips a rope around the strayers neck

behind him through the snow he sees the ranch
the house a blur of warm retreating light
suppers going on there in the steam
of the adobe kitchen and his flesh
yearns for the black stoves pinon scented heat
the fresh tortillashortillastortillas and the spicy meat

but alone now in the rawness of the range
riding the muscled horse through ice barbed cold
theres a vigor in the storm that molds his soul

he will hear again this chaos call
silvered pine trees on the mesas fringe
will anchor roots and tower in his mind

pamela hamblin



oil lamp this ceramic lamp which was recovered from a relatively large
tomb excavated by a BYU archaeological team likely provided light for
those interring the burials and artifacts the lamp was crafted during the
egyptian ptolemaic era courtesy of BYU egyptian archaeological project

reed pen and ivory saltcellar the reed pen which has a splitnibsplitspilt nib was
typical of the late egyptian era the saltcellar may have had religious
significance to the early christians in egypt courtesy of BYU egyptian
archaeological project



book reviews

DEAN C JESSEE ed zhetherue papers of ofjosephjoseph smith salt lake city
deseret book company 1989 1992 volume 1 autobiographical
and historical writings xlixalix 555757 ppap 199519.951995 volume 2 journal
183218421832 1842 xxvxiv 642642ppappp 219521.952195 in volumeinvolumeinvolute 1 general introduction
in both volumes guide to editorial procedures joseph smith chro-
nologynologyjosephjoseph smiths family maps biographical register bibliogra-
phy index

reviewed by richard dilworth rust professor of english at the university ofnorth
carolina at chapel hill and general editor of the thirty volume complete works of
washington irving

the image of joseph smith found in rhethe papers of joseph
smith PJS reminds me of the only photographic image we have of
emily dickinson a daguerreotype made in 1848 just as dickinsonsDickinsons
poetry was posthumously improved by thomas wentworth
higginson and mabel loomis todd in poems of emily dickinson
1890 1891 so the rather plain picture of emily dickinson was

retouched to give her a blush and curls some may prefer the
touched up poetry and picture but I1 prefer the authentic versions
including rhethe manuscript books ofemilyof emily dickinson A facsimile

edition 198119811 similarly I1 prefer the unpolished image of joseph
smith that emerges from PJS a carefully produced and ongoing
collection of the prophets papers

volume 1 contains these autobiographical and historical writ-
ings dating to joseph smiths lifetime a transcription of the earliest
extant attempt by the prophet to write a history of his life 183218521832
whichjesseewhichjessee notes is isjosephsjosephs only autobiographical work contain-
ing his own handwriting 1111 joseph smiths letter to oliver cow-
dery published in the latter day saintsmessengersaints messenger and advocate
1834 manuscript history of the church 1834 36 journal extract

published in the rimestimes andandseasonsseasons 1839 1839 manuscript draft
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of history of the church finished manuscript version of history
G18398391859859 orson pratts 1840 account of early church history contain-
ing the first publication ofofjosephjoseph smiths 1820 vision orson hydes
ein rudausrufaus der milstemilsoe A cry from the wilderness the first foreign
language printing 1842 of joseph smiths first vision joseph
smiths church history published in rimestimespimestymesrymes and seasons 1842
a pittsburgh gazette interview with joseph smith 1843 contain-
ing a distinctive account of the 1820 vision daniel rupps section on
latter day saints in his an original history of the religious

denominations at present existing in the united states 1844
giving in josephinjoseph smiths words the origin history and beliefs of the
church and a transcriptiontranscriptionfromalexanderneibaursfromalexandermAlexanderfro Neinelneibaursbaurs journal 1844
including an account of the first vision

volume 2 contains six segments ofofjosephjoseph SmithssmithsjoumalsmithsjournalJournal ohio
journal 183218341832 1834 ohio journal 183518361835 1836 missouri journal
1838 march to september missouri journal 1838 september to
october illinois journal 1839 illinois journal 1841 1842

according to the general introduction forthcoming volumes
of the papers of ofjosephjoseph smith will continue the illinois journal
and will also print transcriptions of three copybooks containing
correspondence revelations and other documents severalhundredseveral hundred
items of loose correspondence revelations financial records dis-
courses and other writings manuscripts pertaining to the book of
mormon the books of abraham and moses and the prophets
translation of the bible and the manuscript of the documentary
history of the church begun byjosephby joseph smith but completed after
his death in other words the editor hopes eventually to publish the
papers ofofjosephjoseph smith in their entirety this comprehensive edition
will form a firm documentary foundation for future biographies
and other writings about joseph smith and the history of mormon-
ism to 1844

PJS is a historians history if one wanted an engrossing narra-
tive one might turn to the historical fictions of gerald lund for
interpretative accounts which provide extensive contexts for
events in church history a general audience can profit from books
such as the mormon experience by leonardjleonardarringtonjarringtonbarringtonjarnJArrington I11 therne story
of the latter day saints by james B alienallenailen and glen M leonard 2
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joseph smith and the restoration by ivanivanjivanaJ barrett 3 andwadmad joseph
smith and the beginnings ofmormonismqfmormonismof Mormonism by richard L bushman 4

for extensive and official church historylaidhistory laid out chronologically and
with helpful notes one turns to the multivolumemultivolumedmultivolume history of the
chchurchuachrch ofiesofjesofjesusus chchristrist of latter day suinsainsaints5ts 5 Bbutut foforr an expeapexperienceeriencrienae
of consulting reliable substitutes for the original manuscript journals
and the like one will want to read and cite the PJS the scrupulous
accuracy of the transcriptions of the seven facsimile manuscript
pages reproduced in the two volumes causes me to presume the rest
of the transcriptions are as carefully presented 1I found only one
punctuation error the texts are supplemented by helpful notes
extensive and up to date citations which point directions for fur-
ther study beautifully clear maps and a biographical register with
significant information where available on the persons mentioned
in the body of the volume only one who has been digging for
information about people living in the first half of the nineteenth
century can fully appreciate deandeanjesseesjesseesjessesJessees remarkable accomplish-
ment in his detailed notes and biographical registers

most of the writing in these volumes was produced by scribes
for example james mulholland george W robinson and willard

richards of the 1587 manuscript pages comprising the joseph
smith journal only 31 contain holograph writing another 250
were evidently dictated to scribes there are thus varying degrees
of closeness to the prophet in these pages

the transcriptions are presented in a form that the editors of
the mark twain papers call plain text deletions are struckthrough
joseph smiths holograph is indicated by bold type editorial inser-
tions are enclosed in brackets deciphered shorthand is enclosed in
braces J and so forth I1 could wish though for some consistency
in documentary editing editors of rhetherne papers of thomas7bomasjeffersonjefferson
cited byjesseeby jessee as an example of the type of modem editorial enter-
prise ofwhich PJS is apart use angle brackets to mark material
deleted in the manuscript but restored in their text angle brackets
in recent volumes of the papers of jamesofjamestames madison another com-
prehensive editorial project mark characters and words restored
by conjecture the editor of PJS has chosen to use angle brackets
to indicate insertions that are part of the original text since I1 have
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been used to seeing these brackets as indicators of deleted material
I1 have difficulty thinking of them as marking insertions

with the editors help the texts are relatively easy to read de-
spite their idiosyncrasies ofpunctuationofpunctuation and orthography we know
judge king stayed all night when we read the judge stayed all

knight and we know that liberty jaolgaol is a jail or gaol what the
texts provide in varying degrees is an immediacy and closer access
to the prophet this is especially true ofportions of the 1832 history
ofjoseph smith in his own handwriting 13 9 although they are
not replacements for the manuscripts the transcriptions are pre-
sented so that one can read and quote from them as though theyweretheywere
the originals with manuscript pages marked in brackets

in this respect I1 am puzzledpulled by one of the editors citations in
the general introduction while his footnote misnumberednumberedmis is to
joseph smith history 1832 the first segment of volume 1 the
quotation does not accord with what one finds in the transcription
jessee uses the following to illustrate joseph smiths attitude of
wonder admiration and awe for the physical universe

I1 looked upon the sun the glorious luminary of the earth and also the
moonmoonrollingrolling in their majesty through the heavens and also the stars
shining in their courses and the earth also upon which I1 stood and the
beasts of the field and the fowls of heaven and the fish of the waters
and also man walking forth upon the face of the earth in majesty and in
the strength of beautywhose power and intelligence in governing the
things which are so exceeding great and marvelous even in thelikenessthe likeness
of him who created them and when I1 considered upon these things
my heart exclaimed well hath the wise man said it is a fool that saith
in his heart there is no god 1xxx1 axxxxx

yet the text presumably quoted from is unpunctuated and has
these spellingsbybyjosephjoseph smith magestymageskymagesty intiligenceintiligence exceding
and marvilousmarcilousmarvilous 16 the silent correction ofofjosephjoseph smithssmithswritingwriting
undermines the editors position that an individuals personality is

a reflection of the totality of his being including his handwritten
prose hence in formulating rules for the present edition I1 have
emphasizedpreservingemphasized preserving the integrityoftheodtheofthe original sources 1xxxviilxxxvii

I1 have several impressions after reading these two volumes
the firstisfirstiefirst is amoreimmediatea moreamore immediate sense of the personality ofjosephofjoseph smith
although jesseesjessesJessees earlier volume the personal writings of josephofjoseph
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smithsmithasmith6 gets one even closer to him the prophets energy appears
in statements like this from an august 1842 letter to emma let
lorain lorinwalker and brother william clayton come along and
bring all the writings and papers books and histories for we
shall want a scribe in order that we may pour upon the world the
truth like the lava of mount vesuvius 243124312451 his love and sensi-
tivity are apparent in his tributes to friends and family such as

alvin my oldest brother I1 remember well the pangs of sorrow that
swelled my youthfulmyyouthful bosom and almost burst my tender heart when
he died he was the oldest and the noblest of my fathers family
he was one of the noblest of the sons of men 2440

As with history of the church which contains much of the
same matter as PJS one finds in PJS joseph smiths generosity of
soul good humor courage and perseverance in the face ofextreme
adversity love of learning expansiveness of thought devotion to
family and friends forgiveness of repentant persons joy in living
and deep religious feelings and understanding

As I1 have moved frequently from the texts to the biographical
registers in these volumes I1 have been struck by how many of the
latter day saint men mentioned in the histories left the church I1 also
have noticed how many of the enemies of joseph smith and the
church were ppostostostlosti 1 1844844 governmental officials lawyers and judges

volume 1 is especially interesting to me in presenting multiple
versions of the heavenly manifestations that began the history of the
church the materials are arranged chronologically by publication
or composition date though so one might want to turn to the
extensive index for assistance in comparing or conflatingconflating these
accounts of specific occurrences

deanjesseeDean jessee has been studying these papers for more than two
decades7 and is now bringing them forth for others to use as well
jesseesjessesJessees earlier compilation and edition of roetheyoe personal writings of
joseph smith has met with much praise his two volumes of PJS

deserve a continuation of that praise
A final word should be said about the appearance and reada-

bility of these first volumes of PJS designed by kent ware they are
handsome the trump mediaevalMediaeval font is open attractive and very
readable by03y contrast the jefferson and madison editions have
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perhaps twice as many words to the page in less attractive fonts
the binding is equally attractive I1 look forward some day to seeing
the complete edition lined up on a shelf making available to the
casual reader as well as to the historian joseph smiths papers in
completeness and accuracy

NOTES

1 leonardleonardjJ arrington the mormon experience A history odtheof rhethe latter day
saints 2dad ed urbana university of illinois press 1992

2jamesajames2james B alienallenailen and glen M leonard the story odtheoftheof rhethe latter day saints 2dad
ed salt lake city deseret book 1992

3ivancivan3 ivan J barrett joseph smsmithirb and the restoration provo utah brigham
young university press 1968

4richardarichard4 richard L bushtnanjosepbbushman joseph smith and the beginnings ofofmormonismmormonism
urbana university of illinois press 1984
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RICHARD NEITZEL HOLZAPFEL andandjeniJENI BROBERG HOLZAPFEL
women of nauvoo salt lake city bookcraft 1992 iii 225 ppap
5131 illustrations bibliography index 11.951195

reviewed by susan easton black professor of church history and doctrine at
Brigbrighamhain young university

at last a text on the women ofnauvoo finally an opportunity
to read her story alongside the oft repeated his story of an era
filled with growth prophecies and covenants because few histori-
ans have attempted an article on nauvoo women the promise of this
book evoked a cheer A well done scholarly text that focuses upon
the sister saint from 1839 to 1846 has been a much sought addition
to LDS church history

recalling the prophet joseph smiths admonition that every
man should keep a daily journal I1 eagerly opened the text to see if
the authors had discovered that women had followed his counsel 1

unfortunately judging by this book comparativelyfewwomencomparatively fewwomenfewwomen of
that era many of whom were literate seem to have accepted the
advice the menwhomenthomenwho keptjournalskept journals recorded very little aboutwomenaboutwomen
and their lives experiences and feelings to state that the text is
simply a rehash ofknown history about women would be unfair but
to announce abundant new insights without qualification would be
to misrepresent it

the book jacket assures the reader of an extensive perusal of
admittedly sparse but illuminating primary sources such as the
nauvoo reliefsocietyminutessocietyminutes contemporaneous diaries and letters
and later reminiscences by women of early nauvoonauvokauvo0 these sources
as valuable as they are have proven a saturated field to less energetic
historians but to the more creative eager authors quoting the same
women again and again has proved fruitful perhaps letters memoirs
and other journals written by nauvoo women may yet become
available to historians as posterity channels their carefully preserved
treasures into historical depositoriesrepositoriesdepositories for research and safekeeping
until then george A smiths perception may be confirmed that
many records are nearly obliterated by time damp and dirt others

lost some halfworked into mouse nests 2

the authors optimistic promise that the stories contained in
this book represent numerous unrecorded stories ofwomen in our
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history ix seems overstated for example the story of mary ann
weston maughan a young widow filled with grief leaving her eng-
lish homeland to join the saints in nauvoo is dramatic rather than
representative forty six years after leaving england she penned
now I1 had left all and was travilingtravelingtraviling sic alone to a land unknown

to me but I1 had cast my lot with the people of god and in him I1 put
my trust 1133 her remembrance is heartrending but does it represent
the typical nauvoo woman

the retelling of the clearly extraordinary is a thread that links all

chapters the story ofjaneofjane elizabeth manning an african american
convert who walked with her extended family from new york to
nauvoonauvokauvo0 introduces the second chapter we walked until our shoes
were worn out and our feet became sore and cracked open and bled
until you could see the whole print of our feet with blood on the
ground 7 41 her extraordinary story is followed by excerpts from
the lives of sarah pea rich emma hale smith and mary fielding
smith prominent yes representative no

why were these accounts extraordinary they were events in
ththe liveselivesilves ofwomenatofwomen at the center of nauvoosNauvoos citizenry jane elizabeth
manningjamesmanning james lived in the mansion house duringhernauvooduring her nauvoo years
in close association with joseph emma and those in the leading
councils of the church emma hale smith and mary fielding smith
were wives of the presidency sarah pea rich was the wife of elder
charles C rich a member of the high council their experiences
were poignant and revealing but do not represent the hundreds of
women who lived in wooden cottages

the wish for more views from the majority does not suggest
that the women close to the leaders are not highly valued it does
however suggest a caution regarding how representative their
views were and a challenge to seek for the rest of the story both
about these individual women as whole people and about their fullfunfuli
lives together shifting the focus to the more typical woman would
require added documentary research the inherent population bias
and the paucity in the known sources by and about women how-
ever leaves a research historian with the impossible quest of fairly
representing the era

historians would agree that to categorize the highly heteroge-
neous women under one label would be unfair but unfortunately
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the authors continually seek to pin down and to speak generally
of the divergent population these sister saints were often alone
and without companionship 2 later their characterization shifts
many sister saints arrived in nauvoo0 with family members by their

sides 73 their difficulty in reaching a homogeneous picture of
womeninwomen in earlynauvooearly nauvoo is fascinating but leaves the reader muddled
too often the books narratives are strung together with generaliza-
tions unaided by the broader context of church history womens
history and american history

adding to the confusionconfusionis is an overlay ofmodernrhetoricmodern rhetoric on that
ofofnauvoonauvoo inthe 1840s the authorswriteauthorswrite duringtheduring the next summer
isaacreturnedisaac returned east to help hihis mothersmother andfatherlandfatherand father katurahkaturahhortonhorton and
caleb haight gatherwithgatherwith the saints 20 this statement causes the
reader to wonder why katurah retained her maiden name modern
feminist practice but certainlycertainlynot not thepracticethepractice ofearlynauvooearly nauvoo in a
book about women understandably the mother would be mentioned
first but historical sources consistently mention the father first

of greater concern is the occasional editing and rephrasing
of original sources to highlight the authors emphasis on women
the holzapfelsHolzapfels selectively quote from journals to convey their own
message for example they write another missouri saint nancy
tracy made a cart out of two wheels of an old wagon 12 the
autobiography of nancy tracy states As for my family all my
husband could do was to make a cart out of two wheels of an old
wagon and one horse to draw it 1155 nothing in her autobiography
indicates that she made the cart

another example comes from the writings of annie wells
cannon the authors quote her as stating in the forced exodus
from nauvoo the sisters though separated in different companies
coming west carried the spirit ofsisterhoodof sisterhood through the journey
over prairie plain and mountain 47 italics added however
annie wells cannon actually penned in the forced exodus from
nauvoo the reliefbelief society women though separated in different
companies coming west carried the spirit of the work through the
journey over prairie plain and mountain 6 the authors para-
phrases not only read awkwardly but also fail to give the proper
recognition to the womens organization
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the authors modernization of spelling punctuation and capi-
talization for readability bolstered by the already fictional flavor
resulting from the foregoing problems further detracts from this
text perhaps for the casual reader this modernization is beneficial
but to quotedeanjesseeDeanjessee topreserve the characteristics ofsomeones
writing is to preserve evidence of personality literary orientation
training temperament and mood 1177

in spite of these problems the authors have produced a book
that makes interesting reading the chapter entitled the city of
joseph sisters mourn is filledwithwell selected quotes depicting
an atmosphere of emotional despair at the martyrdom of joseph
smith the chapter on the history of the early nauvoo relief society
is well done and is effectively organized

other chapters are more a mosaic than an organized discourse
nauvoo A city of women is a series of uninterpreted vignettes

about letter writing hat making teaching prayer meetings berry
picking weather conditions christmas thanksgiving samplers
pincushionspincushionypincushions dolls and horseback riding only the very alert reader
will discover a clearpictureclear picture emergingfromemerging from these disparate elements
which the authors tie together only with broad generalizations
new revelations A time of testing leaves the reader puzzled by

what was included and what was omitted choosing the writings of
charlotte haven a nonmember to mock the solemnity of the
revelations seems misguided

the discussion of women crossing the mississippi river on
february 4 1846 could have been strengthened by including a

documented stirring account penned by eliza R snow 1I was
informed that on the first night of the encampment nine children
were born into the world and from that time as we journeyed
onward from nauvoo westward in 184611846 mothers gave birth to
offspring under almost every variety of circumstances imaginable
she dramatically added

let it be remembered that the mothers of these wilderness bomborn babes
were not savages accustomed to roam the forest and brave the storm
and tempest thosewho hadneverknown the comforts and delicacies
of civilization and refinement they were not those who in the wilds
of nature nursed their offspring amid reeds and rushes or in the
recesses ofrocky caverns 8
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how well did the authors fulfill expectations the holzapfelsHolzapfels
have produced a readable glimpse of early nauvoo they have dealt
with varying degrees of success with the problems that beset any
writer who attempts to recreate the nauvoo era from multiple
sourcessourcesthesethese problems include the serious andandpossiblyunsolvablepossibly unsolvable
issues of biased representation and severely limited primary docu-
ments the strugglewithstruggle with shifting perspectives may reflect the rapidly
changing and heterogeneous population of nauvoo as much as it
does the multiple perspectives of the authors and their not too
hidden objectives

perhaps it is merely an historians dream to hope thatabookwillthat a bookwillbookwill
yetbepublished aboutthewomenabouttheabout the women ofnauvoo resolving theproblemsproblemsthe
confronted by this text perhaps mary ann steams winters said it
best we can onlylookfortheonly look for the record ofitinit in the archives above 1

the authors own conclusion this book is a small effort to redis-
cover and recall the rich spiritual heritage found in nauvoo espe-
cially among the great sisterhood that transcends both time and
place ix italics added aptly expresses my own opinion
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reviewed by lowell C ben bennion professor of geography at humboldt state
university arcata california

in recent years studies of mormon plural marriage have multi-
plied almost as rapidly as polygamous families did more than a

century ago with this book cannon hardy who teaches american
history at california state university in fullerton has made a major
contribution to our understanding of the solemn covenant ofplural-
ity his study the mormon polygamous passage 1831 1911
began with his 1963 dissertation on the mormon colonies of
northern mexico and he has steadily expanded that research ever
since solemn covenant hardys first book serves as a marvelous
if belated commemoration of the centenary ofofwilfordwilford woodruffswoodruffwoodruftwoodruffes
1890 manifesto

the volumes length vague title and price should not deter any
student of LDS plural marriage from purchasing it if one discounts
the indexes the list of 262 post manifesto plural marriages and the
extensive notes at the end of each chapter the actual text amounts
to about 250 pages the 59 ratio of text to total length reflects the
confusion surrounding post 1890 polygamy and hardys penchant
for documenting his sources

the title barelyhintsbarelyhints at the scope and focus of the book but the
introduction makes clear its overriding aim to trace the transforma-
tion of mormonism from a society that idealized polygamy to one
that now exalts the traditional monogamous home of victorian
america axixxi the book began as an attempt to explain why almost
halfof the latter day saint churchschurche top authorities along with more
than two hundred other men took plural wives after the 1890
manifesto hardy soon realized that a full understanding of poly
gamysgabys protracted demise 1890 1911 required consideration ofits
equally prolonged birth 1831 52 and of the periods when mor
mons practiced it openly 1852851852 85 or in hiding 1885901885 90 under
federal pressure to abandon it
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thus the first three chapters treat the churchechurchs efforts to make
a plurality of wives as much a part of its patriarchal theology as a
plurality of gods As a historian of ideas hardy places this attempt in
the context of a little known current of early modem western
thought that favored polypolygamygainy over monogamy he takes issue with
those who portray plural marriage as incidental to the major thrust
ofthe latter day saintpastsaint past 18 he insists theyhavetheyhave underestimated
the importance attached to a divine order that would allow males to
satisfy their polygamous natures eliminate prostitution and even
whiten nativeamericans suchbeliefs gained strength as the saints

gathered west to populate an ever expanding great basin kingdom
ironically in hardys view polygamy emerged triumphant in

mormon theology just as victorian america made monogamy a near
religion reform minded americans soon viewed mormon utah in
much the same way that orthodox mormonscormons now perceive worldly
nevada hardy sees the growing gentile attacks on the saints as more
than a mere ruse to wrest control of the territory from the church
he concurs with an 1887 conclusion of the utah commission the
political history of the territory of utah and the system of plural
marriage are so closely interwoven that the one cannot be consid-
ered separate and apart from the other 57

only by recognizing the mormonscormonsMormons strong belief in the bless-
ings of the abrahamic household title of chapter 3 hardy con-
tends can one fathom their extreme reluctance to abandon the
plural principle from 1885 until at least 1904 the church in its
tactical retreat the manifesto of 1890 chapter 4 presented
itself as increasingly obedient while privately refusing surrender
127 it issued not one but a dozen or more declarations designed

to assure the nation that latter day saints would honor the laws of
the land these manifestosmanifestos invariably caused consternation among
outsiders controversy among church leaders and confusion
among members

hardys fine sense of irony manifests itself repeatedly as he
examines the retreat from the principle the gentiles notably
utahs governor and salt lake cityscites tribunePribune pressured mormon
leaders into submitting the manifesto to an immediate vote of the
church to make it more binding such pressure eventually helped
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persuade the church to make it an official revelation by adding
it to the doctrine and covenants 1908 hardy clearly agrees with
apostle marriner W merrills 1891 view 1 I do not believe the
manifesto was a revelation from god but was formulated by
prest woodruff and endorsed by his councilorscouncillorsCouncilors and the twelve
apostles for expediency to meet the present situation of affairs in
the nation or those against the church 150

the churchschurche frequent authorizations of plural marriage at
home and abroad after 1890 provide the best evidence in hardys
eyes ofofmormonismsmormonismsMormonisms commitment to the principle and he devotes
the second half of the book chapters 5 10 to polygamyspolygamys long and
painfuldeathpainful death intheearlyInthein the early 1890s fewplural marriages tooktookplaceplace but
once utahnsutahna gained statehood 1896 the number increased first
under woodruff then even more under a cautious lorenzo snow
and finallymostfinally most of all underjosephunderunderjosephjoseph F smith see graph 317 rather
than inhibit mormon interest in contracting new polygamous
unions the B H roberts hearings seem to have intensified it with
the figure rising to forty in 1903 chapters 5 and 6 plus appendix 2

contain considerably more detail than michael quinns 1985 article
about the circumstances that prompted and enabled dozens ofmen
a majority of them prominent church leaders to imitate abraham 1

john W taylor and matthias F cowleywereCowleywere merely two ofnine
or ten general authorities who did not let the 1890 manifesto deter
them from taking plural wives hardy even thinks it likely that presi-
dent wilford woodruff also took a new plural companion in 1897
227 although woodruffwoodruffswoodruftwoodruffes latest biographer disagrees 2 whether

the president did or not the rising incidence of polygamy sparked
new rounds of debate among national progressive crusaders and
church leaders the smoot hearings of 1904 6 discussed in chap-
ter 7 failed to convince the nation of mormon sincerity in giving
up plurality national skepticism compelled the church not only
to issue another manifesto but to request the resignations of taylor
and cowley

even those actions did not end authorized plural marriages
between 1904 and 1911 three dozen more were performed by
a dwindling number of certain general and local authorities com-
mitted to perpetuating the practice in response to the salt lake
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tribunesPribunes reports of a new outbreak the church conducted its
own hearings in 191910iglo1910111011loiiloll10 11 and at senator smoots urging it excom-
municatedmunica ted andor removed from leadership positions a number of
polygamists just as the principles death knell finally seemed to
sound the mexican revolution forced the largest colony ofmormon
cohabs11cohabscohabs across the US border and brought polygamy once more

under the national spotlight by 1912 however as chapters 8 10

make clear monogamy had all but triumphed among a new genera-
tion of mormonscormons and had brought them to a condition of estrange-
ment from their polygamous past 338 while hundreds had
persisted in keeping plurality alive tens of thousands had accepted
the churchschurche public statements and turned their backs on the
principle even on the refugees from northern mexico the few who
clung tenaciously to polygamy the so called fundamentalists simply
strengthened the churchschurche determination to defend monogamy

for reasons not specified hardys concluding essay appears as

appendix 1 rather than as a chapter 11 some readers may find the
implications of its title lying for the lord as difficult to accept
as mormon responsibility for the mountain meadows massacre but
the phrase seems justified hardy demonstrates with numerous
examples how the hierarchy rationalized its use of questionable
measures to preserve the principle and to protect those striving to
keep it alive each successive crisis after the edmunds act of 1882
naturally led to greater dissimulation some church leaders recog-
nized the trend and expressed their fear in the words of charles W
penrose that it might make the rising generation a race of de-
ceiversceivers 368 hardy concludes that the decision to project only
the appearance ofcompromise brought all kinds ofagonyuponagony upon the
church including the persistence of mormon fundamentalism
376 he confirms what other scholars have found but places post

manifesto polygamy in a much broader and more balanced context
professorhardyhashardy has achievedachievedhis his aim ofilluminatingpolygamysofilluminating polygamyspolygamys

imprint upon the palimpsest of mormon history and in tracing the
trying passage of its decline he urges his readers to remember
that there were thousands of devoted men women and children

whose lives were given to its trial 352 appropriately enough
he dedicates the volume to them some may wish he had devoted
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more space to the trials experienced bypluralbyplural mormonscormonsMormons particularly
the wives who comprised the highest percent of the population
involved and probably suffered the most they certainly deserve
another volume from hardys logical mind and generally lucidproselucidprose
perhaps he can respondrespond to that request by revising and publishingandpublishing his
doctoral thesis

however hardymayhesitate towriteto write anotheranotherbookbook aboutaboutpolypoly-
gamygamyforthegarnyfortheforthe same kinds of personal considerations thatpromptedthat prompted
victor W jorgensen to withdraw his name as coauthor xi both
authors found the experience a trying one because of negative re-
actions from certain kith and kin who seem to share the churchschurche
view that the less written about mormonismsMormonisms plural past the better
perhaps though thanks to their superb illumination of mormon
ismsiams rough passage from monogamy to polygamy and back to
monogamy others will find it easier to speak and write about the
plural and tangled lives of so many nineteenth century saints

to the credit ofboth carmon hardy and the university ofillinois
press solemn covenant has very few typos and unclear passages
for one example of the latter see the last sentence on page 369.369

the book contains a set of photographs mostly of key leaders of the
church but fails to integrate them directly with the text only three
of the illustrations include wives and the one I1 like best does not
identify seven young mothers each holding an infant in exile in
mexico at the turn of the century

many readers may find solemn covenant a bit too solemn in
his relentless search forpostforepostfor post 1890 polygamists hardy seldom offers
any relief from the sturm unddrangunddrungdrang that accompanied the passing
of the principle his portrayalportrayal of the fate of the few who entered the
plural order after 1890 evokes so much pathos that one longs for
some humor from say dixie or sanpete folklore several portraits
make the polygamists seem like rather pathetic figures see for
example hardys treatment ofapostleofapostle george W teasdale onpages
222 27 the book thus often conveys the impression that plural
living had no redeeming features

such an image clearly counters the pollyanna conclusion that
while some polygamous families were veryunhappyveryunhappy mostseemedmost seemed

have wellweilweli 3131133 neitherviewneither viewto gotten along very adequately represents
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the complex reality of plurality for two generations of mormonscormonsMormons
whether practiced openly or secretly plural marriage affected its
participants in suchdiversdiversediversewayswayseways thatthatbroadbroad generaldgeneralbgenergeneralizationsalualbaiu ationsactions based on
specific periods and sources become suspect even within a single
plural family members reacted to the principle in markedly different
fashion and their reactions often changed through time 4

the recent spate ofpolygamy studies may seem like a surfeit to
some readers but if solemn covenant is correct about the central
place of plural marriage in nineteenth century mormonism then
polly gamie apostle orson hydes favorite topic according to

one unmarried woman in manti deserves many more scholarly
articles and books
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parley pratt was a pivotal figure in early mormon history much
of what is regarded as mormon doctrine was exposited in his
many theological works hehas been characterized as an intellectual
second only to joseph smith in the early mormon movement and a
synthesizer of the semisystematicsemisystematic set of theological arguments
within mormonism 1 timothy L smith credits pratt with effectively
appealing to biblical authority to establish the credibility of the
book of mormon and the revelations later published in the doctrine
and covenants 2

for pratt mormonism instead of being confined to a few
dogmas or general truths opens the flood gates of all truth and
knowledge and teaches mankind to retain all the truth they can
already comprehend and comprehend as much more as they can
all the time 2131133 the restoration itself was in his view an outpouring
of truth

by new revelation by the authorities of heaven by the minis-
tration of angels by the ordination of prophets and apostles
and ministers or elders by their testimony and ministry on the
earth by the organization of saints by the administration of
ordinances by the operations of the holy spirit all for the
government of man 4

prattprattwentwent to great lengths to expound these teachings through such
diverse media as books pamphlets tracts essays poems fictional
works hymns plays historical works and editorials several hun-
dred works emerged from his pen

most students of mormonism are familiar with A voice of
warning key to theology and the autobiographyautobiograpby of parley P
pratt eight hymns written by parley pratt are contained in the
current LDS hymnal however due to the inaccessibility of much of
his work pratts other extensive contributions to early mormon
literature and theology are not widely understood and apprecia-
ted twentieth century attempts to make pratts writings available
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include samuel russells 1913 publication of bhetherue millennial hymns
ofofparleyparley P pratt containing fifty selections ofofprattspratts poetry set to
music and parker pratt robinsons writings of parleyofparley parker pratt
published by deseret press in 1952

the most recent effort is the essential parley P pratt the first
book in the new classics in mormon thought series by signature
books thisibis book contains twenty selections from parley pratts
writings a publishers preface and a foreword by peter crawley
which is a reproduction of crawleyscrawlersCrawleys excellent 1982 mormon
history association presentation subsequently published in dial-
ogue 5 in his study crawley places pratts writings within the
context of the churchschurche first decade when little was published that
dealt with any aspect of mormon theology xvi pratts early
pamphlets describing basic doctrines were among the first latter
day saint theological works crawley boldly contends that pratt
was the inventor of mormon book writing and that many of the
latter day saint theological works to follow were patterned after his
earlier compositions

while pratt was the first to publish certain ideas and concepts
unique to mormonism crawley would likely agree that many of
the concepts pratt introduced were not original with him E robert
paul has already observed that pratts unique literary talents were
used to synthesize the ideas of joseph smith and others into a

systematic theological system 6 joseph smith himself seemed to
suggest this in a speech he gave to the relief society on april 28
1842 he may well have been alluding to parley pratt among others
when he referred to great big elders who having received
josephs teachings in private would then go forth into the world
and proclaim the things he had taught them as their own revela-
tions 2171177 pratts writings had to be revised in some instances because
he had published teachings which were either not in harmony
with the prophets view or had not been cleared with the prophet
before publication 8

while joseph smiths influence is very evident in pratts writ-
ings such nineteenth century thinkers as charles lyell thomas
chalmers timothy dwight thomas dicks and others may also
have helped shape his style and thought parleys beginnings were
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near new lebanon new york a hotbed of various religious and
philosophical systems from that of the shakers to the transcenden-
taliststalists naturally questions are raised as to how much their ideas
influenced him and whether he was attracted only by the primitive
gospel movement in light of these questions an essay on parleys
major ideas in light of european and american intellectual history
would have greatly added to an understanding of the selections the
publisher chose

the publishers preface is probably the weakest part of the
overall work the factual information is too often inaccurate for
example the death ofpratts wife thankful is placed in canada while
he is serving a mission there xi actually she died in kirtland
withwithprattpratt present on march 22518372518575 18371857 and was then buried in the
churchyard near the temple 9

the brief dissent of pratt during the kirtland period is only
partially explained the preface indicates that pratt leading other
dissenters accused smith of false prophecy referring I1 assume to
a letter parley sent to joseph smithwhich was later stolen bywarren
parrish and published in zions watchman smith countered by
calling a church court to excommunicate the dissenters the pre-
face continues xi with reference to the high council trial fiasco
described in history of the church w the reader of methe essential
would not know this because there are no footnotes in fact pratt
wrote two letters to joseph smith and gave speeches in the kirtland
temple stating he was against the prophets business dealings he
claimed however thatthezionsthat the zions watchman letter hadhadbeenbeen altered
by parrish pratt felt that although joseph smith and sidney rigdon
had used poor judgment in the kirtland safety society theywerethey were still
men of god 12

shortly after thankfulsThankfuls death pratt married mary ann frost
steams a widow on may 141837 not on may 91838 as indicated
by the publisher xi 13 probably the most misleading section of the
publishers preface is the account of parleys adoption of plural
marriage and the divorce of mary ann explaining the complexities
of pratts marriages is beyond the scope of either the publishers
preface or this review but some clarification is required here pratt
learned about his right to take additional wives in june 1843 14
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contrary to what is written in thetye essential parley and mary ann
consulted together on prospective wives though mary ann was
initially very much opposed to the doctrine 15 after consultations
with vilate kimball heber C kimballsKimballs first wife maryann gave her
consent 16 parley and mary ann were close during 1843 and 1844
even though three other plural wives joined the family elizabeth
brotherton onjulyon july 2424184324184518431845 marywoodmarymars wood on september 9918441844 and
hannahette snively on november 2 1844 17 mary ann appears to
have accepted the other wives and certainly knew about them the
publishers preface indicates she did not xi

however mary ann did not know about the november 20
1844 sealing of belinda mardin hilton and parley P pratt until
august 1845 rumors oftheir relationship maywellmaywellweliweil have reached her
earlier probably through sarah the outspoken wife of parleys
brother orson 18 by the time ordinance work began in the nauvoo
temple mary ann and parley were having serious disagreements
she was sealed to joseph smith for eternity and to parley for time on
february 61846 but never considered herself a pratt from that time
forward they were divorced in 1853 199

another inaccuracy in the publishers preface is the discussion
of the writing of pratts autobiography rhethe essential maintains
that this important document is the work of parley pratt jr john
taylor and george cannon xiii while the first two edited the work
extensively cannon served only as a scribe for the nearly three
hundred page manuscript section of the autobiography which
precedes the 1851 journal pratts history is a compilation from
several sources but almost 90 percent of it comes from his own
earlier writings 20

what about the text of the essential itself Is this a valuable
documentary source book on the whole it is not even though the
editors are quite accurate in reproducing pratts twenty original
printed works they leave it at that there are no explanatory
footnotes to help the reader decipher names places and scriptural
passages because pratt used references from the 1830 edition of
the book of mormon citing page and line number the present day
references would have been helpful
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the publisher has not explained or justified selection criteria
and the question naturally arises whether the twenty selections really
representrepresentthethe essential ParlepariepanieparleypparleyparleysyPP pratt prattwrotePrattwrote many theological
and literary works publishing some in books and tracts and others in
newspapers andperiodicals the emphasis of this work is mainly his
already more accessible published pamphlets and tracts the editors
include only one example of pratts poetry which in reality made
up a large part of his writings A complete bibliography of all pratts
works and a brief discussion preceding each selection and explain-
ing its particular significance would have added greatly to this work

in some instances a work selected for rhethe essential has
appeared in several editions but the editors have reproduced only
the original edition which in many cases was later modified docu-
mentary editors must weigh several factors in deciding to use a par-
ticular edition of an authors work suggests maryjomary jo klines guide
to documentary editing one might choose the edition that reflects
the authors most fully expressed intentions the edition that is the
most historically significant or the edition deemed to be the most
literary 21 this decision presupposes a very thorough knowledge of
the various documents and the author none ofwhichofwhich is evident here

there cancanbecabbebe good reasons for choosing the original edition but
footnotes showing corrections from subsequent editions or refer-
ences to original manuscripts would be helpful and maybe even
necessary for example the essential includes an 1853 sermon
entitled spiritual communication 172 83 which was published
in journal of discourses 16 15 the parley P pratt papers at
brigham young university special collections contain part of the
manuscript of the speech as recorded by stenographer george D

watt watt told pratt he wanted the speech in the hands of the
compositor early on monday morning and to please use dispatch

and oblige your bro in the bonds of peace pratt apparently cor-
rected the watt version for there are several differences between
the manuscript speech and the printed version A short example at
the very end of the speech is instructive the manuscript reads
1I have received the holy anointing and I1 cannot rest there I1 have
told it now you see when I1 get to talking I1 never know when to
stop but I1 will give way for I1 want to hear from my bre &cac may
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god bless you allaliailal lAmenamen the printed version reads 1I have received
the holy anointing and I1 can never rest till the last enemy is
coconquerednquered death destroyed and truth reigns triumphant may god
bless you all amen even though it would have taken additional
work on the part of the editor to refer to this and other similar
changes from the manuscript the effort could certainly have helped
the reader see how pratts ideas went from a transcript ofthe spoken
word to the printed page

A careful comparison of various editions can help the reader
understand the development of the authors thought and literary
abilities over time this is crucial in the case of pratts writings
because he wrote while mormon theology was developing rapidly
the essentials chapter entitled kingdom ofgod is taken from the
original 1837 edition ofvoice ofwarningwhich though significant
was modified in later editions the 1847 edition in particular not only
changed some of the wording of the original version but actually
reduced the length of the book itself 22

pratts writings were modified both by himself and by subse-
quent nineteenth and twentieth century mormon theologians for
example the key to beologytheology7 was extensively revised by charles W
penrose to make pratts work concur with the prevailing doctrine at
the time especially with reference to the holy ghost and plural
marriage since the original editions chapters were included in rhethe
essential the changes made by penrose might have been included in
the footnotes so the reader could trace the development of several
mormon doctrines from the nineteenth century into the twentieth 23

it is always exciting to read the writings of parley P pratt one
of the paramount intellectual thinkers of early mormonism the
essential is important in that it brings us a bit closer to the man his
writings and the milieu of early mormonism unfortunately the
book is flawed and deficient the definitive documentary source
book on parley P pratt remains to be compiled
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NOTES

1 E robert paul early mormon intellectuals parley P and orson pratt a
response dialogue 15 autumn 1982 424842 48 paulpaulmeaulmM edwards thefhe secular
smiths journal qfmormonof mormon history 4 1977 3173 17 erich robert paul science
relikelfkeifreligionriongion andmormonand Mormon cosmologyurbanacosmologyurbatiaCosmology Urbana university of illinois press 1992 and
larry C porter and milton V backman jr doctrine and the temple in nauvoo
byustudlesbyustudiesBYU Studies 32 winter and spring 1992 415641 56

2 timothy L smith the book of mormon in a biblical culture journal of
mormon history 7 1980 332152121 see especially 182018 20

3parley P pratt mormonism julyjulylojuryloJulylOiylo10 1853journal18531855 journal ofdiscoursesof Discourses 2626volsvolsvois
liverpool england R james 1985 1307

4pratt mormonism 308
5 peter crawley parley P pratt father of mormon pamphleteeringpainpmeteeringPamphleteering dial-

ogue 15 autumn 198213261982131982 132613 26
waultaulgpaul earlymormonearlymormon intellectuals 42424848 and E robert paul joseph smith

and the plurality of worlds idea dialogue 19 summer 1986 12 36
7 nauvoo7nauvoo relief society minutes april 282818421842 archives division church

historical Ddepartmentepartment the churchofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
hereafter cited as LDS churcharchivesandrewf ehatandlyndonwehatand lyndonwlyndoneLyndonW cook the

words ofofjosephjoseph smith provo utah brighamyoungBrighamYoung university 19801141980 11419114 19see19 see
especially 116 wilford woodruffjournalwoodruffjournal end of 1842 wilford woodruffpapers
LDS church archives and wilford woodruff wilford WoodrufwoodruffPss journals ed
scott G kenney 9 vols salt lake city signature books 1984 2199

joseph smithjournalsmithjournal september 1118391839joseph1839 joseph smithpapersSmith Papers LDS church
archives dean CjesseecjesseecresseeCJessee ed the papers ofofjosephjoseph smith 2 vols salt lake city
deseretbookDeseret Book 19892330joseph198923301989 20osephstmthrhistoryofthejoseph smithjr history of7be church ofjesusofjesus christ
oflatterof latter day saints edadbedbB HHRrobertsoberts 6volskvols6 voisvols saitsaitlakecitysalt lake city deseretnewsDeseret News 1970
47 hereafter cited as history of the churchchurchy and parley P pratt jr ed
autobiography ofparleyof parley P pratt salt lake city deseret book 1985 290

9prattsprattftattautobiographyautobiography 14043140 434messengerandadvocate2messenger andadvocateandAdvocate 2 Maylmaymayimayl8361836380836856 380
8811 parley P pratt to john taylor november 27 1836 john taylor papers LDS

churcharchivesChurch Archives messenger andadvocateand Advocate 3 april 18374961837 496 woodruffjournalwoodruff journal
may 26 1837 and joseph fielding journal joseph fielding papers 8108 10 LDS

churcharchivesChurch Archives
parleypparleysParleyP pratt totojosephjoseph smith may2318372318723187zionszions watchman march 28

1838 richard uveseyanUveliveseyseyAnan exposure ofmormonismof mormonism A statement offactsof facts relating
to rhethethyselftheselfsefseystyled latterdaysaintsmanchesterlatteriatter day saints manchester england npap 184081840 898 9 joseph9josephajoseph
fieldingjournalfielding journal august 331838josephfieldingpapers1838joseph1838 joseph fielding papers LDS churcharchivesChurch Archives and
history of the church 2484862484 86

11 orson pratt and lymanjohnsonLyman johnson tonewelktoNeto newelwelKweikK whitney may291837 newel
K whitney papers special collections harold B lee library brigham young
university provo utah mary fielding to mercy fielding june 15 1837 mary
fielding smith papers LDS churcharchivesChurch Archives maryfieldingmary fielding to mercy fielding july
51837 mary fielding smithpapers LDS churcharchivesChurchArchives and maryllussellmaryrussellrusseli to isaac
Pussellrussellrusselipusselljulyjuly 171718371837 isaac russell papers LDLDSS churchchurcharchivesarchives
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parley P pratt to the public eldersjournalElders Journal edjosephsmithed joseph smith august
1838 50 51 and parley P pratt A reply to mr thomasyhomas taylors complete
failure &cac and mr richard liveseysLiveseys mormonism exposed manchester
england W R thomas 1840112184011840 1121 12

13 messenger and advocate 3 may 1837 512 and parley P pratt family
record of parley parker pratt parley P pratt papers LDS church archives the
latter record is a handwritten record kept by parley of all his family vital statistics
marriages and blessings

14 pratt probably didnotdidiotdid not learn about plural marriage in 1839 as suggested in
the essential though he was concerned about the relationship he and his first wife
thankful would have in the hereafter and learned fromfrotnjosephjoseph thatshe would be his
for time and all eternity pratt autobiography 25960259 60

15 reva stanley the archer ofparadiseof paradise caldwell idaho caxton printers
1937 1621626565 and maryann pratt smith affidavit joseph F smith affidavits LDS

churcharchivesChurch Archives
16 vilate kimball to heber C kimballjuneKimballjune 291843 heber C kimballpapersKimball Papers

LDS churcharchivesChurchArchives see also SLstanleyeybB kimball heber C kimball andfamily the
nauvoo years byustudiesBYU studies 15 summer 19754626319754621975 4626346265462 63

17 pratt family record parley P pratt to hannahette Siislisllsnivelyively prattjunepratt june 5
1845 parley P pratt papers LDS churchchurcharchivesarchives and parley P pratt to maryasinmaryatinMarmaryyarinyAtinann
pratt Ddecember 181818441844 parley P pratt papers LDSIDS churchchurcharchivesarchives

pratt family record belinda indicates that brigham young and erastus
snow were the onlywitnessesonly witnesses of the sealing at snows house probably kept secret
because shemaynotyetshe maynotyet have been legally divorced fromherzfromherfromherfirstfirsthusbandhusband benjamin
abbottAbbotabbotthiltonhiltontHilton belinda marden pratt autobiographical sketch february 171884
1 7 belinda marden pratt papers IDSLDS churchchurcharchivesarchives

belinda lived with parley during part of his mission to the eastern states
precipitating rumors which provoked some of the saints in that mission to join the
strang and rigdon movements philadelphia branch minutes 184318434545 october 6
november 4418441844 RLDS archivesArchivearchivesjohnsjohnjohn hardy history oftleoftbeof rhethe trials ofelderjobnof eldereider tohnjohn
hardy apnp 184518451 and robert steven pratt history of eastern states 1842-
1845 paper presented at the mormon history association 1983 in authors
possession N B helverson to sidney rigdon july 91845 messenger andadvo
cate 1126870268701268268 70 benjbenjaminamin winchester to ebenezer robinsonjuly9184robinson july918455 messenger
andadvocateand advocate 1272 parley P pratt beware of imposition the prophet march
292918451845 2 and orson pratt to Brigbrighamhannharn young january 121218461846 brighatnyoungbrighamyoung
papers LDSIDS churchchurcharchivesarchives

19 nauvoo templetempie sealingsdealingsSealings february 6 1846 LDS church archives and
divorce certificate march 551853518551853 maryannmarymarsann pratt smith from parley parker pratt
brigham young papers LDLDSS churchchurcharchivesarchives

20 robert steven pratt the autobiography of parley A pratt A study of
sources unpublished inauthorsauthorspossessiongeorgeqcannonjownalpossession georgeQ cannonjournalCannon journal septernsexternseptem-
berber7bera7 september 231854 LDS churcharchivesChurch Archives isaiah Coombscoombsjoumalcoombsjournaljournal october
111118561856 isaiah coombs papers LDS churcharchivesChurchArchives and ParleparieparleyyPP pratt to family
january 331857518571857 parley P pratt papers IDSLDS churchchurcharchivesarchives

21 maryjomaryjo klineaalinea guide totodocumentaryeditingdocumentary editing baltimorejohnsbaltimore johns hopkins
universitypressuniversity press 198787881987871987 878887 88
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compare kingdom of god in the essential 1 14 with A voice of
warning aspublishedinnewyorkinas published in newyork in 1837 and thenwiththethen with the editions published in
manchester 184184lnewyork1 newyorkNewYork 18421842nauvoonauvoo 1844 edinburgh 1847 and liverpool
1852 and 1854

one further correction the essential quotes from the fountain ofknowl-
edge immortality and eternal life of the material body and intelligence and
affection from a pamphlet published in 1844 not 1840 97 130 see parley P
pratt an appeal to the inhabitants of the state of new york letter to queen
victoria reprintedfromreprintedfrom the tenth europeeuropeanan edition the fountain of knowl-
edge immortality odtheof the body and andintelligenceintelligence andaffectionand affection nauvoo iffjohn111.111Iffiliillinfinn john
taylor 184418441 rptnpaptrpt npap david C martinndmartinedmartin nd

23 the essential quotes keys of the mysteries of the godhead 18492184 92
originoftheodtheof the universe 19399193 99and99 and destinydestinyof of theuniversethe universe 200205200 205fromkey205 fromkeyfrolkey

to thesciencethe science ofoftheologytheology liverpool 1855266218552662 charles DdpenrosemadepenrosemadePenrose made many
changes compareParlefatlepariepatieparleypfatleypparleysyP prattprtt key to rhethethesciencescience oftheologyoftheology liverpool 1855
384138 41 66 949594 95 989998 99 15973159 73 with parley P pratt key to the science of
theology salt lake city deseretdeseretbookbook 19734548729719734519731975 4548729748729745 98100 10216070102160 70
for a discussion of changes in doctrine see thomas GGAalexanderlexander the reconstruc-
tion of mormon doctrine fromjosephfromjoseph smith to progressive theology sunstone
5 july august 1980 24 3333



brief notices

A historical overview of the costume books the wealth ofinforofinfor-
mationmormonscormons and their clothing she garnered brings richer

184018501840 1850 by carma dejongde jong texture to the record of the daily
anderson phd diss brigham lives of the saints women spent
young university 1992 every spare moment knitting so

their families could have inexpen-
siveandersons pioneering work on stockings paunchy men used

mormonismsMormoni sms material culture was whalebone stays in their vests to
written to provide historical cloth-
ing

preserve the tightlysculpturedsculpturedlooklook
information for producers for the hancock family each possess-

ingstage and film sculptors and graph-
ic

only one tow shirt or dress de-
jectedlyartists ix left behind their seasons

the studysstuds importance how-
ever

crop offlaxwhentheyfledofflaxwhentheyfledmissourimissouri
extends beyond that increas-

ingly
A young norwegian american

significant but small cadre goudy hogan sawsawjosephjoseph smith in
detailed well documented and his light colored linen coat noted
copiously illustrated andersons a small hole in each elbow of his
explication offootwear waistcoats coat sleeve and concluded thathe
shawls and outerwear trousers was not a proud man 128
aprons coveralls and accessories anderson cogently observes As
won her the 1992 reese award for the fields of sociology and psychol-

ogythe best dissertation in mormon have explored the impact of
history interesting history this is multiple environments on human
too furnishing a new perspective life the importance ofourmost inti-

mateon the identities of early church environment our clothing
members many of whom literally has become more apparent xiv
wore on their sleeves or hats or jill mulvay derr
shoes clear indications of their na-
tional origins occupations and
socioeconomicsocio economic ranks follow the living prophet

anderson searched out mea-
sured

by brent L top larry E dahl and
and photographed clothing walter D bowen bookcraft 1993

in private and museum collections
studied folk art paintings engrav-
ings

whether for those who willingly
and photographsandphotographs andconsulted listen or for those who are con-

fusedcontemporarywrittencontemporarywritten descriptions by some alternative voices
store ledgers advertisements and this timely and significant book
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builds a careful case for obedience hole in the rock saga the final
to the living prophets based upon chapter our future safety is a
thorough research in church gov-
ernment

forceful coda the books central
and doctrine follow the theme is also reinforced by six land-

markliving prophet deals with such top-
ics

addresses provided in the ap-
pendixesas the responsibilities of the pre-

siding
pendixeses these addresses by

quorums inadministering and harold B lee spencer W kimball
governing the church succession J reubenreubenclarkclark marion GgromneyromneyGRgrodneyomney
in the presidency general confer-
ence

boyd K packer and gordon B

living oracles and the stan-
dard

hinckley comprise one fifth of
works and the principles of the volume

counsel and common consent other follow the living prophets is a
chapters trace patterns ofrevelationofrevelation valuable source book for all mem-

bersand apostasy and emphasize the cru-
cial

ofthe church it is a handbook
need for a listening ear for survival through obedience to

without being ponderous the those whom the lord has chosen
book handles weighty matters in and set in place
clear and inviting language that lucile C tate
serves to frame order and situate
abundant quotations from scripture
and from church leaders indeed lesmormonsbymassirnointrovignelesmormonsbymassimo introvigne
the authors intend that their own brepolsBrepols 1991
voices should recede so that those
of the brethren assume the fore-
ground

with their opinions influenced
it is more important to us bybypierrepierre benoittbenoltsbenoitsBenoltsoits somewhat histori-

calthat the reader know what they 1921 novel le lac salesamsaie many
teach and feel than what we think speakers of french have had a very
about the matter ix limited view of mormonism in les

this book weaves together a re-
markable

mormonscormonsMormons massimo introvigne ac-
knowledgescollection of statements there are widespread

from the prophets seers and reve and inaccurate perceptions of mor
latorsgators of the restored church the mons that attribute to them a poly-

gamousconsistency and unanimity of these lifestylelife style yet in our day he
statements is compelling I1 found states that his intent is to provide a
myself drawn especially to the factual and objective view of who
discussion of unanimity several the mormonscormons really are as well as a
pages 61 63 explicate the settled clear view of the origins and evolu-

tionand vital principle that all deci-
sions

of their church and religion
of the presiding quorums in addition to an apparent in

must be by the unanimous voice deithdepth exposure to a broad array of
of the same dacdagd&c 10727 written sources the author by his

using as its point of departure own claim made numerous trips to
the story of arabella smiths cour-
age

utah as well as to missouri meeting
and commitment during the with various mormon splinter
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groups active mormonscormonsMormons and anti
mormonscormonsMormons he states that he metwithmedwith
intellectual mormonscormons of all sorts

from the most liberal such as the
editors of dialogue to the most
conservative 9 after such a vari-
etyetyofpersonalofpersonal contacts butwithoutbut without
placing his scholars objectivity in
question the catholic writer does
speak of having established ties of
friendly rapportwithrapport with severalintelseveral intel-
lectual mormonscormonsMormons 9 these con-
tacts apparently helped the author
develop the books particularly ex-
tensive bibliography

introvigne cites mormonism in
his introduction as the most impor-
tant of the alternative religions
established during the past two hun
dreddredyearsyears he supports this conten-
tion by the extent and objectivity
of his coverage he has sections on
the doctrine and history of mor-
monism as well as an anthology of
mormon writings in addition he
provides an overview of mormon
fine arts with brief looks at archi-
tecturetecture sculpture painting litera-
ture and music he rounds out the
work with sections on the spiritual
lifestylelife style of mormonscormonsMormons a sociological
profile and a discussion ofthe orga-
nizationnization of the LDS community

readers of french who wish to
experience an objective assess-
ment of mormonism written by
a non mormon will enjoy les
mormonscormonsMormons probably the most in
depth and the least biased out-
siders viewpublished to date in the
french language

michael D bush



inscription on a coffin reading fromthe middle to the left the father of
the girl is identified as a priest in the egyptian religion of the time reading
from the middle to the right the girlsgirrs mother is said to be the lady of the
house and beloved of her husband courtesy ofofbyuBYU egyptianarchaeolo-
gical project



mormon bibliography 1992
ellen M copley

introduction
the mormon bibliography for 1992 is a selective bibliography

of publications about mormonscormons and mormonism although every
attempt has been made to include all aspects of mormonism we
have purposely excluded some types of items for instance news-
paper articles and articles published in the official magazines of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints are well indexed
by the church itself and are not reiterated here however the
individual poems short stories and other such works from these
official magazines have been retained and are listed in the arts and
literature section of the bibliography the arts and literature section
also includes every item of this kind which was written by a mor-
mon author regardless of the content with the exception of critical
essays the other sections and the critical essays in the arts and
literature section include only articles and books written with a

specific mormon focus and theme
As do compilers of any bibliography of course we constantly

fear not knowing of a publication and therefore leaving it out
readers who know ofpublications that should have been included
in this mormon bibliography are asked to contact either ellen copley
or scott duvall department of special collections and manuscripts
4040 HBLL brigham young university provo utah 84602 we willwin
include those publications in the 1993 mormon bibliography

this bibliography begins with a list of abbreviations and is
broadly organized into the following sections arts and literature
bibliography biography and autobiography contemporary issues
doctrine and scripture history and inspiration the works are
listed alphabetically by author within each section

byustudiesBYU studies 33 no 2 1993
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LISTIUSTlust OF abbreviationsabbreviaiions
the following abbreviations are used for mormon content periodicals and
anthologies that have been analyzed by chapter

mormon content periodicals

AMCAP amc4pjournalAMCAP journaltournai 18 no 1 1992 published by the
association ofmormon counselors and psychothera-
pists salt lake city

BH beehive history 18 1992 published annually by
the utah state historical society salt lake city issue
was dedicated to utahs governors included are
those whose descriptions most clearly indicate they
were mormon

byustudiesBYU Studies BbyustudiesBYUYU studies 32 1992 published quarterly by bri-
gham young university provo utah

BBYUYU today BYU today 46 1992 published six times a year by
brigham young university provo utah includes
feature articles news items and columns

CC212x122 1991199iggi1 chronicles ofofcouragecourage 2 1991199iggi1 salt lake city daugh-
ters of utah pioneers 1991 published annually

CC66319923 1992 chronicles ofcourageofcourage 3 1992 salt lake city daugh-
ters of utah pioneers 1992 published annually

dialogue dialogue Ajournalajournalaljournal ofmormonof mormon thought 25 1992
published quarterly by the dialogue foundation
logan utah

ensign ensign 22 1992 published monthly by the church
ofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city

exponent II11Il exponent 11II 16 17 1992 published quarterly by
exponent II11 inc arlington massachusetts no
official connection with the LDS church issue 4 of
volume 16 and issue 1 of volume 17 are the only
1992 issues

inscape inscape 1992 Aforum for student fiction published
semiannually by the brigham young university en-
glish department and college of humanities provo
utah only one issue available at time of compilation

insight insight 7 8 1992 A forum for nonfiction writing
published once each semester by the brigham
young university honors program provo utah
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insights insights an ancient window nos 80 85 1992
published six times a year by the foundation for
ancient research and mormon studies FARMS
provo utah

JBOMS journal of book of mormon studies 1 fall 1992
published semiannually by the foundation for an-
cient research and mormon studies FARMS
provo utah

JMH journal of mormon history 18 1992 published
semiannually by the mormon history association
provo utah

JWHAJ john whitmer historical association journal 12
1992 publishedpublishedannuallybytheannually bythe association lamoni

iowa deals with latter day saint history

Llatteraatertter day digest latter day digest 1 1992 published by the latter
day foundation for the arts orem utah only one
issued was published in 1992

LDSldsentertainmententertainment LDS entertainment magazine 1 1992 published
by SoWright publications inc payson utah only
four issues were published

LE leading edge nos 25 and 26 1992 A forum
for science fiction and fantasy published trntriannually
by TIETLE press provo utah only two issues were
published in 1992

lgb literature and beliefbelief1212 1992 published annually
by the brigham young university college of human-
ities provo utah

marca marcaffispdnicamarca hispanicshispanicapanicaHis 3 1992 published annually by the
brigham young university spanish and portuguese
department provo utah

MBN mormon bibliographic newsletter 1 1992 pub-
lished quarterly by orrin schwab books logan utah
short articles as well as early mormon bibliographic
citations

MHAN mormonhistoryassociationhistory association newsletter nos 83 86
1992 published quarterly by the mormon history

association provo utah
nauvoojournalnauvoo journal nauvoo journal 4 1992 published semiannually

by the earlymormonearlybarlyMormonmormonresearchinstituteresearch institute hyrum utah
contains a continuing article entitled list of church
members in nauvoo IL11 taken from 1842 census
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new era new era 22 1992 official publication for youth
published monthly by the church ofjesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city

RV restoration voice nos 818681 86 1992 published six
times a year by cumorah books independence mis-
souri no official connection with the RLDS church
many articles are reprints from the saints herald
included in this bibliography are only articles of a
historical nature pertaining to the period of time
before the separation ofthe LDS and RLDS churches

saints herald saints herald 139 1992 family magazine pub-
lished monthly by the reorganized church ofjesus
christ of latter day saints independence missouri

schrift schrift 1 1992 published annually by the brigham
young university germanic and slavic languages
department provo utah

sunstone sunstone 16 1992 published six times a year by
the sunstone foundation salt lake city

this people this people 13 1992 published quarterly by utah
alliance publishing inc salt lake city contains fea-
ture articles and columns

UHQ utah historical quarterly 60 1992 published
quarterly by the utah state historical society salt
lake city

witness witness nos 76 79 1992 published quarterly by
the foundation for research on ancient america
independence missouri

WRIuriuru wasatch review international 1 1992 A mormon
literaryjournalliterary journal published semiannuallysemiannualtyinoreminorem utah

ZA zions advocate 69 1992 official publication
published monthly by the church of christ inde-
pendencependence missouri

zarubZarahZarabzarahemlazarabemlaemla zarahemlaZarahemla A forumforforum forpor LDS poetry 1 1991921991 92
published quarterly by michael R collings thou-
sand oaks california

ZR zarahemlaZarahemla record nos 59 64 1992 published
bimonthly by the zarahemlaZarahemla research foundation
independence missouri
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anthologies analyzed by chapter

aaa7ATWW nyman monte S and charles D tate jr eds the
book of mormon alma the testimony of the
word provo utah religious studies center bri-
gham young university 1992 papers from the sixth
annual book of mormon symposium 1991199iggi1

BAF england eugene ed bright angels and familiars
contemporary mormon stories salt lake city
signature books 1992

DBM van orden brucebruceabriceaBruceAA andandbrentbrent L top eds doctrines
of the book of mormon the 1991 sperry sympo-
sium salt lake city deseret book 1992

DLLS DLLS proceedings 1992 proceedings of the deseret
language Linguisticsandlinguisticsand society 1992 symposium
provo utah brigham young university 1992

DS brigham young university 199119921991 1992 devotional
and fireside speeches provo utah university publi-
cationscations 1992

FH smith george D ed faithful history essays on
writing mormon history salt lake city signature
books 1992

FL finding the light in deep waters and dark times
favorite talkstalksfromfromarom especiallyespeciallyfor for youth salt lake
city bookcraft 1992

FR the fightforrightfight forpor right strengthforstrength forrorrof youth in the latter
days salt lake city deseret book 1992

HAYTWHATTW nyman monte S and charles D tate jr eds the
book of mormon helaman through 3 nephi 8
according to thy word provo utah religious
studies center brigham young university 1992
papers from the seventh annual book of mormon
symposium 1992

LESz71991199 1 flinders neiljneila and valerie holladay eds proceed-
ings of the laying the foundations symposium
march 222322 23 1991 provo utah college of educa-
tion brigham young university 1992

LESlfs19921992 richards A legrand and valerie holladay proceed-
ings of the second annual laying the foundations
symposium march 20 21 1992 provo utah col-
lege of education brigham young university 1992
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MC the magic of christmas A collection of stories
poems essays and traditions by favorite LDS au-
thors salt lake city deseret book 1992

morality morality salt lake city bookcraft 1992

NMHNAIH quinn D michael ed the new mormon history
revisionist essays on the past salt lake city signa-
ture books 1992

RG the restored gospel and applied christianity stu-
dentdent essays in hohonornor ofofpresidenpresidentPresidentdadauiddavidvid 0 mckay
1992 provo utah center for the study of christian
values in literature and the religious studies center
brigham young university 1992

waaw&a hanks maxine ed women and authority re
emerging mormon feminism salt lake city signa-
ture books 1992

uttWFFWTF smith barbara B and shirley W thomas comps
where feelings flower poetry of LDS women salt
lake city bookcraft 1992

WSC anderson dawn hall and marie cornwall eds
women steadfast in christ talks selectedfromselected from the
1991 womens conference cosponsoredsponsoredco sponsoredbybrigbamby brigham
young university and the relief society salt lake
city deseret book 1992

ARTS AND literature
novels short stories plays poetry critical essays personal essays music
and articles about the arts written by or about mormonscormonsMormons

art
bradley martha sonntag mormon art untapped power for good this

people 1513 fall 1992201992 20 26
jackson frank W profiling women of nauvoo an essay in black on

white BBYUbyhbyustudiesYUstudies 32 winterspringWinter Spring 1992 314 18
mcentire frank dreams and shields spiritual dimensions in contem-

porary art salt lake city salt lake art center 1992
oman richard G henri robert bresilsBresils alma baptizing in the waters of

mormon byustudiesBYU Studies 32 summer 1992101219921011992 101loliol10122
lehisgehis vision of the tree of life A cross cultural perspective in

contemporary latter daysaintartsmtartsutartSainSmtArt byustudiesBYU Studies 32 fall 19921992534199255345 34
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oman richard G A view ofofnauvoonauvoo BYUbyustudiesstudies 32 winterspringWinter Spring
19923191992519319 20

proctor maurine jensen and scot facer proctor source of0f the light
A witness and testimony ofjesusofjesus christ the savior andredeemerand redeemer
ofodallallaliail salt lake city deseret book 1992 photographic essay

critical essays

arrington leonard J the christ bearer this people 13 spring 1992
181918 19

bell M shayne the work of poetry zarahemlaZarahemla 1 september 1992
121 2

england eugene the dawning of a brighter day mormon literature
after 150 years WRIWIRIwirl 1 no 1 1992 5 21 excerpted from BYU
studies 22 spring 1982 131311511 60.60go

how others see Us how we see ourselves this people 13
holiday 1992771992 77 84

mormon women speak this people 13 summer 1992 596159659 6611
virginia sorensen as the founding foremother of the mormon

personal essay my personal tribute exponent 1117II11 17 no 1 1992
121412 14

hyde paulPaupaulnolannolanlNolaninolan on the altar zarahemlaZarahemla 1 june 1992 131 3

jeffery duane E how mormonscormons view the universe this people 13
summer 1992 22

nichols julie J the extraordinary in the ordinary womens stories
womens lives dialogue 25 summer 199273811992731992 7381758173 81

powley william poetry under the magnifying glass zarahemlaZarahemla 1

march 1992 1 2

smith nola diane saturdays women female characters as angels and
monsters in saturdays warrior and reunion masters thesis
brigham young university 1992

drama

hill leslie anne the house guest masters thesis brigham young
university 1992

howe susan elizabeth voices of the sisters in WSC 35 52
neville david odell action televisions meet the poet schrift 1

1992131992 13 17
paxton robert C jr A dream deferred A modem tragedy in three

acts masters thesis brigham young university 1992
slover tim and james arrington wilford woodruff gods fisherman

sunstone 16 february 1992 28 48
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novels

allred gordon T the companion salt lake city bookcraft 1992
card orson scott lost boys new york harpercollinsHarperCollins 1992

the memory of earth vol 1 of homecoming new york TOR
1992

erickson karlakadaranawadakaria AJs promise salt lake city bookcraft 1992
gagon david honorable release salt lake city signature books 1992
heimerdinger chris eddie fantastic american fork utah covenant

communications 1992
hughes dean lucky the detective salt lake city deseret book 1992

childrens fiction
buckysluckys tricks salt lake city deseret book 1992 childrens

fiction
hulmehulmejoynjoyJoyNN climbing the rainbow salt lake city deseret book 1992

childrens fiction
jarvis sharon downing the kaleidoscope season salt lake city deseret

book1992book 1992
keddington dorothy the mermaids purse park city utah skybird

publishers 1992
kidd kathy H the alphabet year greensboro NC hatrack river

publications 1991
liebenthal jean 2 cottonwood summer salt lake city bookcraft 1992
listonlisten russel shotgun withdrawal npap 1992
littke lael getting rid ofrhodaofrbodaof Rhoda salt lake city deseret book 1992

the mystery of rubysrabys ghost salt lake city deseret book 1992
lund gerald N truth wirwillWIlwllwilprevailprevail vol 3 of the work and the glory salt

lake city bookcraft 1992
mccloud susan evans ravenwood salt lake city bookcraft 1992
marcum robert angel of armageddonofarmageddon salt lake city bookcraft 1992
montague terry fireweed american fork utah covenant communica-

tions 1992
nelson lee cassidy springvilleSpringville utah council press 1992
perry anne bethlehem road new york st martins press 1990

A dangerous mourning new york fawcett columbine 19911991

defend and betray new york fawcett columbine 1992
the face of a stranger new york fawcett columbine 1990

richardson boyd voices in the wind american fork utah covenant
communications 1992

thayer donluconlu in the minds eye salt lake city aspen books 1992
thornley dianne garwoldsganwoldsGanwolds child xenia ohio synapse press 1991
weyland jack kimberly salt lake city deseret book 1992
yatesyatesalmajalmajalhaj ghosts in thebakerminethe bukerbaker mine salt lake city deseretbookdeseretbook 1992
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yorgason blaine M and sunny oaks secrets salt lake city deseret
book1992book 1992

yorgason brenton and richard myers the garrity test salt lake city
bookcraft 1992

young jerry M ereniaelenaelefiaerenna american fork utah covenant communica-
tions 1992

young margaret blair salvador salt lake city aspen books 1992

personal essays

adams vivian mcconkie the carol of a full heart in MC 1 5

anderson dawn hall busier than thou the primary dialogue 25
summer 199289961992891992 899689 96

anderson lavina fielding jesus wants me for dialogue 25 sum-
mer 1992971051992971992 9710597 105

anderson toryctoryborycC in search of wholeness wri1WIPJwrid1 no 1 1992 131 3
just the fiction maam WRIWW 1 no 2 1992 191 9

arrington leonard J christmas an opportunity to serve the lord
in MC 96 100

augustine sterling that ye be notjudgednot judged inrgiergin RG 677467 74
austin marlene harris afterthought dialogue 25 fall 1992 16473164 73
barber phyllis how I1I1 got cultured A nevada memoir athens univer-

sity of georgia press 1992
bear chief clem plucked from the ashes dialogue 25 winter 1992

140 49
beecher maureen ursenbach dont touch its for relief society this

people 13 spring 1992 384238 42
bell elouise peace be still in WSC 19 32
bennion john the chimerical desert BbyustudiesBYUYUstudies 32 summer 1992

274227 42
black dean the stewardship law latter day digest 1 november

1992731992 73 77
broderick carlfredearlfredCarlfred symbols of the season inmcinacin MC 13

brooks joanna fishing lessons from the old man in RG 394839 48
pardon the blues here inscapeInscape no 1 1992 636663 66

brooks patricia Aview on the gulfwar exponent 1117II11 17 no 1 1992 4
brown nellie theres no place like home dialogue 2255 march 1992

12933129 33
callister ronda roberts A dance with saddam exponent II11 17 no 1

199251992 5
campora olgaoigaolgakovarovakovdfoviovd fruits of faithfulness the saints of czechoslo-

vakia in WSC 134 47
cannon ann edwards the christmas cat this people 13 holiday

1992211992 21 22
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cannon ann edwards where have all the plastic grapes gone this
people 1513 fall 1992 75

cannon heather symmes still on the fringe exponent 11II 16 no 4
199221992 2

cannon helen beach sacred clothing an inside outside perspective
dialogue 25 fall 1992 138 48

clark carol L my red bike IQMCin MC 3553735375557355 37
clark marden J liberating form mormon essays on religion and

literature salt lake city aspen books 1992
craig alison wonder and wondering five meditations dialogue 25

fall 1992 14953149 53 also inscapemlnscapemanscapein Inscape no 1 1992 71 76
crank gwen palm trees and telephone poles LDS entertainment 1

no 2 1992 31
curtis judith B the making of a pacifist exponent il1717ii1717 no 1 199281992 8
cutler ed glad tidings fromfromcumorahcumorah inrgiergin RG 919791 97
dawson kathryn E doing the hokey pokey exponent illg1116II11 16 no 4

1992101992 10

the satanic versus thoughts on the latest and continuing
wars exponent 1117II11 17 no 1 1992 2

edwards deanna two little shoes latter day digest 1 november
1992561992 56 58

edwards jaroldeenharoldeenJaroldeen just one pioneer christmas in MC 19 24
england eugene the quality of mercy personal essays on mormon

experience salt lake city bookcraft 1992
the spirit of mercy at christmas in MC 80 85

FeWfehlbergberg cory meditations five essays masters thesis brighamyoungBrighabrigham youngmYoung

university 1991
fogg brian J glimmers and glitches in zion dialogue 25 summer

19921511992 151 57
the more we get together inrgiergin RG 27 38
symbiosis A collection of personal essays masters thesis

brigham young university 1992
fontaine pauline constructing the pillars of my faith exponent 1116lilgII11 16

no 4 1992 3

fox laura nordin snowflakes of irony exponent 1117II11 17 no 1 1992
6 7

garison robinson holly K of beggars loud and silent in RG 59 65
geary edward A the proper edge of the sky the high plateau country

of utah salt lake city university of utah press 1992 includes
mormon content

green susette fletcher of primary concern dialogue 25 summer
1992831992 83 89

harding becky badger the miracle of the white horse this people 13
holiday 1992 616261 62
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harrellharreilharreiiharrelljackjack form and integrity dialogue 25 summer 1992 12127121 27
harris claudia W finding peace and purpose in the valley in WSC

231 39
hart edward L reflections on a bereavement dialogue 25 march

19921172719921171992 11727117 27
harward nancy whatartthou peterpanexponentiia exponent II11 16 no 4419921992 11

hicks michael A quorum memoir sunstone 16 september 1992
52 54

hinckley gordon B nauvoo sunrise and sunset on the mississippi
byustudlesbyustudiesBYU Studies 32 winterspringWinter Spring 1992 192219 22

hinton kelly clarkdarkoark white walls everyone needs new beginnings this
people 13 summer 1992 14

holladay valerie companionship WRIWWIuriurl 1 no 1 1992 63 76 also in
inscapeInscape no 1 199279951992791992 799579 95

street symphony dialogue 25 fall 1992 1151153030
when it doesnt matter anymore A collection of personal

essays masters thesis brigham young university 1991199iggi1
howe susan elizabeth getting somewhere in WSC 22230222 30
johnston jerry dads and other heroes american fork utah covenant

communications 1992
johnston mary B wild blossoms of faith dialogue 25 summer 1992

13135131 35
jones garth N lukes train ride dialogue 2255 march 1992 131351555 45
kimball linda hoffman and you turn yourself around expo-

nent II11 16 no 4 1992 4
knight zimmer claudia the lights still on spring 1991 exponent II11

17 no 1 1992 3

koltko mark edward constrictions potentials and margins thoughts
on mormon writers WRIWIPJ 1 no 2 1992 109log1091818

lamb kwon tracietrade because I1 was a sister missionary dialogue 25
summer 1992 137 49

larsenlarsenjoLarsenJojo ann A letter to my loved ones IQMCin MC 3333 34
loveless cheri the 10 watch this people 13 holiday 1992 11 12

lythgoe dennis christmas memories ininancinafcMC 62 64
mackay kris the night I1 saw santa claus in MC 767876 78
matthews L patricia As mainstreammamstreamasMamstreamAsAs I1 can get exponent jilg1116II11 16 no 4

199251992 5

mayhew deborah L chaim to life exponent 1117II11 17 no 1 1992 9
merkley karen R 1 I needed more LDS entertainment 1 no 3 1992

192019 20
mortensen pauline the quilting effect wylWRI 1 no 2 1992 99 106
munson erika dinner at sylvias dialogue 25 winter 1992 13538135 38
nelson marian drinking and flirting with the mormon church

dialogue 25 winter 1992 158 68
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palmer sally broadbent taking thought for raiment in RG 1 10
paxman sue voices in a wilderness exponent 1117II11 17 no 1 1992 2
paxton trynaryn elva back to the beginning A collection of personal

essays masters thesis brigham young university 19911991
payne marvin patterns of heaven latter dadayy digest 1 november

1992 474 7
peck elberteibertelberteugeneeugene god the librarian sunstone 16l6februaryfebruary 1992 11

pinborough jan underwood christmas gifts of reconciliation in MC

686968 69
plummer louise thank you very much rock hudson and doris day

in WSC 297303297 303
thoughts of a grasshopper essays and oddities salt lake city

deseretdeseretbookbook 1992
very easy very vogue BYUbyutodaynodaytoday 46 july 1992 232 3

proctor maurine expanding meanings thisthispeoplepeople 13 spring 1992151992 15

pulsipher david saythanksay thank you jesus inscapeInscape no 1 1992 233323 33
pulsipher jenny hale the chickens and me this people 13 summer

1992111992 11 12
riddle lorilorlloriannann stellas house this people 13 fall 1992 17 18
robisonrobisonjoleenjoleen ashman babies berries and santa claus from a collec-

tion of mostly true stories dialogue 25 winter 1992 169711697169 7711

out in left field A true story dialogue 25 summer 1992
11720117 20

rothe ruth G baptism day LDS entertainment 1 no 3 1992 8
the mission call LDS entertainment 1 no 1 1992 14 15

santiago tessa meyer the hand of god injfgin RG 394839 48
rehearsals masters thesis brigham young university 1992

sharp lorettalorettamM jagranbagranJagran WRIWW 1 no 2 1992 959795 97
simpson kim crows dialogue 25 winter 1992 15157151 57
smolka marilyn M AWalawaiawalkintoAwalkwaikkintointo my seasons exponent II11 16 no 4 199291992 9
snedecor barbara elliott on being female A voice of contentment

dialogue 25 fall 1992 155 63
steele michalyn A seneca story insight 7 winter 1992 17 2211

stornettaStometta marcia flanders senpaiserpaiSenpai dialogue 25 fall 1992 131 36
thayer douglas germany 1947 1948 the maturing of an imagina-

tion WWwri1wrid1 no 1 199278931992781992 7893789578 93
thayne emma lou A great sea of support sunstone 16 august 1992

39 44
udall brady creation stories iningRG 192619 26
ulrich laurelthatcherlaurellaurei thatcher aphiabhiA phibeta kappa key and a safety pin exponent

1117II11 17 no 1 1992 18 19
uluave luana called to sister IHRGin RG 11 18
voros J frederic jr christophers interview sunstone 16 august

1992 58
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walsh joy the war and the family exponent 1117II11 17 no 1 1992 8
waters lola B legacy from grandpa this people 1513 spring 1992

363736 37
white marilyn damron making sense of suffering dialogue 25 sum-

mer 19921071992 107 16

wilcox brad A teachers christmas IQMCin MC 86 89
williams terry tempest the bowl in A society to match the scenery

personal visions of the future of the american west ed gary
holthaus and others 31 33 niwothiwot colo university press of colo-
rado 19911991

kokopKokobokopkokopellispelliselliseills return inmaA society to match the scenery persopersonalnalnai
visions of the future of the american west ed gary holthaus and
others 15960159 60 niwothiwot colo university press of colorado 1991

A soft wind blowing through the american west ina society to
match the scenery personal visions of the future of the american
west ed gary holthaus and others 51 60 niwothiwot colo university
press of colorado 1991

poetry

alder lydialydiabB two mothers in WFFWTF 9911

alienallenailen lynette K for thosewhothose who never know in WFFWTF 90
alienallenailen penny costly harvest in WFFWIFF 12 13

alienallenailen rich the big house new era 22 august 1992 26
cancer new era 22 august 1992 23

ames bernice from the sea to the shellsheushensheil in WFFWTF 19
armstrong paul choice ensign 22 september 1992 55
arnold marilyn marys vision lnmclumcin MC 59 61

reflections for mother and dad ininancinafcMC 12

ashworth kathryn R jochebed and the nile in WFFWTFutt 55
summertime in weeWFFWTFutt 10
susquehanna BbyustudiesBYUYU studies 32 fall 1992 78

asplund thomas emma smith speaks her piece BYU studies 32
summer 1992701992 70

bahr mary lynn seeing egypt inscapeInscape no 1 1992 2211

bailey alice morrey at the well in WFFWTF 74
from moment in meridian in WFFWTF 113
his furrowed acres in WFFWTF 100
lone woman charity arms everts in WFFWTF 626362 63
to shield a king in WFFWTF 73
women at prayer in WFFWTF 141411

balazs mary lido key florida lgb 12 1992 42
barthel mildred this organization was formed ensign 22 june

1992611992 61
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bassett theda masada zarahemlaZarahemla 1 december 1991 7
next year in jerusalem zarahemlaZarahemla 1 march 1992 7

bell elouise psalm for a saturday night in WFFWTF 5511

this do in remembrance of me in WFFWTF 52
bell M shayne anticleaanticleainmarrakechin marrakechMarrakech zarahemlaZarahemla 1 september 1992 53

art and half a cake dialogue 25 summer 1992 12830128 30
elizabeth I1 on seeing persephone walk through the gates of

hell Asimoasimovsalimovsvs science fiction 16 november 1992 12627126 27
one hundred years of russian revolution 7 november 1917 to

7 november 2017 novayagovaya moskavamoskalaMoskava mars zarahemlaZarahemla 1 septem-
ber 1992 2 3

pepper with no thought zarahemlazarabemlaZarahZarabemlaemia 1 september 1992 3
pluton after greeting persephone with a kiss zarahemlaZarahemla 1

september 1992 3
romeo to juliet in utah isaac alimovsasimovsAsimovs science fiction

magazine 15 january 1991 34 also in ZarabZarahzuradzarahemlazarabemlaemlaemia 1 september
199221992 2

yellowstone zarahemlaZarahemla 1 september 1992 2
when the last day ends zarahemlaZarahemla 1 september 1992 3

bennion karlakariakaniakanda the mistake of the psycholinguistsPsycholinguists dialogue 25 sum-
mer 19921501992 150

bergeson jo anne my mountain friend zarahemlaZarahemla 1 december
1991 6 7

spring went right ahead and came this year zarahemlaZarahemla 1

december 199161991 6
berry lani open windows new era 22 march 1992 5511

bills rowenajensenRowenajensen how far in WFF 116
bird christine F charity never Fafallethileth exponent lilg1116II11 16 no 4 1992 8

eggs exponent lilg1116II11 16 no 4 1992 8
separate exponent illg1116II11 16 no 4 1992 8
to grandfather exponent jilg1116II11 16 no 4 1992 8

birrell rebecca if you are having reception difficulties please
callcahcancailcali new era 22 august 1992 22

black jerrilyn late dialogue 25 fall 1992 35
blanchard gaygaynbaynN to my missionary son in WFFWTF 140
boutwell florence beyond the tip of mystery in WFFWTF 76
bradford mary lythgoe born again in WFFWTF 47
bradshaw linda J optimism new era 22 november 1992 5511

brandley elsie talmage for six at christmastidechristmas tide in WFFWTF 11416114 16

brink carolyn manning Aatapestryoflovetapestry of love in WFFWTF 160 6611

broadbent margarybmargarymargaryaMargaryBB having risen in WFFWTFwee 4
brown aldaaida larson sequoia soil or desert sand in WFFWTF 72
brown sean brendan job and other speculations sunstone 16 sep-

tember 1992 48
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brown sean brendan making this nothing something 595 9 sunstone
16 august 1992 38

strolling from the deli grocery laden sunstone 16 septem-
ber 1992 14

bunker melissa understand new era 22 august 1992 26
burnham gladys hesser late september in WFFWTF 14

burnham lucy S 1I do not walk alone in WFFWTF 160
burningham kathryn F in their childs eyes LDS entertainment 1

no 2 1992121992 12

burrell todd cesacasalacesalala brisa marca 3 1992 15
fotografiafotograflaFotografia marca 3 1992 14

burt olive W in defense of valentines in WFFWTF 102
bushman carltoncadtoncaritoncadion marilyn authority dialogue 25 fall 1992 86

the pulpit dialogue 25 winter 1992 3311
woman bathing dialogue 25 fall 1992 86

bybee susan cole in the hour of prayer in WFFWTFutt 58
calhoun scottscottelginelgin bandidomuerto zarahemlaZarahemla 1 december 199131991 3

compartments schrift 1 1992 10
infertility zarahemlaZarahemla I11 december 1991 3

call bruce from bad to verse A collection of missionary light verse
american fork utah covenant communications 1992

campbellcampbelicampbelljanicejanice rebirth zarabemlazarahemlaZarabZarahemlaemia 1 march 1992 7
somehow its not the same zarahemlaZarahemla 1 march 1992 7

campos marco antonio album infantilinfantisinfantil marca 3 1992 10
birkensiedlung marca 3 1992 12

los elegidostelegidoselegidos marca 3 1992 11

los muertos en wahringerstrassewiffiringerstrasseWahringerstrasse marca 3 1992 13
rocallosas marca 3 1992 9

cannon sue spenser fast thoughts zarahemlaZarahemla 1 june 1992 6
of hanukkah and heritage in the light of the ninth article of

faith zarahemlaZarahemla 1 september 199241992 4

reciprocity the musings of a critical care worker zarahemlaZarahemla
1 september 1992 4 5

carroll elsie grandma in WFFWTF 162 63

he was seven christmas was so dear in WFFWTFwee 110
carter vemaverna S of the dark seed ofjosephofjoseph in WFF 102
cathery kutcher janet first visit of the missionaries in WFFWTF 44
christensen alberta huish deep in the silence in WFFWTFutt 155

full measure in WFFWTFutt 151511

A night for praise in WFFWTFutt 111
spoken late in WFFWTF 153

clarkdarkoark dennis living in skin WRIWWIurluel 1 no 2 1992 54 55
coles christie lund children in the night in WFFWTF 135

christmas eve in WFFWTF 110
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collings ethan hunt the gift zarahemlaZarahemla 1 june 19921992v 8
collings michaelrMichaemichaelalR theboyhadkilledhimselftheboyhadbouhad killed himself scream 1 july 1992 2

child abuse scream 1 july 1992 1

the dionysian hierarchy first notices moroni and his friends
wkilnoWW 1 no 1119921992 61

entire unto himself dialogue 25 winter 1992 565756 57
fog like snow zarahemlaZarahemla 1 december 1991 8
the grave the barrelhouseBarrelhouse 1 winter 1992 43
the irrigation ditch lies empty zarahemlaZarahemla 1 march 1992 8
islands poet magazine 4 summer 1992 43
jurist scream 2 october 1992 4 5

mabel grafel mobius november 1992 51
my son discovers classical music in rose terry cooke

an anthology in Memoriam 1827 1892 ed M myers 32 bristol
indiana bristol banner books 1992

on the last day of her dying scream 2 october 1992 343 4
on the evening of her 95th9 5thath birthday zarahemlaZarahemla 1 december

1991 8
piano lessons manna 13 fall 1992 13
playingtheplaying the last chordinChchordchardinordinin sacrament meeting mobius novem-

ber 1992 15
primavera uirlWRIWIRI 1 no 1 1992 61

the program starline 15 marchaprilMarch April 1992 8 9
revelation poet magazine 3 winter 1991 923692 36
shipwrecked among the channel islands ariel 11 1992 28
this Is the season poet magazine 4 summer 1992 59
tinnitistinnitusTinnitis zarahemlaZarahemla 1 june 199281992 8
warrants and assumptions zarahemlaZarahemla 1 december 1991

1 2
warrants and assumptions zarahemlaZarahemla 1 june 1992 1

whispers in in the west of ireland A literary celebration of
contemporary poetry ed martin enright 95 county kerry ireland
enright house 1992

collings michael R N E hunt pseudpseudo butterflies sonnet 24 zara
hemiabemia 1 september 199281992 8

crocheting zarahemlaZarah emla 1 march 199261992 6
in the vacancesvalancesVacances of years zarahemlaZarahemla 1 december 1991 3

thistlesThistlwhistleses zarahemlaZarahemla 1 june 1992 8
the tractor zarahemlaZarahemla 1 march 1992 6

collings michael R willard reuben pseudpseudo cleaning the garage
zarubZarahZarabzarahemlazarabemlaemlaemia 1 march 199241992 4

death dance zarahemlaZarahemla 1 march 1992 4 5

cook maude 0 loath to leave in WFFWTF 14
cox dale S on the blessing of the bread ensign 22 july 1992 48
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crapo mazine mortensen big brother you said you knew the way
zarahemlaZarahemla 1 december 199171991iggi 7

1I1.1 say I1 love zarahemlaZarahemla I11 december 1991 8
crawford vesta P arid theme in WFFWTFweeutt 80 8811

drought in WFF 15
hillside burial in WFFWTF 166
no voice for this in WFFWTF 17

crocheron augustajoyceaugusta joyce through the storm in WFFWTFutt 32 33
davidson karenlynn eacheachlifethattouchesoursforgoodlifethattouches ours for good IOWFFin WIFF 89
de rubilar lisa madsen calfjoycalfjoy WRIWIIuyiuyl 1 no 2 1992 44 45

trains WRIWWIurluel 1 no 2 1992431992 43
dibble emma 1I made a quilt this summer nemeraneweramemerageweranemnew eraefa 22 august 1992231992251992 23

recipe new era 22 august 1992 27
draper tanya M weather poems new era 22 may 1992 5511
england eugene sunrise on christmas in MC 79
evans kathy imagination comes to breakfast poems salt lake city

signature books 1992
pale woman lean woman in WFFWTF 34

fairbairnFairbaimbalm vesta nickerson buying a house in WFFWTFutt 83
choice in WFFWTF 151500
icicles in WFF 17
remembered summer in WFFWTFutt 11

stature in WFFWTF 136
summer shower in WFFWTF 10

florence giles H jr the lamb of hope new era 22 december
1992511992 51

fogg brian J dad in the kitchen inscapeInscape no 1 1992 19
implosion sunstone 16 september 1992 59
R words schrift 1 1992 37 38
welfare farm raisins WRIWIIuyiuyl 1 no 1 1992 95

forbis dianne dibb being in good grace in WFFWTFutt 50
joseph continuum ensign 22 september 1992 55
private interpretation ensign 22 june 1992 6611
warning ensign 22 august 1992 29

furse nani liilitlil S portrait ofofmosiahmosiahmoslah 18 ensign 2222 july 1992 48
gabbott mabeljonesmabelMabe lJonesjones on priorities in WFFWF 99

to the one in the middle in WFFWTT 133
gaunt larene seasons in WFFWTF 23
gentry E brian art can be naked inscapeInscape no 1 1992 77
gibbons ted if they drink any deadly thing latter day digest 1

november 1992781992 78
gibby scott ars poeticapo6ticapoeticalpoe tica marca 3 1992 18
gibson daryl these things happen exponent II11il 17 no 1 1992 10
gonzalezGonzOez carlos enrique evocacionevocaci6nevocation marca 3 1992 16
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gonzalez carlos enrique Inconstancia marca 3 1992 17
gray michael yellow hair dialogue 25 winter 1992 9
hallen cynthia L safe place teachers as writers august 1992 13
hamblin laura lament for leah sunstone 16 august 1992 3311

A night in snow canyon sunstone 16 september 1992 54
hansen lenora wind valley in WFFWTFutt 78787979
harmon charienecharlene C worlds without end zarahemlaZarahemla 1 december

19917199d 7
harris john sterling disclaimer BbyustudiesBYUYUstudies 32 summer 1992 46
hart edward L the good life dialogue 25 march 1992 128
harvey shirleyadwena to eve withempathyacrossthewith empathyacrossEmpathyacross the years ensign

22 july 1992491992 49
hassett michael unknown pain inscapeInscape no 1 1992 5511

hawkins lisalisabolinaBolinLis bolin As the sparks flyply upward zarahemlaZarahemla 1 december
19915199d 5

meridian of time zarahemlaZarahemla 1 march 1992 5

mother dying BYUbyustudiesstudies 32 summer 1992 45
pearl zarahemlaZarahemla 1 december 1991 5

heal murieljenkinsmuriel jenkins proposal in WFFWTF 136
healing tide exponent 1117II11 17 no 1 1992 9

hemming jill if you were a plum inscapeInscape no 1 1992 61
hicks michael fall BYUbyustudiesstudies 32 summer 1992 26
hill laellaelwlaelaW the children in WFFWTF 131351555

the mother in WFFWTF 122
hiller larrylarryagarryaA graduation new era 22 september 1992 67
hind ball shirleysshirleyshirleyeShirleySS the first thaw new era 22 february 1992 5511

hoggehoggerobertmrobertRobertM M sundays impression byustudiesBYU Studies 32summerl99232 summer 1992 10
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olson terrance D where do we go from here or do we in LFS

19911211991 121 23
an open letter to LDS artists and patrons of the arts latter day digest

I11 november 1992 1 3

oswald delmont R language and labeling tunes for a dancing bear
in WSC 288 96

pace david behind the mormon curtain theatre in the apse american
theatre 9 october 1992 42 45 100
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packer lynn lost and found seven years after the hofmann bombings
the mclellinmcclellinMcLellin collections location Is revealed utah holiday 22
november 1992 333933 39

parks dennis collecting ceramics at the nora eccles harrison museum
of art logan utah american craft 51 december 1991january1991 January
1992 40 43 mentions mormon abstinence from coffee

patterson robert S approaching a school in zion in LFS 1992 53 58
pearson carol lynn healing the motherless house in waaw&a 231 45
pearson dale F A collaboration of faith spiritual dimensions of psycho-

therapy in LFS 1991 455045 50
peterson daniel C and stephen D ricks offendersoroffendersOffendersorsofporfor a word how

anti mormonscormons play word games to attack the latter day saints
salt lake city aspen books 1992

peterson lauritz G record keeping and historical research who should
govern our work in LFS 1991 79 83

peterson richard G why church standards in FR 1 6
pierce martha personal discourse on god the mother in waaw&a 247 56
pinegar rex D approaching a school in zion in LFS 1992 1 9
plenert gerhard international industrial goals Is there a gospel con-

text to guide Us in LFSlfsdl9911991iggi 99 100
pollei paul C the decline of music in mormon culture sunstone 16

september 1992 11 14
proctor maurine jensen and scot facer proctor shooting the source

this people 13 fall 1992 38 42
rasmussen mary ann the ethics of 1 I want in WSC 159 65
rees robert A forgiving the church and loving the saints spiritual

evolution and the kingdom of god sunstone 16 february 1992
18 27

reeve rex ajrcjr dealing with opposition to the church natanatwina7v 15 25
richards A legrand god or mammon not bothandbottandBothAnd but EitherOr

in LFS1719911991iggi 93 98
reproaching a school in babylon in LFS 1992 11 17

richards P scott the moral development of mormonscormonsMormons deficient or
different in LFS 1991 51 54

riddle chauncey C language use and the metaphysics of the self
in DLLS 105 11

ritchie J bonner let contention cease the limits of dissent in the
church sunstoneSimstone 16 august 1992 45 52

rogers kristen the healing place this people 13 spring 1992 232923 29
sainsbury StevestevenstevenjstevenanJJ AIDS the twentieth century leprosy dialogue 25

fall 1992 68 77
st claire maggie wood vs benshoof network 14 january 1992141992 14 16

mary anne wood and utahs abortion bill
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seely david rolph the school of the prophets A landmark for plotting
a school in zion in LFS 1992 12123125123293 29

sheler jeffery L latter day struggles the prosperous mormon church
Is at a theological crossroad with betsy wagner US news and
world report september 28 1992 73 78

siebach james the peideiapaideia of holiness in LFS 1992 59 65
siedersledersiederjilljilljlii jordan youth crusade planting the seeds of mormonism US

news and world report september 28 1992 78
soil hattie M A view from the inner city in WSC 280 87
something extraordinary celebrating our relief society sisterhood

salt lake city deseret book 1992
sorenson mollie hobaugh turn on the light in LFS 1991 13 16
stapley debbie having fun together creative ideas for families

salt lake city bookcraft 1992
stone ann gardner will the real mainstream please stand up exponent

II11 16 no 4 1992 2
swenson sharon lee making a paradigm shift the cranky creaky

perilous and absolutely crucial process in WSC 240 52

taber susan B being mormon the elkton branch 1976 19811981 dialogue
25 fall 1992 87 112

tanner john S the pyramid of my profession in LFS 1992 47 51

tapia andres why Is latin america turning protestant christianity
today 36 april 6 1992 28 29 mentions mormonscormons briefly

tarjan john heavenly father or chairman of the board how organiza-
tional metaphors can define and confine religious experience
dialogue 25 fall 1992 36 55

toscano margaret merrill put on your strength 0 daughters of zion
claiming priesthood and knowing the mother in waaw&a 411 37

turley nancy freestone A motherless child exponent II11 16 no 4

1992121992 12 13

turpin john C understanding and healing codependencydependencyCo with gospel
principles american fork utah covenant communications 1992

updike ethel C dorothy E smith and earl F updike the mormon diet
cookbook A word of wisdom springvilleSpringville utah cedar fort 1992

warner C terry howhowtohoftoto make kidswholekids wholewhoie this7bispeoplepeople 13 spring 1992
31 34

warnerwamer neil K ty detmer seasons of change LDS entertainment 1

no 3 1992 4 7
warner susan lillywhite that which hath no life in WSC 176 82
wheatley meg an expanded definition of priesthood some present and

future consequences in waaw&a 151 65
wilcox bradley R what manner of educator ought ye to be in LFS

iggi19911011991 101loi 6
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wilcox linda P the mormon concept of a mother in heaven in waaw&a
3 21

williams richard N newwinenelwinenew wine in new bottles restoration and radicalism
in mormonsimMormon sim and psychology in LFS 1991 39 44

overcoming the sacred secular split in LFS 1992 83 88
winmill delayne ydethe ultimate homemaking handbook american

fork utah covenant communications 1992
woodworth warner P the redesign of education new paradigms and

practices for building zion in school in LFS 1992 899589 95
the worth of a soul Is great in the sight of the lord LDS entertainment

1 no 2 1992 50 51

wright H curtis the mantic and sophicsophiesophle traditions inlfs1991125in lesLFS 1991iggi 125 49
sophicsophiesophle as surrogate mantic in LFS 1991 35 37
the work ofjoseph smith in LFS 1992 151 62

wright robert L michael mclean we can be together forever LDS

entertainment 1 no 1 1992 454 5 7
nourish with all tenderness LDS entertainment 1 no 2

1992381992 38
the osmondsmondsosmondoOs second generation LDS entertainmentsentertainment1entertainment11 no 2

199241992 4 7
yeates marian why shouldnt mormon women want this priesthood

in waaw&a 353 64
zelinsky wilbur the cultural geography of the united states rev ed

englewood cliffs NJ prentice hall 1992 details the mormon
cultural region

DOCTRINE AND SCRIPTURE

works of a doctrinal nature as well as works published about aspects of
the mormon scriptures

anderson lavina fielding modes of revelation A personal approach
sunstone 16 august 1992 34 38

anderson ronald D leitworterLeitworter in helaman and 3 nephi in HATTW
241 49

arnold marilyn language inerin FR 31 35
arnold robert B friendshippingFriendshipping in FR 192419 24
ayala eduardo the word of wisdom in morality 100 103
baker james R womens rights in old testament times salt lake city

signature books 1992
baldwin alienallenailen A call it not heaven owings mills md watermark

press 1991
bassett K douglas four faces of pride in the book of mormon in DBMDBAI

16 28
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bassett K douglas nephis freedom thesis and the sons of helaman
in ATWAIW 291 303

beardall C douglas and jewel N beardall about the three nepbitesNepbites
provo utah LDS book publications 1992

benson ezra taft elect women of god salt lake city bookcraft 1992
best karlkarikardkadd F changes in the revelations 1833 to 1835 dialogue 25

march 1992 87 112
bloom harold the american religion the emergence of the post

christian nation new york simon and schuster 1992
the religion making imagination of joseph smith yale re-

viewvi
I1ew 80 april 1992 26 43

brinley douglas E the first families of the book of mormon in DBM
29 41

the promised land and its covenant peoples inhattwinhatiW 39 63
broderick carlfredearlfredCarlfred the noah perspective inmcinacin MC 16
brown S kent almas conversion reminiscences in his sermons

in ATW 141 56

the prophetic laments of samuel the lamanite provo utah
FARMS 1992 also injbomsmjboms 16380163 80

burgess allan K come follow me salt lake city bookcraft 1992
caingain seymour judaism and mormonism paradigm and supersession

dialogue 25 fall 1992 57 65
caldwell C max A mighty change in AATW7 W 27 46
cannon amie E W the intrigue of the dead sea scrolls this people 13

holiday 1992 32 38
capener cole R justice sunstone 16 august 1992 15 18
carpenito lynda juall nursing diagnosis application to clinical prac-

tice 4thath ed philadelphia J B lippincott 1992 brief mention of
mormon beliefs

chadwick clinton down the dark path sherem nehorbehor and korihor
as archetypal anti heroes insight 8 fall 1992 141 4

challenging conventional views of metal use in mesoamericaMesoamerica based
on research by john L sorenson insights no 82 may 1992 2

checketts darby and sharon checketts scripture focus for everyday
living provo utah cornerstone press 1992

christenson allenalienailen J nephite trade networks and the dangers of a class
society in hatimHATIW 223 40

clarkdarkoarkdank E douglas the granddesignamericafromgrand design americafrom columbus to zion salt
lake city deseret book 1992

clyde aileen hales old testament insights women wit wisdom
in WSC 122 33

compton todd non hierarchical revelation in waaw&a 185 200
cowan richard 0 A new meaning of restoration the book of mormon

on life after death inaaa7ATWW 195 210
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cutler christine lynne trailing clouds of glory wordsworth and the
latter day saint conception of man honors thesis brigham young
university 1992

dahl larry E the concept of hell in DBM 42 56
the decline of the god quetzalcoatl at teotihuacan based on research

by john L sorenson insights no 84 september 1992 2

eggingtonedgingtonEggington william our weakness in writing oral andliterateand literate cultures
in the book of mormon provo utah FARMS 1992

eldred phil records yet to come forth witness no 79 winter 1992
8 914

epperson steven mormonscormons and jews early mormon theologiesMeo logies of
israel salt lake city signature books 1992

the essential brigham young salt lake city signature books 1992
faust james E the sanctity of life in morality 147 5511

firmage edwin brown reconciliation in waaw&a 335 51

folsom marvin new lamps for old gods word in new clothes model
Ts old lamps and old hat in DLLS 5 16

fowlesjohnFowlesjohn L the decline ofthe nephitesNephites rejection ofthe covenant and
word of god inhattwil4y7win 81 92

fragments of original manuscript discovered based on research by
royal skousen insights no 80 january 1992 2

frye frank evan who are the lamanitesLamanites witness no 79 winter 1992
4 7

garrett H dean great teachings from the doctrine and covenants
salt lake city bookcraft 1992

the three most abominable sins inajainajwin AYW 15771157 71
gee john limhi in the library injboms 54 66

A note on the name nephi injbomstnybomsTnyBOMS 189 91 also in insights
no 85 november 199221992 2

godfrey dale can forgiven sins be returned witness no 77 summer
1992111992 11 12

goff alan boats beginnings and repetitions injbomsinfbomsInfBOMS 67 84
hansen gerald jr the book of alma as a prototype for teaching the

word of god inatoinatwin abwa7w 263 80

the terrifying book of helaman in HATTWHATIW 163 76
hawkins carol lee A steadfastness in christ in WSC 3 5

heap norman L adam enoch and noah san francisco california
publications 1992

heater shirley R christopher columbus man ofvision and faith part LI1

ZR no 63 septemberoctoberSeptember October 1992 141 4
christopher columbus man of vision and faith part II11 ZR

no 64 novemberdecemberNovember December 1992 2 4

the power of the word ZR no 62 julyaugustJuly August 1992 1 4
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hess wilford M botanical comparisons in the allegory of the olive
tree provo utah FARMS 1992

hill george R IIIni111ili seek ye diligently and teach one another words of
wisdom in DS 19 28

hiltonHiltohiltonjohnnJohnjohn L and janet F hilton A correlation of the sidon river and
the lands of manti and zarahenilazarahemlaZarahenilaemlaemia with the southern end of the
rio grijalvagrijalvasanmiguelsanSanMiguelmiguel injbomsin50my 142 62

hinckley gordonbgordongordoneB taketakenotthenameofgodmvainnot the name ofgod invainilvain IninafomMorality 68 73
this I1 believe andslndsin DS 75 83

hite stevenjstevenaStevenJ andjulieandjulisandjuliejullejuile melville hite thejosepbtheyosephjoseph smith translation oftbeoftleof the
four gospels A harmony 2dad ed orem utah S and J publishing
1992

holland jeffrey R ofsouls symbols and sacraments loIn morality 152 66
jackson bernard S the trials of jesus and jeremiah BYU studies 32

fall 1992631992 63 77
kerr todd R ancient aspects of nephite kingship in the book of mor-

mon injbomsinfbomsInfBOMS 85 118
king arthur henry language themes injacob5injacob5 provo utah FARMS

1992
kraut ogden the holy priesthood salt lake city pioneer press 1992
lamb david priests and teachers ZR no 59 januaryfebruaryJanuary February 1992

14
search the words of isaiah ZR no 60 marchaprilMarch April 1992 1144

language and script in the book of mormon based on research by
stephen D ricks insights no 81 march 1992 2

larsen dean L likening the scriptures unto Us inatoinatwin ATW 1 13
larson charles M by his own hand upon papyrus A new look at the

joseph smith papyri grand rapids mich institute for religious
research 1992

lebaron E dale the book ofmormon the pattern in preparing a people
to meet the savior in DBM 70 79

lee rexrexelexeE whatsowhatdowlhatdo mormonscormons believesaltBelieve Salt lake city deseretbookdeseret book 1992
lockhart barbaradayBarbabarbararaDayday one beingisasbeing IsAsIs As precious in his sightassightes the other

in DS 95 106
lubeck kathleen sunday behavior inferinfjrin FR 71 76
ludlow victorL principles andpracticesand practices oftberestoredof the restored gospel salt lake

city deseret book 1992
secret covenant teachings of men and the devil in helaman

through 3 nephi 8 inhattwhe4ttwin 265 82
lund gerald N an antichristanti christ in the book of mormon the face may

be strange but the voice Is familiar inatwinatoin ATW 10728107 28
knowestKnowest thou the condescension of god in DBMDBA 80 92

mcconkie joseph fielding robert L millet and brent L top doctrinal
commentary on the book ofofmormonmormon vol 4 third nephi through
moroni salt lake city bookcraft 1992
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mackay thomas W mormonscormonsMormons philosophy of history helaman 12 in the
perspective of mormonscormonsMormons editing procedure in HATTW 129 46

mckinlay lynn A mans first covenant with rhethe godhead npap 1992
mcmurrin sterling M comments on the theological and philosophical

foundations of christianity dialogue 25 march 1992 374737 47
matthews robert J patterns of apostasy in the book of helaman

in HATTWHATIW 65 80
the probationary nature of mortality natainnatwATW 47 60
whatat the book of mormon tells Us about the bible in DBM

9393113113
maxwell neal A the inexhaustible gospel in DS 139 48

the stemstern but sweet seventh commandment in unmoralitymoralityinmorality 20 32
millet robert L the holy order of god inatwinatoin AIV 61 88

the love of god and of all men the doctrine of charity in the
book of mormon in DBM 127 44

the only sure foundation building on the rock of our re-
deemer in HATTW 153715 37

monson thomas S the searchforjesussearch forrorfesusjesus salt lake city deseret book 1992
moore bob on heresy independence mo npap 1992
mouritsen maren M honesty in PRFR 25 30
nelson nels lars the human side of the book of0 mormon provo utah

FARMS 1992 reprinted from mormon point of view 1 no 1

19041051904 105 56.56
nelson russell M jesus the christ our master and more in DS 57 66

alsoaisomsomhanwin ha7tw 1 14
new light on the shining stones oftbejareditesof rhethe jareditesjaredites based on research by

nicholas read and others provo utah FARMS 1992
new light on the shining stones ofofthejareditesthe jareditesJaredites based on research by

nicholas read and others insights no 83 july 1992 2
nibley hugh teachings of the book ofmormonof mormon semester 1 provo utah

FARMS 1992
teachings of the book of mormon semester 2 provo utah

FARMS 1992
teachings of the book of mormon semester 3 provo utah

FARMS 1992
temple and cosmos beyond this ignorant present ed don E

norton vol 12 of the collected works of hugh nibley salt lake
city deseret book provo utah FARMS 1992

nyman monte S by the book of mormon we know in DBM 14557145 57
the restoration of plain and precious parts the book of hela-

man in HATTWHATIIV 147 61

the state of the soul between death and the resurrection
inatwinaywinaya 173 94

oaks dallin H sin and suffering in morality 182 93
ogden D kelly As plain As word can be in DBM 15865158 65
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parry donald W the book of mormon text reformatted according to
parallelistic patterns provo utah FARMS 1992

teaching in black and white antithetic parallel structure in
the book of alma its form and function inatwinatoin ATW 281 90

temple worship and a possible reference to a prayer circle in
psalm 24 byustudiesBYU studies 32 fall 1992 576257 62

thus saith the lord prophetic language in samuels speech
injboms 18183181 83

parsons robert E hagothharoth and the polynesiansPolyne sians inatwinatoin ATW 249 62
paul erich robert science religion and mormon cosmology urbana

university of illinois press 1992
perry L tom and jesus increased in wisdom and stature and in favor

with god and man in DS 67 73
peterson clarkdarkoark A using the book of mormon to combat falsehoods in

organic evolution springvilleSpringville utah cedar fort 1992
peterson daniel C secret combinations revisited injboms 184 88
peterson H burke unrighteous dominion in morality 138 46
peterson H donl the law of justice and the law of mercy in ATWAM

211 22
pew W ralph yield your heart to god the process of sanctification

in HATTW 207 22
porter larry C and milton V backman jr doctrine and the temple in

nauvoo BYU studies 32 winterspringWinter Spring 1992 41- 564156
A reader notes an expression that Is unique to nephi insights no 82

may 1992 4

reed david A and john R farkas mormonscormonsMormons answered verse by verse
grand rapids mich baker book house 1992

research in mormonism reprints ofrareof rarerafe documents which reveal the
beliefs of the LDS church and how they compare with those of
the church in the days of ofjosepbjoseph the martyr independence mo
price publishing 1992

riddle chaunceycchaunceyChaunceyCC code language in the book ofmormonof mormon provo utah
FARMS 1992

days ofwickedness and vengeance analysis of 53 nephi 6 and 7

inhatiwha77win 191 205
robison lindonjLindo nJ economic insights from the book ofMormon injbomsnjbomsnJBOMS

35 53
rockwoodrockrockwoodjolenewood jolene edmunds choosing the good part women from christ

to paul in WSC 10321103 21
sanchezshnchez josue ed el libro de mormon ante la chiticacriticaCritica salt lake city

publishers press 1992 contains reprints of articles previously pub-
lished in english

seely david rolph the ten commandments in the book of mormon
indbmin DBM 16681166 81
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shirts kathryn H women in the image of the son being female and
being like christ in WSC 91 102

shute R wayne and wayne E brickey prophets and perplexity the
book of helaman as a case study in HATTW 177 90

silva erin R ecclesiastical implications of grace dialogue 25 march
1992 70 85

skinner andrew C nephis ultimate encounter with deity some
thoughts on helaman 10 in HATTWHATIW 11527115 27

skousen royal new fragments from the original manuscript of the book
of mormon in DLLS 141 4

piecing together the original manuscript recently discovered
fragments of the original manuscript have led to new textual
insights into the translation of the book of mormon BBYUYU today 46
may 1992 18 24

skousen W cleon days of the living christ vol 1 salt lake city ensign
publishing 1992

smith lyle L teotihuacan A city of our god witness no 78 fall 1992
10 14

smith lyle L and sherrie kline smith palenque tablet of 96 glyphsglyphis
witness no 76 spring 1992 10 14

sorensen elaine shaw seeds of faith A followers view of alma 32
in atwAIV 129 39

sorenson john L when lehisgehis party arrived in the land did they find
others there injboms 1 34

tanner jerald and sandra tanner flailsflaivs in the pearl of great price
A study of changes and plagiarism in joseph smiths pearl of
great price salt lake city utah lighthouse ministry 1991

tholson craig L adam god vol 1 of doctrines of the restoration
payson utah npap 1991

thomas M catherine jacobs allegory the mystery of christ provo
utah FARMS 1992

types and shadows of deliverance in the book of mormon
in DBM 182 93

top brent L faith unto repentance in DBM 194 211
treat mary lee the faith of christ ZR no 64 novemberdecemberNovember December

1992l199219921 144
salvation not just for the life to come ZR no 61 mayjunemaejuneMay June

199231992 3

treat raymond C are you listless A new revelation about the book of
mormon ZR no 60 marchaprilMarch April 1992 2 4

needed A revelation about types ZR no 59 januaryfebruaryJanuary February
199221992 2 4

the primary purpose of the book of mormon ZR no 61 may
june 1992 1 2 4
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tvedtnes john A the hebrew background of the book of mormon
witness no 77 summer 1992 7 10

vineyard or olive orchard provo utah FARMS 1992
tyree alan D christian witness of the book of mormon saints herald

139 june 1992 111411142411 14142424
ulrich wendy L the temple psychotherapy and the traditions of the

fathers amc4pjournalamcapjournal 18 no 1 1992 537453 74
underwood grant jacob 5 in the nineteenth century provo utah

FARMS 1992
valletta thomas R the captain and the covenant inatoinatwin ATW 223 48
van orden bruce A sanctification by the holy spirit in DBM 212 22
welch john W legal perspectives on the slaying of laban injboms

119 41
ten testimonies of jesus christ from the book of mormon

in DBM 22342223 42
zenezbenez zenecbenec cenezbenez kenaz genochzenoch zenos provo utah

FARMS 1992
welch john W ed Reexploring the book of mormon tuethe FARMS

updates salt lake city deseret book provo utah FARMS 1992
wells robert E the liahona triad in DBM 1 15
williams clyde J the book of mormon and overcoming satan in DBM

243 56
instruments in the hands of god the message of alma 17 27

in ATW 89 105
williamson william B ed an encyclopedia of religions in the united

states one hundred religious groups speak for themselves
new york crossroad publishing 1992 includes both the LDS and
RLDS churches

woods fred E elisha and the children the question of accepting
prophetic succession byustudiesBYU Studies 32 summer 1992 47 58

the record of alma A prophetic pattern of the principles
governing testimony in ATW 30520305 20

wright david P historical criticism A necessary element in the search
for religious truth sunstone 16 september 1992 28 38

zerr byrna S in behalf of ofjosephjoseph an affirmation A comparative re-
view of the work of josephofjoseph smith jr and later restoration pro-
phets with current theology grain valley mo by the author 1992

HISTORY

works published about the history of mormonscormonsMormons mormonism and the
mormon church

alexander thomas G to maintain harmony adjusting to external and
internal stress 1890 1930 innmhin NMH 247 66
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alexander thomas G wilford woodruff and the mormon reformation of
1855 57 dialogue 25 summer 1992 25 39

alienallenailen james B on becoming a universal church some historical per-
spectivesspec tives dialogue 25 march 1992 13 36

the significance of joseph smiths first vision in mormon
thought innmhin NMH 37 52

alienallenailen james B ronald K esplin and david J whittaker men with a
mission 183718411837 1841 the quorum of the twelve apostles in the
british isles salt lake city deseret book 1992

alienallenailen james B and glen M leonard the story of the latter day saints
2dad ed salt lake city deseret book 1992

anderson carma de jong A historical overview of the mormonscormons and
their clothing 1840 1850 3 vols phd diss brigham young
university 1992

anderson jeffery L mormonscormonsMormons and germany 1914 1993 A history of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in germany and its
relationship with the german governments from world war I1 to
the rise of hitler masters thesis brigham young university 1992

anderson william F the purpose of the restoration ZA74 69 september
19921311992 131151 32

arrington leonard JU the beginning of better days this people 13
summer 1992 535453 54

epilogue myth symbol and truth infhinahin FH 303 10

the founding of the LDS church historical department 1972
JMH 18 fall 1992 41 56

1992 year of anniversaries thisibis people 13 fall 1992 717271 72
the search for truth and meaning in mormon history in NMH

1 11

arrington leonard J and davis bitton the mormon experience
A history of the latter day saints 2dad ed urbana university of
illinois press 1992

ashment edward H historiography of the canon in FH 281 301
axelrod alan and charles phillips the mormonscormons migrate to utah 1847

1848 in what every american should know about american
history 200 events that shaped the nation 133 35 holbrook
mass bob adams 1992

backman milton V jr and richard 0 cowan joseph smith and the
doctrine and covenants salt lake city deseret book 1992

beecher maureen ursenbach from nauvoo sisterhood and the spirit
in WSC 53 68

the leading sisters A female hierarchy in nineteenth century
mormon society in NMH 153 68

belk russell W moving possessions an analysis based on personal
documents from the 1847 1869 mormon migration journal of
consumer research 19 december 1992 339 61
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bergera gary james seniority in the twelve the 1875 realignment of
orson pmttjmhpratt JMH 18 spring 1992 195819 58

berry brian J L mormonism from the burned over district to the
deseret kingdom in americas utopian experiments communal
havensfromhavens promfrom long wave crises brian J L berry ed 64 82 hano-
ver NH university press of new england 1992

bohn david earle unfounded claims and impossible expectations
A critique of new mormon history in FHPH 22761227 61

boston rob church and state in zion utahs unique history church
and state 45 december 1992 11 12

brewster pamela R mothers and goddesses american women in the
mormon subculture ann arbor mich university microfilms inter-
national 1992

bringhurst newell G the renegade and the reorganitesreorganizes fawn M

brodie and her varied encounters with the reorganized church of
jesus christ of latter day saints JWHAJ 12 1992 16 30

brown richard A more than just a jigsaw puzzle church historians
new book upholds a tradition of openness saints herald 139
april 1992 9 10 13

bushman richard L faithful history infhinahin FH 1 17
campbell eugene E and bruce L campbell divorce among mormon

polygamists extent and explanations innnmhNMHnimh 181811 200
cannon kenneth L 11II after the manifesto mormon polygamy 1890

1906 in NMH 201 20
carr michael B H roberts the tennessee massacre LDS entertain-

ment 1 no 4 1992 22 23
celebrating the LDS past essays commemorating the twentieth anni-

versary of the 1972 founding of the LDS church historical
departments history division provo utah joseph fielding smith
institute for church history brigham young university 1992
reprints of articles written by leonard J arrington james B alienallenailen

davis bitton dean C jessee william G hartley gordon irving
richard L jensen D michael quinn maureen ursenbach beecher
ronald K esplin bruce D blumell jill mulvay derr glen M

leonard dean L may gene A sessions ronald W walker and carol
cornwall madsen

clarkdarkoark carol L the relief society magazine 1914 1970 in WSC 81 88
cottam naomi melville comp locality histories CCcc5cco3 1992 225 64

counties within utah william H hooper
cronon william george miles and jay gitlin eds under an open sky

RethinkingrethinkingamericaswesternrethinkingamericasAmericas oesternwestern past new york W WwnortonanortonWNnortonorton 1992
de pillis mario S the quest for religious authority and the rise of

mormonism in NMH 133513 35
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derr jilljiffjinn mulvay and maureen ursenbach beecher tenderness in the
dance sesquicentennial reflections on relief society BYU today
46 july 1992 31 40

derr jill mulvay janath russell cannon and maureen ursenbach
beecher women of covenant the story ofreliefof relief society salt lake
city deseret book 1992

draper maurice L reflections on writing the founding prophet an
administrative biography of ofjosephjoseph smith jr distinguished au-
thor lectures 4419911991 92 51 60

driggs ken who shall raise the children vera black and the rights of
polygamous utah parents UHQVHQ 60 winter 1992 27 46

dunn loren C introduction to historic nauvoo BYU studies 5232
winterspringWinter Spring 1992 23 31

durfey david T aberrant mormon settlers the homesteaders of high-
land utah masters thesis brigham young university 1992

edison carol A and others bechohecho en utah A cultural history of
utahs spanish speaking communities salt lake city utah arts
council 1992

edwards paul M the irony of mormon history in FH 19 34
embryjessieembry jessiejessle L ethnic groups andtheand the LDS church dialogue 25 winter

1992 81 97
speaking for themselves LDS ethnic groups oral history

project dialogue 25 winter 1992 9911099 110
ultimate taboos incest and mormon polygamy JMH 18 spring

1992931992 93 113
evans vella neil empowerment and mormon womens publications

in waaw&a 496849 68
firmage edwin B religion and the law the mormon experience in the

nineteenth century cardozo law review 12 februarymarchFebruary March
1991 765 803

fish rick J the southern utah expedition of parley P pratt 1849-
1859 masters thesis brigham young university 1992

flanders robertbruceRobert Bruce dream and nightmare nauvoo revisited in NMH
75 100

some reflections on the new mormon history in FAFH 35 45
forbush harold S education in the upper snake river valley 1880

1950 the public schools rexburgredburgRexburg idaho ricks college press
1992 mentions mormonscormons throughout

foster lawrence new perspectives on the mormon past reflections of
a non mormon historian in FH 113 21

garry jim this 01 drought aint broke Us yet but were all bent
pretty bad stories of the american west library of the american
west new york orion books 1992 robbing banks in utah due to
the trusting nature of the mormonscormonsMormons p 45145
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gaustad edwin S history and theology the mormon connection
in FH 55 67

godfrey audreyaudreymaudres M home hungryheartshungry hearnshearts UHQ 60 winter 1992471992 47 54
godfrey kenneth W crime and punishment in mormon nauvoo 1839

1846 BYU studies 5232 winterspringWinter Spring 1992 195 227
grover cynthia peter bulkeleysBulke leys covenant of grace and the failure of

the puritan errand to new england A mormon perspective honors
thesis brigham young university 1992

hall david roy amy brown lyman and social service work in the relief
society masters thesis brigham young university 1992

hamilton marshall from assassination to expulsion two years of dis-
trust hostility and violence byustudiesBYU studies 32 winterspringWinter Spring 1992
229 48

hansen klaus J the metamorphosis of the kingdom of god toward a
reinterpretation of mormon history in NMH 221 46

hardy B carmon solemn covenant the mormon polygamous
passage urbana university of illinois press 1992

hartley william G almost too intolerable a burthen the winter
exodus from missouri 1838 1839 malJMHmfl 18 fall 1992 6 40

mormonscormonsMormons crickets and gulls A new look at an old story
in NMH 137 51

nauvoo stake priesthood quorumsQuorums and the churchechurchs first
wards BYU studies 32 winterspringWinter Spring 1992 57 80

hill william E the santa fe trail yesterday and today caldwell idaho
caxton printers 1992 mentions the mormon battalion

historic mormon feminist discourse excerpts in waaw&a 6914769 147
holmes blair R and alan F keele eds jugendlicheJugendliche gegen hitler die

helmuth hiiHilHfbeneribenerdenerdenef gruppe in hamburg 1941421941142 berg am see
verlagsgemeinschaft berg 1991199iggi1 A narrative by karlheinzkarl heinz schnibbe
and supporting documents

holt ronald L beneath 7 bese red cliffs an etbnobistoryethnohistory of the utah
paiutesPaiutes albuquerque nmexamex university of new mexico press

1992 mormon indian relations
holzapfel richard neitzel every stone a sermon the magnificent story

of the construction and dedication of the salt lake temple salt
lake city bookcraft 1992

stereographsstereographyStereographs and stereotypes A 1904 view of mormonism
JMH 18 fall 19921551992 15576155 76

holzapfel richard neitzel and T jeffery cottle the city of joseph in
focus the use and abuse of historic photographs BYU studies
32 winterspringWinter Spring 1992 249 68

holzapfel richard neitzel andjeni broberg holzapfel women ofnauvooof nauvoo
salt lake city bookcraft 1992
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homer michael W lorenzo snow the italian mission and the religious
tract society MBNMEN I11 september 1992 1 3

masonry and mormonism in utah 184719841847 1984 JMH 18 fall
1992 57 96

home J theo along early western trails salt lake city by the au-
thorthor19921992

howard richard P the mormon RLDSRIDSrirs boundary 1852 1991 walls to
windows JMH 18 spring 1992118199211992 1181 18

hullinger robert N joseph smiths response to skepticism salt lake
city signature books 1992

ivins stanley notes on mormon polygamy innmhin NMH 169 80
jackson alyson rich the development of the womanscomans club movement

in utah during the nineteenth century masters thesis brigham
young university 1992 also in the thegeantheteanThetean A studentjournalstudent tournaijournal of
history spring 1992 42 63

jackson R H the mormon experience the plains as sinai the great salt
lake as the dead sea and the great basin as desert cum promised
land journal of historical geography 18 january 1992 41 58

jeffress melinda evans mapping historic nauvoo BYU studies 32
winterspringWinter Spring 1992 269 75

jensen jerroldjerroidjen oldoid S the common law of england in the territory of utah
UHQ 60 winter 1992 4 26

johnson clarkdarkoark V ed mormon redress petitions documents of the
1833 1838 missouri conflict vol 16 of religious studies center
monograph series provo utah religious studies center brigham
young university 1992

katz yossi and john C lehr jewish and mormon agricultural settle-
ment in western canada A comparative analysis the canadian
geographer 35 summer 1991 12842128 42

kramer neal W looking for god in history in FH 133 39
leonard glen M the mormon boundary question in the 1849 1850

statehood debates JMH 18 spring 1992 114 36
little known magazine defended the mormon point of view insights

no 85 november 1992 6
logan roger V jr new light on the mountain meadows caravan

UHQ 60 summer 1992 224 37 johnuohnbohn T baker george W baker
milamlmilamL rushjohnRusrush hjohnjohn mjones newtonjonesnewtonjones pleasant tackitt cynthia
tackitt alienallenailen P deshazo charles R mitchell joel D mitchell
jesse dunlapdunlapjrjr and lorenzo dow dunlap

lovell edith haroldsen benjamin bonneville soldier of the american
frontier bountiful utah horizon publishers 1992 mentions mor
mons throughout

lowe eric brigham young academy silence and shadows in the old
academy LDS entertainment 1 no 4 1992 38 40
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ludy diana R the angel moroni showed joseph the golden plates RV
no 86 novemberdecemberNovember December 1992 26 27

mcgee M patrick A preliminary history of the irish in utah territory
through 1879 masters thesis brigham young university 1992

macgregor greg traces of the pioneers photographing the overland
trail california history 70 winter 19911992 338 42

mcpherson robert S canyons cows and conflict A native american
history of montezuma canyon 1874 1933 UHQVHQuvo 60 summer
199223819922581992 238258 58

madison robert ben heirs according to the promise observations on
ethnicity race and identity in two factions of nineteenth century
mormonism JWHAJ 12 1992 66 82

madsen carol cornwall voices in print the womanscomans exponent 1872
1914 in WSC 69 80

malouf beatrice B comp lakes of utah in pioneer times CCcc2cco2 1991199iggi1
237 80

marquardt H michael an appraisal of manchester as location for the
organization of the church sunstone 16 february 1992 49 57

marty martin E two integrities an address to the crisis in mormon
historiography in FH 169 88

may dean A demographic portrait of the mormonscormonsMormons 1830 1980
innmhin AMH 12135121 35

mehr kahlilekahlineKahlile enduring believers czechoslovakia and the LDS church
1884 1990 malJMHmfl 18 fall 1992 111 54

mesle C robert history faith and myth infhinahin FH 12331123 31
midgley louis the acids of modernity and the crisis in mormon histori-

ographyography in FH 189 225
moorman donald R camp floyd and the mormonscormonsMormons the utah war

with gene A sessions salt lake city university of utah press 1992
the mormon image abroad european travellersTravellers who visited mormon

settlements in the nineteenth century MBNMENhen 1 december 1992
1 2

mormonscormonsMormons settle clitherall township 186518661865 1866 minnesota genealo-
gist 22 december 1991 176 78

mulder william nauvoo observed BYU studies 32 winterspringWinter Spring
1992951992 95 118

newell linda king A gift given a gift taken washing anointing and
blessing the sick among mormon women in NMH 101 20

the historical relationship of mormon women and priesthood
in waaw&a 23 48

newsclippingsNewsclippings from iowa and illinois 184118491841 1849 npap 1992 distri-
buted by john J hajicek burlington wise

norton barry R wilberg coal mine fire and recovery masters thesis
brigham young university 1992
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norton walter A comparative images mormonism and contemporary
religions as seen by village newspapermen in western new york
and northeastern ohio 1820 18831885 phd diss brigham young
university 1992

olsen beth radmall A small town building profile pleasant grove
1850 1900 masters thesis brigham young university 1992

owens kenneth N the mormon carson emigrant trail in western
history montana the magazine of western history 42 winter
1992141992 14 25

panek tracey E life at losepajosepa utahs polynesian colony UHQ 60
winter 1992 64 77

parker douglas H victory in defeat polygamy and the mormon legal
encounter with the federal government cardozo law review 12

februarymarchFebruary March 1991 805 19
perlmutter philip divided we fall A history of ethnic religious and

racial prejudice in america ames iowa state university press
1992

peterson daniel C abraham divided an LDS perspective on the middle
east salt lake city aspen books 1992

plenk henry P ed medicine in the beehive state 1940 1990 salt lake
city utah medical association LDS hospital deseret foundation
and university of utah health sciences center 1992

porter larry C milton V backmanbackmanjrjr and susan easton black regional
studies in latter day saint church history new york provo utah
department of church history and doctrine brigham young univer-
sity 1992

pratt parley P the constables dog LDS entertainment1entertainmententertainments1 no 2 1992
10 11 reprinted from the autobiography of parley P pratt 48
51 4thath ed salt lake city deseret book 1985119851985.1985.1

quinn D michael mormonwomen have had the priesthood since 18431845
in waaw&a 565365 409

on being a mormon historian and its aftermath infhinahin FH 69 111

150 years of truth and consequences about mormon history
sunstone 16 february 1992 12 14

ridge martin mormondeliveranceandmormon deliverance and the closing of the frontier JMH
18 spring 1992 1575213752157137 52

roberts B H epilogue justice will follow truth innmhin NMH 303505305 5

robinson charles M III111 hell in the snow old west 29 winter 1992
24 29 mentions the mormon conflict with johnstons army

robson kent E objectivity and history in FH 155 68
rowley dennis the mormon experience in the wisconsin pineriesPineries

1841 1845 BYUbyustudiesstudies 5232 winterspringWinter Spring 1992 119 48
rugh susan sessions conflict in the countryside the mormon settlement

at macedonia illinois BYU studies 5232 winterspringWinter Spring 1992 149 74
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schoemaker george H acculturation and transformation of salt lake
temple symbols in mormon tombstone art markers 9 1992
197 215

scott patricia lyn james E crooks and sharon G pugsley A kinship
of interest the mormon history associations membership JMH
18 spring 1992 15376153 76

the scouts at devils gate researched by naomi cottam CC 53 1992
265 304

sheldon william A our heritage historical presentation for temple lot
building dedication ZA 69 june 1992 78 80

sherlock richard the gospel beyond time thoughts on the relation
of faith and historical knowledge in FH 47 5553

shields steven L an illustrated history of nauvoo illustrated history
series independence mo herald publishing house 1992

shipps jan the prophet puzzle suggestions leading toward a more
comprehensive interpretation ofjoseph smith innmhin NMH 53 74

sillitoe linda who we are where we come from dialogue 25 fall
199291992 9 18

smith george D mormon plural marriage free inquiry 12 summer
1992 32 37

smith melvin T faithful historysecularHistory Secular religion in FH 141 53
smith wallace B exiles in time saints herald 139 april 1992 5 8
stobaugh kenneth E the development of the joseph smith historic

center in nauvoo BYU studies 32 winterspringWinter Spring 1992 33 40
stories of0 our ancestors utah county utah utah north company

daughters of utah pioneers 1992
stuy brian H comp and ed collected discourses delivered by president

mifordwilfordwifordminord woodruff his two counselors the twelve apostles and
others 5 vols burbank calif B H S publishing 1987 92

talbot dan A historical guide to the mormon battalion and butterfield
trail tucson ariz westernlorewestemloreWestern lore press 1992

thatcher linda women alone the economic and emotional plight of
early LDS women dialogue 25 winter 1992 45 55

thorp malcolm R some reflections on new mormon history and the
possibilities of a new traditional history in FH 263 80

thurston dorothy dawn frehner A history ofpioneer mesquite nevada
1880 1932 masters thesis brigham young university 1992

tobler douglas F before the wall fell mormonscormons in the german demo-
cratic republic 1945 1989 dialogue 25 winter 1992 11 30

gehtfeht zu alienallenailen volkernv61kernvolkersVolvoikern die internationaleInternationinternationalsale ausbrietung des
mormonismusMormon ismus 183018551830 1855 bericotbericbt vom orson hyde symposium
regensburg universitatuniversitdt regensburg 1992

the jews the mormonscormonsMormons and the holocaust JMH 18 spring
1992 59 92
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turley richard E jr victims the LDS church and the mark hofmann
case urbana university of illinois press 1992

ulrich laurel thatcher the significance of trivia juanita brooks lecture
series st george utah department of printing services dixie
college 1992

van wagoner richard S mormon polygamy A history salt lake city
signature books 1992

walker gary lee A history of fort duchesne including fort thorn-
burgh the military presence in frontier uinta sicsic basin utah
phd diss brigham young university 1992

walker ronald W native women on the utah frontier byustudiesBYU Studies 32
fall 1992 8712487 124 references to mormonscormonsMormons

sheaves bucklersbucklessBucklers and the state mormon leaders respond to
the dilemmas of war innmhin NMH 267 301

walker ronald W and dean C jessee the historians cornercomer BYU
studies 32 fall 1992 125 35 relations between native ameri-
cans and mormonscormonsMormons

walker ronald W and david J whittaker the historians cornercomer
BBYUYU studies 32 summer 1992 87 100 two letters from brigham
young

west irene chipman the deer creek land and live stock company
the first thirty years 1908 1938 masters thesis brigham young
university 1992

westwood richard E roughhough watekwatermatek man elwyn blakes colorado river
expeditions reno university of nevada press 1992 mentions
lees ferry and john D lee

whitman sylvia the west of a down easterner kenneth roberts and
the saturday evening post 1924 1928 journal of the west 31
january 1992 88 97 mormonism mentioned ppap 92 93193

willes fayone B A closer focus challenges in doing local history
dialogue 25 fall 1992 78 85

winkler albert justice in the black hawk war the trial of thomas
jose UHQVHQ 60 spring 1992 124 36

inspiration
inspirational stories about mormonscormons or mormonism

asay carlos E family pecan trees planting a legacy of eaithfaithearth at home
salt lake city deseret book 1992

ashton marvinmarvinjJ and in everything give thanks in DS 1 7
ashton norma B A unique Alelodymelody salt lake city deseret book 1992
baadsgaard janene wolsey families ubowhomoo laugh last salt lake city

deseret book 1992
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benson ezra taft the law of chastity in morality 85 90
A principle with a promise in morality 133 37
what manner of men ought we to be in morality 1 6

berg art E some miracles take time in FL 13244132 44
bird randall C the war in heaven Is now being fought on earth

ininazinfzFL 117 24
broderick carlfredcar1fredearlfredCarlcarifred A childrens holiday inmcinacin MC 14 15

burgess allan K and max H molgard the gospel in action salt lake
city bookcraft 1992

bytheway john G and they tell two friends and so on and so on
the damaging effect of gossip in FL 49 56

christensenchristensenjoejjoe J A reunion in brazil summit 5 spring 1992 10 12

christianson jack R whats so bad about being good salt lake city
bookcraft 1992

cline vivian R Is your triangle balanced in FL 160 70
cloward jill S it was only a quarter inch but everyone noticed in FL

125 31
cramer steven A putting on the armor of god how to win your

battles with satan springvilleSpringville utah cedar fort 1992
durrant george D how to live with your parents and like them

latter day digest I11 november 1992 9 11 reprinted from how
to live with your parents and like them orem utah keepsake
publishers 1991.1991

you and your spouse in your happy house salt lake city
bookcraft 1992

eadie betty J embraced by the light with curtis taylor placervillePlacerville
calif gold leaf press 1992

edmunds mary ellen she who laughs lasts in WSC 148 55
ellison mark getting along getting even or getting out loving when

its hard to love in FLFLIfly 25 32
eyring henry B choose to be good in DS 29 37
faustjamesFaufaust stjamesjames E integrity the mother ofmanyvirtuesmany virtues In Morality 61 67
fuller nancy B feeding the ninety and nine this people 13 fall

1992151992 15
galke curtis mending the broken heart in FL 145 51
gardner marvin K my first christmas as bishop in MC 50 54
gibson arvin S glimpses of eternity new near death experiences

examined bountiful utah horizon publishers 1992
hafen bruce C and marie K hafen repentance in FR 83 88
haight david B personal morality in morality 117 23
hall stephen jason 1I will overcome ininezinfzinazFL 41 48
hansen suzanne L win from within in FL 17 24
hanson steve dunn joy the other side of sorrow salt lake city

bookcraft 1992
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hinckley gordon B the true meaning of christmas salt lake city
bookcraft 1992

howard F burton you can gogohomeagainhomeagainHomebomeAgain salt lake city bookcraft 1992
hunter howard W basic concepts of honesty in morality 81 84

the dauntless spirit of resolution in DS 5939 45
jack elaine L charity how we treat each other indsandsin DS 85 9593

eye to eye heart to heart salt lake city deseret book 1992
A perfect brightness of hope in WSC 6186 18

james steve if you only knew in ELFL 5533 40
jones barbara barrington the most important thing in ELFL 9 16

kanzler debbie wheres the thumb this7bispeoplepeople 1513 summer 1992321992 52
kapp ardeth greene the joy of the journey salt lake city deseret

book1992book 1992
the season of a womanscomans life women and spirituality AMCAP

journal 18 no 1 1992 1101 10
largey dennis L enduring to the end in DBM 57 69
lee janet G knowing when to persevere and when to change direc-

tion BYUbyutodaytoday 46 march 1992 2 53 also in DS 47 50
pointed in the right direction in DS 9119 11

lee rex E opportunities for learning in DS 1513 17

things that change and things that dont in DS 51 56
linford Marmarilynneidynne todd A woman fulfilled salt lake city bookcraft 1992
lynn wayne B dare to dream salt lake city bookcraft 1992
madsen john M sexual purity in FR 6563 69
marshall jack preparing for celestial marriage or may I1 water your

camels please in PLFL 96- 196104104M
maxwell nealnealaA discipleship and scholarship byustudiesBYU studies 5232 summer

1992 5 9
elder maxwell speaks at FARMS banquet of consecration and

the gospels democracy of demands that builds an aristocracy of
saints insights no 80 january 1992 5 6

that ye may believe salt lake city bookcraft 1992
merrell barbara spencer W kimballsKimballs avocado feast this people 1513

fall 1992 1513

merrell V dallas worthiness and service in FR 89 94
menillmerrillmen illlii byron R to become as a little child the quest for humility

in DBM 114 26
millet robert L steadfast and immovable striving for spiritual ma-

turity salt lake city deseret book 1992
morrison alexander B feed my sheep leadership ideas for latter day

shepherds salt lake city deseret book 1992
mouritsen maren M theres a horse in the house BYU today 46 july

1992191992 19 2142 44
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myers thomas E and david T seamons mental and physical health
in FR 43 47

newell lloyd D the divine connection understanding your inherent
worth salt lake city deseret book 1992

oaks dallin H our strengths can become our downfall BYU today 46
november 1992 34 38 42 43 also inadsmdsDS 10715107 15

okazaki chieko N finding lightness in our burdens in WSC 204 21
pace glenn L theyre not really happy in morality 129 32
packer boyd K covenants in morality 333933 39

to the one in morality 167 81
why stay morally clean in morality 104 9

pahnke vickey thats what friends are for in FL 181 8
palmer greg everything I1 really needed to know I1 learned at ricks

college inisthisibis people 13 fall 1992 303330 33
parker todd the search for intensity in FL 748074 80
peterson H burke clean thoughts pure lives in morality 919991 99
peterson kim M spiritual survival feast or famine in FL 89 95
pinegar ededjedaJ and patricia pinegar preparingorpreparingforPreparingPreparingorporfor your mission salt lake

city deseret book 1992
rasmus carolyn J spiritual help inerin FR 77 82
ringger carolyn pearce reaching toward heaven ten stepsforactivelysteps for actively

applying faith to solve daily problems american fork utah
covenant communications 1992

robinson stephen E believing christ the parable of the bicycle and
other good news salt lake city deseret book 1992

simmons rae the spirit of god like a fire Is burning witness no 76
spring 1992 6 7

smith kathryn S the qualifying trials in FL 15259152 59
snow eliza R simplicity latter day digest 1 november 1992 25

reprinted from gospel themes thoughts she learnedfromlearned from the
prophets she knew 38 donald W hemingway comp orem utah
raymont publishers 1982.1982

sorensen michele R and david R willmore when the spirit whispers
midvale utah sounds ofofzionzion 1991

sullivan marlene bateman A husband Is tuisthis people 13 summer
1992 8

tanner john S one step enough indsandsin DS 11725117 25
thayne emma lou the gift inmcinacin MC 65

thomas A david finding the light of the lord in deep waters and dark
times inelin FL 81 88

thomas brett P they did remember his words in HATTW 93 113
thomas paula beauty for ashes the art of seeing miracles in FL

67 73
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treat mary lee the consistency of satansgatans tactics ZR no 62 july
augustaugust19921992 242 4

walkerjoseph miracle enough inmcinacin MC 70 75
wilcox brad brokenarmsbroken arms brokenheartsbroken hearts and confession inflinal 57 66
wirthlin joseph B the lords side in DS 127 37
wright randal A receiving spiritual guidance during the teen years

inelin FL 105 16
young S dilworth courage to be righteous latter day digest 1

november 1992 59 67 reprinted from speeches of the year
provo utah brigham young university press 1968.1968

ellen M copley is special collections and manuscripts department assistant
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